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ABSTRACT

A HISTORY OF THE HARLEM HOSPITAL SCHOOL OF NURSING:

ITS

EMERGENCE AID DEVELOPMENT IN A CHANGING
URBAN' COMMUNITY, 1923-1973

M. Alisan Bennett

Many factors shaped the dimensions of education for black people
in the United States.

Separatism was one such factor; at one point in

the nation’s history, it was practiced at virtually all levels.

As an

expression of racism, separatism did not elude the schools of nursing
despite the discrete displays of tokenism by a few northern institutions
where minute numbers of black applicants were accepted.

Such exclu-

sionist practices facilitated the creation of schools of nursing for
blacks, very often with the support of sympathetic whites who benignly
believed that black nurses were best able to care for nonwhite patients.
Codes for educating and caring for the health needs of black people were
legislated in the South and observed by custom in the north.
This study examines the origin ana development of the Harlem Hos
pital School of Nursing - a segregated training school for colored
women in New York City, part of the supposedly liberal North.

The

School opened in 1923 'under the sponsorship of local municipal govern
ment to provide a diploma, hospital related program for training can
didates who would be eligible for registered nurse licensure in New
York State.

Harlem's curriculum paralleled that offered for white

women at the Bellevue Training School.

Bellevue and Harlem Hospitals

were under the aegis of the same municipal agency; the first nurse
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instructors at Harlem were white graduates of the Bellevue School.
The Harlem community was once the suburbs of New York City.

It

evolved as black Harlem, a sprawling, economically depressed place of
residence for a minority group.

The School of Nursing a.nd its community

were examined over a fifty year period in light of local, national and
international events which were of importance for nursing, the Hospital
and its surroundings.
The study will also add to the limited amount of information avail
able about the black nurse whose preparation and scope of practice has
been constrained because of skin color.

The Harlem School, which

graduated many nurse pioneers who ventured into areas previously
reserved for whites, functioned as a City sponsored, de facto segregated
diploma program until its closing in June, 1977.
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PROLOGUE

Many factors have shaped the dimensions of education for black
people in the north as well as the south in the United States.

Sep

aratism was one such factor; at one point in the nation's history, it
was practiced at virtually all levels of education.

As a racist prac

tice, separatism did not elude the schools of nursing, however, there
were discrete displays of tokenism by a few northern institutions who
admitted minute numbers of black applicants to their programs.
In essence, codes for educating and caring for the health needs of
black people were legislated in the south and observed by custom in the
north.

This exclusionist policy facilitated the creation of schools of

nursing for blacks, very often with the support of sympathetic whites
who benignly believed that black nurses were the best for caring for
nonwhite patients.

Students were trained and expected to upon gradua

tion seek assignments in predominately black communities.
The purpose of this study is to examine the origin, development,
and activities of the Harlem Hospital School of Hursing - a segregated
training school in the supposedly liberal north.

With official local

government sponsorship, the school was opened in 1923 with the intent
of providing a diploma program for training colored women to be eligible
for licensure in New fork State as registered nurses.

The Harlem

School's curriculum essentially paralleled that offered for whites at
the Bellevue Training School.

Both Bellevue and Harlem Hospitals were

under the aegis of the same municipal agency; at the start of the
Harlem program, all reports of activities concerning the School were
iv
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directed to the attention of the Bellevue Board of Managers.
The Harlem community, in what was once the suburbs of New York
City, evolved over the years as black Harlem,- a sprawling, economically
depressed, problem ladened place of residence for a minority group of
people.

The School of Nursing and its community were examined over a

fifty year period in light of events which were of local, national and
international importance not only for nursing, but also for the Hospital
and the people it affected.

Such frameworks were useful because periods

of crisis and stress impact on mans' progress and often accelerate the
development and patterning of events.
The study is also intended to add to the limited amount of informa
tion available about the black in nursing, particularly the black nurse
who has been constrained in her preparation and the scope of her prac
tice because of skin color.

Many graduates of Harlem's School of

Nursing were the first blacks to venture into areas previously reserved
for white nurses.
Some still held myths about the supposedly liberal north may also
be dispelled.

New York City was, until June, 1977 when Harlem Hospital

graduated its last class, maintaining a virtually racially segregated
diploma School of Nursing.

The study, along with others being done on

the black nurse in the southern and western parts of the United States
will compensate in some way for the inadequate depictions of all nurses
in many current textbooks.
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CHAPTER I
THE ENVIRONMENT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
HARLEM COMMUNITY AND ITS HOSPITAL

The emergence of Harlem as a black community paralleled that of
the development of the Harlem Hospital with its School of Nursing for
non-whites as these institutions grew out of rigidly ingrained segrega
tionist beliefs held by whites.

These beliefs were endorsed by some

members of the medical and nursing professions and segments of the
larger society.

Black people were treated as outsiders but were not

newcomers to the island of Manhattan having arrived with the earliest
settlers.

Their continued presence and growth in the developing city

forced the examination of the conditions which impinged on their gen
eral welfare and led to the creation of racially separated health care
and education systems.

Manhattan Island:

The Setting - 1626-1919

Harlem has been called many things; as it has evolved in the City
of New York, reference to that northern portion of Manhattan Island has
always evoked strong emotions.

Harlem has been referred to as the

"Negro Metropolis," a "Black Mecca," the fountainhead of mass movement,
and sometimes as the most famous ethnic city in the world.

Less flat

tering descriptions have been used over the years such as: "the cancer
in the heart of the city," and, "a large laboratory experiment in the
race problem."

As a major community it did not: spring forth overnight.

Harlem grew as New York City grew and their histories were inextricably
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linked.
Although today the name "Harlem" generally summons images of a
black community in upper Manhattan, the area was first home to waves of
immigrant Irish, Italians and Jews who moved north as the city grew.
These immigrants then gradually moved out of Harlem as their neighbors
mere frequently became black.
The first black people who appeared on the island were African
slaves.

The Dutch brought eleven African men to what was in 1626 an

outpost called New Amsterdam.

The Africans were settled on the northern

fringe of the village in what is now New York's Bowery.

Eventually,

and as they were joined by black women, the laborers built a wagon road
to the upper part of the settlement that the Dutch had named "Haarlem."
Some 27k years were to pass before Harlem, spelled with one "a" started
to evolve into a black community.^
In 16UU, the Africans petitioned the Dutch and were granted their
freedom.

The relations between the Dutch and the liberated black

people were untroubled, but this was to end when the English seized
control of New Amsterdam in 166U and introduced chattel slavery.

Over

the years numerous attempts were made by the re-enslaved black people
to regain their freedom, and many of the white settlers came to endorse
the rights of the slaves to be independent. New York passed a bill in
1799 initiating the gradual second freeing of the slaves.

More than

half a century later in 1862, President Abraham Lincoln issued the
Emancipation Proclamation with implications for slavery in the nation.
The ensuing American Revolution found many blacks engaged in the

^■John Henrik Clarke, ed., Harlem: A Community in Transition
(New York: The Citadel Press, 1969)> Introduction.
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thick of the battles, some fighting as freed men, others as slaves sent
in place of their masters who elected to stay home.

This reticence by

many wealthy white New Yorkers to participate actively in the war
helped precipitate the City's third major riot which occurred at the
time of the Civil War.

In New York, four days of terror erupted in

July, 1863 and poor whites and blacks fought in the streets.
The violence was attributed to the enactment of the unpopular 1863
Conscription Act, or draft law, passed to reduce the manpower shortages
of the northern army.

The law aided those able to pay someone to take

their place on the front line; slave holders often sent their property,
the slaves, into battle.

The poor whites, who could ill afford to pay

for a substitute, intezpreted the Act to mean that they would be
fighting a battle which many believed was the fault of the black people.
Post-riot analysis determined that the newly-arrived Irish were the
primary inciters of the riot; their resentment of blacks was also
deepseated because of competition for jobs in New York.

The brutal

frenzy, mutilations, lynchings and burnings accompanying the draft
riots took place in the sections of lower and midtown Manhattan where
blacks, whites and the Irish had lived in close proximity.^*
Through its periods of turmoil, the city continued to grow.

The

black population declined at first, and in 1865 there were 9 >9^3 blacks

2
in Manhattan, compared with the 10,368 counted in 1820.

This decline

was attributed to many black people's decisions that a hostile New York

York:

^Gilbert Osofsky, Harlem; The Making of a Ghetto (2d ed.; New
Hazper Torchbooks, 1961), p. 191.

2John S. Billings, Vital Statistics of New York City and Brooklyn
(Washington; Government Printing Office, 189*0, Table 6>, p. 7. Period
of 6 years ending May 31, I89O.
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City was not the only place to live.

Other northern cities were being

settled with large black populations and Canada, to the North, was
known to be receptive to blacks.

In addition, of the 9>9^3 black

people in New York City in 1865, only Ml- owned enough property to
After 1865, despite their restricted status over

qualify as voters.

the years, the black population grew, aided by the arrival of increas
ing numbers of southern blacks and West Indian migrants.
Throughout the 19th century, most blacks in New York lived in the
poorest working-class sections of the city.

Their neighborhoods were

traditionally in the least attractive semi-residential areas on the
fringes of Manhattan Island near the waterfronts.

As the city developed

and moved northward, so did the principle areas of black residence.
Their movements, however, precipitated the departure of the white
residents.

Only during the transition periods when neighborhoods

shifted from white to black could the two groups be found living in the
same environment.

As the non-blacks left, unscrupulous real estate

agents subdivided the housing to fit more people into less space, and
the rents drastically escalated as the blacks arrived in search of
places to live.
The inferior quality of the subdivided housing units was one
factor contributing to the substandard health of the black people.
Their health was generally poor during slavery and further worsened
after emancipation.
whites.

The death rate for blacks was higher than for

In 1890 in New York City, 37.5 blacks of every 1,000 died,

compared with 28.5 white deaths in 1,000.^ The death rate of blacks

^"Billings, Vital Statistics of New York City and Brooklyn, Table
13, p. 1U.
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in New York State exceeded the birth rate by some U00 between 1895 and
1915 • Other factors mitigating against wellness in the black popula
tion included high unemployment rates, substandard wages for the
employed, and limited trust in the existing health care/disease preven
tion institutions of the City.
These and other variables concerning the health of the City's
population were catalysts for the creation of the Metropolitan Board of
Health in 1866.

Until that time, there was no collective approach to

meeting the health needs of the City's residents.

Many private groups,

such as the Quakers, had limited success meeting the needs of their
members.

However, it was evident that large segments of New York's

citizens, particularly the blacks, were receiving little or no health
attention at all.

The main institution for providing health care in

the City, Bellevue Hospital, had been erected in 1736.

Despite its

many improvements, much remained to be done if Bellevue Hospital were
to become a model establishment and meet the growing City's needs more
effectively.
Bellevue Hospital and its Training
“School: The Parent School - 1873
Bellevue Hospital, whose School became the model for the Harlem
Hospital School of Nursing originated as the New York Public Work House.
Erected in 1736 on the site of the present third City Hall, the Work
House consisted of one large room which served as an infirmary, staffed
by a medical officer who cared for the ill inmates.^

^Gerald J. Griffin and Joanne King Griffin, History and Trends of
Professional Nursing (St. Louis, Mo.: The C. V. Mosby Co., 1976}, p. 57.
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While medicine and nursing are inextricably linked in modern minds,
medicine developed ahead of nursing in its formal growth and organiza
tion.

This gap was obvious in the medical-nursing staffing of the Work

House.
care.

The physician was responsible for the major part of the patient's
Female "nurses" supplemented this care, but some of them were

incompetent alcoholics and many were physically unclean.1
At the Work House, the "nurses" slept in portions of the ward.
Often these women were recent immigrants lacking families, and the Work
House provided work and shelter for them.

The "nurses" shared the

patients' food and, if it was available took money from the ill for
services rendered.
It was the very poor of the City who sought health services in
such institutions, and this was done reluctantly.
viewed as places to go to die.

Hospitals were

The wealthy could afford to arrange

for home care when ill, but poor whites and blacks would only consent
to hospital admission when home remedies, religious interventions, and
other culturally derived approaches failed to cure them of their ill
nesses.
As in other times, it was the middle class and the wealthy of the
City who gradually instituted improvement of health care facilities.
Men, but mostly women with public spirits initiated practices to raise
the level of sanitation, elevate the moral tone of care given, and up
grade the poor housekeeping and quality of care provided the ill.
Wealthy or educated women interested in nursing were quickly dis
couraged by the practices of the predominantly male medical profession.
Anselm Strauss, "The Structure and Ideology of American Nursing:
An Interpretation," The Nursing Profession, ed. Fred Davis (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966)7 P* 65 •
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Nursing was not perceived as a vocation for ladies.

However, the pos

itive reports of the women's nursing units organized during the Civil
War evoked speculation among City planners about the possible values of
restructuring nursing.

In an effort to improve the quality of nursing

services, and to assure the availability of health care systems, the
City planners also took into account the racial/ethnic differences of
its population.

It would become evident as the municipal decision

makers went about their tasks that the anti-integration sentiments of
many of the citizens were not to be ignored.
An early response to the concerns of many people about the status
of nursing in New York occurred in the early 1870's when a group led by
Miss Louisa Lee Schuyler united as the Visiting Committee for Bellevue
and the other Public Hospitals of the City of New York.^

Miss Schuyler

had already distinguished herself as a humanitarian and was credited
with founding the State Charities Aid Association.

The newly formed

group took as its first assignment the visiting of all of the State and
County Institutions of Public Charities within New York State for the
purposes of reporting on the conditions to City and State officials.
The group's intent was to bring about needed reform measures.
A similar survey had been conducted in 1820 by Dr. John Griscom.
During a visit to a New York City health district, Dr. Griscom later
described not only the health status of the black people he observed,
but also commented on their socio-economic circumstances.

He noted:

There were some 5^2 blacks who inhabited the
infected district (fever ridden) of whom 119
lived in cellars; of these 119, 5^ were sick
^Elizabeth Christopher Hobson, Founding of the Bellevue Training
School for Nurses (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 19l6), pp. 137-138.
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of the prevailing fever and 2h died. . . . Out
of U8 blacks in 10 cellars, 33 were sick, of
whom 14 died, while out of 120 whites, living
immediately over their heads in the same houses,
not even one had the fever.
Some fifty years had passed since Dr. Griscom's investigation but
the Visiting Committee found the conditions of the patient units at
Bellevue uninoproved in sanitation, health promotion, or disease preven
tion.

M s s Elizabeth C. Hobson observed rats; the same cauldrons being

used for tea and coffee in the morning and for soup in the evening with
very little washing in between; a lack of soap in the laundry; and the
deteriorated conditions of the patients and the staff.

She reported

on:
Loathsome smells (the), unclean condition of
the patient's and their bedding; one nurse
slept in bathroom; nurse an Irishwoman of
low class (was) responsible for 20 patients aided by paupers called "helpers," . . . .
Convalescing patients served themselves food
and took "salt-fish" to (the) bed patients
on tin plates with a spoon.
In addition, there were no night nurses on the patients' wards.
This role, later to be found so vital to safe, comprehensive nursing
as the profession developed, was filled by the night watchman.

The

watchman passed through the wards and called a young physician if some
one was found to be very ill or near death.

While not at all a model

for the future afternoon and night nurses, the role of the night watch
man reinforced for many already reluctant to enter hospitals the seeming
indifference of the system to patient welfare.
Herman D. Bloch, The Circle of Discrimination: An Economic and
Social Study of the Black Man in New York (New York: New York University
Press, 1969/* p. 25.

p

Hobson, Founding of the Bellevue Training School for Nurses,

P. 137.
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While continuing their tours, the Committee members read the
writings of Florence Nightingale with great attention to her prescrip
tions for what should and should not exist in a hospital.

Among the

outcomes of the visits and readings were the conclusions that the med
ical staff, but nothing else, at Bellevue Hospital was of high quality.
The Committee members believed that with radical clmng.es in the nursing
service sector, Bellevue could be redeemed.

They went on to recommend

that a training school for nurses be established as quickly as possible.
The goals of the school would be twofold: first, to identify and im
plement high standards for nurses, and second, to have a systematized
means for properly caring for the ill.

Again, the writings of Florence

Nightingale were analyzed for the model for the training school.

These

efforts were supplemented by a visit to England by a Committee member,
Dr. W.* Gill Wylie, who at his own expense, sought first-hand information
about the model for the plan.
Dr. Wylie's colleagues on the Bellevue Hospital Medical Board did
not share his enthusiasm for the proposed school.

They did not expect

that thd intelligent, educated women the Committee would endorse for
the training school would be amenable to their discipline and preferred
nurses who did as they were told.'*'
Despite the misgivings of some medical board members, by April of

■^The concern of another, later Medical Board about the prepara
tion of nurses is also of interest. In 1899, members of the Medical
Board of the "Colored Home and Hospital," which eventually became
Lincoln Hospital, voiced their misgivings over the Board of Manager's
intent to train young colored women as professional nurses. The doc
tors viewed this course of action as a waste of time since they felt
there would be no place for the graduates to work once the training
was completed. See Adah B. Thoms, Pathfinders: A History of the
Progress of Colored Graduate Nurses (New York: Kay Printing House,
Ino7, 1929), PP. 71-72.
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1872, a decision and vote by the entire Visiting Committee passed on
developing a Training School for Nurses at Bellevue Hospital.

The

institution was to be modeled on Miss Nightingale's Training School at
.St. Thomas' Hospital in London.

That the students would be other than

white was not part of recorded discussion;
The reputation of Miss Nightingale and her successes may have
influenced the City officials' response to the proposal.

Word had

crossed the ocean about this remarkable woman, Florence Nightingale, who
had become known as the "Lady with the Lamp."

To some admirers, she was

the "Lady with the Slide Rule," known for her skills as a statistician
and scientific planner.^*

Coming from a wealthy, well traveled and well

read family, she set out to serve others rather than be served herself
and was not adverse to using family connections for promoting health
and nursing preparation.

She was retiring by nature but clear in

incisive about her chosen pursuit, the improvement of health services
for mankind.

Internationally celebrated, she was best known for her

tremendous vitality and ability to get things done under seemingly im
possible circumstances.

Her contributions to the health and well-being

of the soldiers of the Crimean War were well known and cemented her
place in history.

Americans also learned of Miss Nightingale through

her book, Notes on Nursing:

What it is. and What it is not, which was

published in New York in i860.
While the Bellevue Training School was modeled on Miss Nightingale's
plan, adaptations were made to evolve a functional design for New York
City's program.

The concerns Miss Nightingale had for structuring the

^“Charles-Edward A. Winslow, "Florence Nightingale and Public Health
Nursing," Public Health Nursing. k6 (19^6), p. 331.
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environment for preparing nurses were the following:
1. a training school for nurses should be considered
an educational institution to be supported by
public funds;
2. a training school should be closely connected with
a hospital, but administratively independent;
3. a professional nurse should assume responsibility
for the administration and instruction of nursing
students;
U. a home should be established for the domiciling
of student nurses.1
By September, 1872 the proposal for the school met the reluctant
approval of the Medical Board and the Commissioners.

Shortly after,

over $23*000 was subscribed to officially launch the Training School.
Flans were delayed because of difficulties in finding a trained
superintendent who would fulfill the standards set by Miss Nightingale.
When Sister Helen of the All Saint's Sisterhood (Protestant) offered to
be of service, she was immediately accepted.

By chance, Sister Helen,

who headed the nursing faculty of University College Hospital, London,
was on leave of absence in Baltimore, having set up a Sisterhood there,
when she learned of the need in New York City.
Luring this period when Bellevue Hospital was experiencing revi
talization and the Bellevue Hospital Training School for Nurses was
being developed, similar activities were taking place in other parts of
the country.

Two other schools for nurses were to open in 1873 in addi

tion to the program at Bellevue: Boston Training School at Massachusetts
General Hospital and, the Connecticut Training School in New Haven.

■^Florence Nightingale, "Sick Nursing and Health Nursing," in Nurs
ing of the Sick - 1893* ed. Isabel Hampton et al. (New York: McGrawHill Book Co., 19^9), PP* 2U-37.
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The Bellevue School, which was under the now renamed Bellevue and Allied
Hospitals, had the distinction of being the first program in the United
States founded on the Nightingale Plan, and its model served to facil
itate the structuring of numerous training programs in the nation,
including the program at Harlem Hospital.

The Bellevue Training School

started with three wards of the Hospital for student learning and
practice experiences.

The number of wards expanded as the best nursing

pupils were used to replace the untrained staff assigned to the patient
care units.^
In the year following the opening of the Bellevue Hospital Train
ing School, Miss Linda Richards became night supervisor under Sister
Helen's direction.

Miss Richards had completed the course of study for

nurses the previous year at the New England Hospital for Women and Chil
dren, a hospital founded by a group of female physicians.

She had, in

addition to being awarded a diploma, earned the distinction of becoming
the first graduate nurse in the United States.
As a very meticulous caregiver, Miss Richards provided the basis
for a procedure which became incorporated into medical education and
practice.

Each night she made notations on all of the patients

charged to her care.

These entries were shared with other nurses and

made available to interested physicians.

The physicians' interest

continued into their practice when they realized the value of contin
uous notekeeping, and the first system of medical records was started.
The recordkeeping was a natural carryover into the nurses* training,
\

and the keeping of nursing notes became the expected format for record-

"hsila M. Rafuse, "Nursing Education - What is the Challenge?"
I888-I938, in The Trained Nurse and Hospital Review. 50 (1938), p. ^26.
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ing all pertinent events relevant to care given the patient.
The professional backgrounds of Sister Helen and M s s Richards in
addition to the overriding influence of Florence Nightingale left their
impressions on the program of study outlined for the Bellevue students.
Nurses at Bellevue were instructed always to be mindful of the need to
provide their patients with boiled water for drinking and for the
cleansing of wounds; to assure adequate fresh air supply in the ward;
to use clean linen and fresh dressings; and to always be sure patients'
food was well cooked.

The environment surrounding the patients' beds

was to be cleaned and the room adequately heated during cold weather.
The long hours required to provide for the full welfare of the
patient did not lessen the school authorities expectations that the
nurses would attend to their own health and emotional and social needs.
Students were to regularly attend religious services and be present
at the daily teas.

The same would also be expected of the black stu

dents who were later to enroll in the program for nursing at Harlem
Hospital.
Racism and the Preparation of Black Nurses

Whether to include black students in the new training school at
Bellevue Hospital did not appear to concern the planners.

It was more

critical to the decision makers to develop trained nurses than to
consider anything other than a racially segregated learning system.
Aspects of racism not only were to be found in the larger society but
nursing as well.

The City fathers chose not to deal with racist,

exclusionary practices within the medical profession; developing a
racially integrated nursing program meant that, after all, the nurses
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would have to work with the doctors and this would pose problems.

Color

was an issue which the City fathers avoided by following the dominant
segregationist practices.
It is an interesting speculation what would have happened in 1873
if the proposal to start the Bellevue Training School had been modified
to include black students.

Considering that the white nurses and

doctors were often the first professionals in families that had im
migrated to the United States, would there have been a decline in the
enrollment of white students?

Would the physicians have reacted

negatively to find black nursing students among their pupils at the
patients' bedsides?

How would the white patients of Bellevue have

reacted when they found black students addressing their health care
needs?

Would the integrated nursing program have fueled the drives of

black candidates interested in entering the medical profession?

But

these question, and others, were not to be answered in the program
planned for Bellevue.
Despite ignoring the issue of racial integration, such a modifica
tion in the student configuration could have been endorsed by the pol
iticians solely along economic lines.

Black patients also required

skilled nursing care; the need for qualified and willing nurses to care
for the growing black population was increasing.

The simultaneous prep

aration of black and white nurses would have been economical in terms
of time, money, and the use of human instructional resources.

Addi

tionally, qualified nurse practitioners of both races would have
completed the prescribed course of study and entered the job market.
Furthermore, resistance to a program of integrated study might have
been lessened with an official agency supportive of the plan.
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However, the prevailing belief that blacks and whites could not
mix even in a professional undertaking was left unchallenged by City
officials, and the responsibility for continued segregation focused on
the patient, the nurse, and the physician.

That these people were also

voters was not overlooked by the elected officials.

It had been often

demonstrated informally that white patients resisted receiving care
from black nurses.

Similarly, many white nurses were reluctant, or

sometimes specifically refused, to care for nonwhite patients, partic
ularly black males.^ A strong operating assumption was that black
nurses were most comfortable with other black nurses mutually involved
2
in the care of black patients.
Such racist thinking covertly and
overtly contributed to the spasmodic states of disruption and tension
in the City and it was supported by the City officials' acquiescence
to the status quo.

Opening of Harlem Hospital

Harlem Hospital opened some thirty-six years before it was to have
a School of Nursing.

The Hospital's opening on April 18, 1887 was

sponsored by the New York City Department of Public Charities.

As a

"City" hospital, the facility was to serve as a reception and treatment
center where poor patients waited until transferred to larger institu
tions on Ward's and Randall's Islands located in the East River adjacent

‘'’Leila B. Gaulden, R.N., Harlem Hospital School of Nursing grad
uate, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, August 2k, 1978, New York City.
2

Further support for this kind of thinking came from white nursing
programs when they received applications for entry from black nurses.
"Colored” applicants, as they were described, were often told they would
feel uncomfortable being away from their own kind. One school indicated
it would accept qualified colored applicants only if they came in pairs.

/
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to the island of Manhattan.

Functioning as a 5b bed emergency branch

of Bellevue Hospital, Harlem Hospital evolved as a leased, three-story,
wooden building at the foot of East 120th Street and the East River.
The Hospital's ambulance district or its catchment area covered all of
upper Manhattan north of 73rd Street.

All patients were not subjected

to immediate transfer; some received treatment before being discharged
to their homes.

If, however, they were diagnosed as having a commu

nicable disease such as tuberculosis, they were sent to the nearest
publically supported facility-for long-term treatment.
Eighteen years passed before Harlem Hospital was placed under the
aegis of the Board of Trustees of Bellevue and Allied Hospitals.

A

power house and ambulance stable were completed in 1907 and the Hospital,
with its additional buildings, grew to a bed capacity of 150.

The Hos

pital was fulfilling a dual role as it provided for the immediate health
needs of its catchment population and continued to serve in its receiving
capacity for Bellevue Hospital.

Harlem's beds were always filled.

A

usual occurrence was an average census of 15^ patients being admitted
and discharged within the same twenty-four hour period.

Both blacks

and whites used the out-patient ambulatory care department and/or the
in-bed facilities.

Patients were placed on the Hospital's wards accord

ing to their diagnoses, not their colors, and blacks and whites were
often placed in adjacent beds.
At this time blacks had been moving uptown in increasing numbers
occupying what had been the desirable residences in upper Manhattan,
the portion of the City which many years earlier had been viewed as the
country.

The elevated train lines constructed on the West Side in the

late 19th century stimulated and facilitated the northern migration.
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/
While the "el" was convenient, the noise it produced reduced the desir
ability of living nearby, and those who could afford to do so moved out
or away from the "el.”
Harlem Hospital provided health care services for many southern
blacks who participated in the Great Migration northward.
saw 91>709 black people in New York City by 1910.^

The movement

New York was expe

riencing a growth pattern which was repeated as black communities formed
in parts of Philadelphia and Chicago.

Blacks would continue to rely as

long as possible on their own remedies, and many brought health condi
tions undiagnosed or untreated in the South, as well as their fears and
mistrust of massive institutions.
The South did not send just its poor and downtrodden to the North.
The migrants also included black politicians, skilled workmen, business
men, the educated, and entrepreneurs.

In the early twentieth century,

most prominent blacks in New York, including physicians, lawyers and
clergymen, had been born in the southern United States.

These people,

later joined by blacks from the West Indies, were eventually to exert
their influences on all segments of the life of the City.

Harlem Hos

pital, however, waited until 1919 before hiring its first black nurse
and physician, despite the fact that it had from its beginning cared
for the black poor.
The first black physician at Harlem was Louis Tompkins Wright
(1891-1952), who joined the Hospital's medical staff in 1919 as Clin
ical Assistant Visiting Surgeon, the lowest position in the medical

1 Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth Census. 1930: Population (Wash
ington: Government Printing Office, 1933)* pp. 216-218; Also, Walter
Laidlaw, Population of the City of New York, 1890-1930 (New York:
1932, p. 51.
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hierarchy.'*' When he and the two black nurses arrived, some of the white
nurses and physicians walked out.
with the black doctors and nurses.

Others who remained refused to work
The same shunning was practiced

when the black students arrived in 1923.
Medically indigent black people who qualified for charity services
at rirlem Hospital were more numerous than the elite who inhabited
select sections of the uptown community.

During 1911* the poor were

concentrated between 131st Street north to lU2nd Street, from Park
Avenue on the East, and West to Eighth Avenue.

The outermost blocks

of the boundaries generally housed mixed populations of blacks and
whites, but from 1911 to 1913> 136th to 137th Streets, North and South,
and Lenox Avenue on the East to Seventh Avenue on the West, were almost
solidly white.

2

As the residential sections developed with their new populations,
Harlem Hospital experienced a shift in delivery of health care services
to its constituents.

Consumption, or the lung disease characterized

as, "The Plague of the Cities," and pneumonia killed many black adults,
while stillbirths or other diseases common during the first year of
life claimed the very young.

Harlem Hospital continued its primary

mission of receiving the mentally ill, the substance abusers, leprosy
sufferers, and those with suspected or diagnosed contagious diseases
who warranted isolation from the larger society.

The Hospital started

to treat and maintain small numbers of patients whose conditions war*

"hs. H. L. Corwin and G. E. Sturges, Opportunities for the Medical
Education of Negroes (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936), p. 2 k.
2Gilbert Osofsky, "Harlem: The Making of a Ghetto," in Harlem:
A Community in Transition, John Henrik Clarke, editor (New York: The
Citadel Press, 1969)» P * 25.
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ranted isolation when staffing and physical conditions permitted.

The

patients with selected contagious conditions, particularly tuberculosis,
found their way to Sea View Hospital, while Harlem continued to turn
beds over to neighborhood people with non-contagious disorders such as
diabetes, gall bladder disease, and heart conditions; eventually labor
and delivery services were added.

Nursing:

A Profession

$y 1900 it was clear to many nurses that their vocation was taking
on some of the basic characteristics of a profession.1

Barely was an

opportunity missed by nursing spokespeople to refer to the practice as
a profession.

Isabel H. Robb observed that as a result of the rapid

increase in the numbers of nurses in a relatively short span of time,
weaknesses existed in the claim to full professional status.

Many

schools across the country were still preparing nurses according to
their own criteria, essentially to meet their own patient care needs.
Too often, women unsuccessful in their attempts to complete a course of
nursing study would still elect to describe themselves as nurses when
seeking employment. Robb cited the unmet needs for professional and
educational standards and for organization by and for nurses.

Until

the identified weaknesses were corrected, she pointed out, nursing
would be vulnerable and open to criticism from other professions when
ever interfaces occurred.^
1An overview of the profession which many blacks desired to enter
is included to show aspects of its status at the turn of the century.
A full history of nursing is not germane to this study.
Isabel Hampton Robb, "President's Address," in Proceedings of the
Second Annual Convention of the Associated Alumnae of Trained Nurses,
May.1-2, 1899 (Cleveland, Ohio: J. B. Savage, 1899), p. 31•
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The concern for attaining an unchallenged stamp of professionalism
was heightened in 1910 with the publication of the FLexner Report, a
response by Abraham Flexner to the Carnegie Foundation's need to conduct
a survey of medical education.*'

His Report. which was published in the

United States and Canada, was considered startling; it dramatically
changed the physician's role from that of an artisan to a scientist.
The medical student's need for a broad based liberal education was
cited as critical before medical specialization was begun.

The imme-

diage revolution which followed the issuance of Dr. Flexner's Report
shifted medical education from its focus on procedure to centering on
patient care.

Of critical application to nursing were the several

elements Dr. Flexner identified as characteristics of a profession.

A

profession, he noted,

1 . involves a high degree of individual respon
sibility;
2 . possesses a body of specialized knowledge
and skills, is learned in nature and recep
tive to new data;
3 . aims to provide a practical and definite
service - it is not merely academic and
theoretical;
k . is characterized by self organization with

activities, duties and responsibilities
which develop group consciousness;

5 . possesses a technique capable of communica
tion thru a highly specialized educational
discipline;

Abraham FLexner, "Is Social Work a Profession?" in Medical Education
Education in the United States and Canada: A Report to the Carnegie Founda
tion for the Advancement of Teaching, Science and Health Publishers, Inc.,
I960, pp. 57#-581.
!
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6 . is likely to be responsive to public interest
and tends to become increasingly concerned
with the achievement of social ends.
Nurses were keenly sensitive to the deceptive practices of those
claiming to be graduate nurses.

Both the public and the fledgling

nursing profession were confused about the expected qualifications of
one truly prepared to nurse.

The term "Professional Nurse" was often

used interchangeably with "graduate" or "registered nurse."

Further,

the title was often used by persons who, as previously noted, failed
their program of nursing studies and who successfully sought work as
private duty nurses.
Harlem Hospital School of Nursing was viewed from its inception
by the community and its first entrants as a legitimate professional
training ground, and this was a critical factor in the development of
the School.

An applicable distinction, perhaps made with such institu

tions as Bellevue Hospital, the parent hospital, in mind, appeared in a
Report Prepared for the National Nursing Council:
Hence we recommend that the term "professional,"
when applied to nursing education, be restricted
to schools (whether operated by universities or
colleges, hospitals affiliated with institutions
of higher learning, medical colleges, or in
dependently) that are able to furnish profes
sional education as that term has come to be
understood by educators. Such schools as can
meet certain defined standards should be des
ignated as "accredited professional schools"
. . . a list of them . . . be published at fre
quent intervals for distribution to nurses, the
public and students (prospective) of nursing.

^Flexner, "Is Social Work a Profession?"
Esther Lucile Brown, Nursing for the Future: A Report Prepared
for the National Nursing Council (New York; Russell Sage Foundation,
19^8 ), p. 77.
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Another recommendation focused on the need for examination of the
persons designated as professionals, " . . . achievement that has heen
objectively evaluated. . .

It was further decided that the numbers

of professional nurses developed in the future would not cause competi
tion for employment, because the demand for nursing service would remain
high.

2

Due to unforeseen economic conditions, this last prediction was

to prove flawed.
Such recommendations indicated that nursing educators would be the
gatekeepers of the profession as they influenced the selection of stu
dents and played determining roles in deciding who successfully completed
the course of study and was eligible for the "objective evaluation."
This same Report also noted that professional schools in most other
fields had become degree-conferring institutions, and that the degree
was rapidly becoming the distinguishing factor between professional as
contrasted with vocational practitioners.
This observation was many years later to develop as a controversial
national issue for nurses.

The question of who was the true professional

divided many nurses and prompted lengthy and heated debates, letterwriting campaigns to state legislators, and restimulated accusations of
racism directed at the gatekeepers, the educators of nurses in the
college classrooms.

The "1985" resolution, among other things, aimed

at conferring professional status on the nurse who had minimally
completed the requirements for a baccalaureate degree with a major in
nursing in an accredited program.

The resolution, as it was proposed,

^Brown, Nursing for the Future:
Nursing Council, p. 77.

A Report Prepared for the National

2Ibid.
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was to have serious implications for the School of Nursing at Harlem
Hospital, as it did for other diploma programs.
Black Nurses Organize; National Association
for Colored Graduate Nurses

About a generation after the Civil War, black women were first
accepted for training in certain schools of nursing.

Some people

speculated that black women had a natural feeling for the training,
amply demonstrated in their care of their masters and families during
slavery and later with the ill and invalids.

The women were perceived

as having the requisite calm, consoling nature so necessary in a nurse.
It was a secondary factor, if considered at all, that something other
than innate nurturing qualities would be needed to develop even the
most willing student into a competent practitioner of the art of nurs
ing.

Among the first hospitals to admit the Negro applicants were

Spelman in Atlanta, Georgia; Dixie in Hampton, Virginia; Provident in
Chicago, Illinois; Tuskeegee in Alabama; Freedman's in Washington, D.C.;
Lincoln in New York; and Mercey in Philadelphia.^

The first four men

tioned were identified as Negro nursing schools; they had been estab
lished by 1892 and were the first four verified schools opened to
educate those then identified as Negroes.

2

But employment was still

^For the purposes of this study, "black" is used as the author's
preference and because it is consistent with a practice adopted by many
nonwhites in the United States in the 1960’s. When the adjectives,
negro, Negro or colored are used in the report, they reflect common
usage for that period of time. For additional discussion see: W. H.
Grier and P. M. Cobbs, The Jesus Bag (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1971)» P* 129; and B. P. Karon, Black Scars (New York: Springer Pub
lishing Co., 1975), pp. 8-13.
O
Patricia E. Sloan, "Commitment to Equality: A View of Early
Black Nursing Schools," in Historical Studies in Nursing, M. Louise
Fitzpatrick, editor (New York: Teachers College Press, 1978), p. 68.
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difficult for the black graduate to find.

It was the blatant discrim

ination against the black nurse without regard to her proficiency in
practice which led to the forming of the National Association for
Colored Graduate Nurses (NACGN) in 1908.

Miss Martha Franklin has long

been credited with founding of the NACGN but incorrectly identified.

A

text used in nursing erroneously identified Miss Franklin, as "a white
nurse, friend of Negro nurses, who was elected as its first president."^
Only the latter part of that statement is correct, for M s s Franklin
was a colored woman elected to the office of president at NACGN*s first

2

annual Boston meeting in 1909.

Mary Eliza Mahoney, the first black woman to graduate from a school
of nursing and receive a diploma, became a member of NACGN at its Boston
meeting.

Miss Mahoney had completed a sixteen month course of study in

1879 at the New England Hospital for Women and Children School of Nurs3
ing.
Her membership in NACGN added to the recognition of that growing
organization.

Many years later, the NACGN was to establish an award in

Miss Mahoney's name for her distinguished service to the nursing profes
sion.
The members of the NACGN made noteworthy contributions to nursing
it
in numerous ways.
Their progress, however, was not noted in the array

Tork:

^Anne L. Austin and Isabel Stewart, A History of Nursing (New
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1962), p. 211.

Mabel K. Staupers, No Time for Prejudice (New York:
Co., 1961), pp. 3, 16-17.

The Macmillan

^Josephine A. Dolan, Nursing in Society - A Historical Perspective
(Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders^CoT, 1973)> P* 196.
^For a more detailed description and the history of the NACGN,
refer to text: Mabel K. Staupers, No Time for Prejudice (New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1961), pp. 7-8.
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of historical nursing texts available.

One might conclude that the only

model to which black aspiring nurses could turn was Mary Eliza Mahoney.
Mention of the NACGN was equally difficult to find, and the average
reviewer of nursing history might erroneously assume that references to
nursing and nurses included all, regardless of their color.
Negro nurses had lacked the opportunity to join the mainstream of
nursing practice.
of color.

They were principally employed to care for patients

This form of discrimination was perpetuated even by the

well-meaning, such as Lillian Wald who founded the Henry Street Visiting
Nurse Service in the lower part of Manhattan.

In 1906, Miss Wald had

employed Miss Elizabeth Tyler because of concern about the high
morbidity and mortality rates in tuberculosis among Negroes in the
agency's catchment area.^

Later, the high maternal and infant death

rate in the same population stimulated the addition of two more Negro
nurses to the Henry Street staff.

Miss Tyler went on to establish

additional opportunities for Negro nurses and successfully pioneered
nursing roles in other urban areas where Negro health problems were
less than well managed.
For the most part, though, despite the poor health status of many
citizens and the national shortage of nurses, the black nurse was
continuously confined to racially biased programs.

The available work

opportunities in a profession which proclaimed its abiding concern for
human welfare and dignity reflected the spirit of segregation pervasive
in the nation.

As individuals and as nurses, these women reflected the

fact that the early twentieth century in New York City and in the North

^Staupers, No Time for Prejudice, pp. 7-8.
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of the United States generally was a period of intensified racial
alienation.^
At the time of the formation of the Nurses' Associated Alumnae of
the United States and Canada (NAAUSC), which in 1911 became the American
Nurses' Association, only those Negro nurses who belonged to their nurs
ing school alumnae associations could be considered for membership.
The NAAUSC exhibited little interest in increasing its membership of
Negro nurses and less in the obvious segregation and discrimination
with which the nurses had to contend.
Work for the black nurse was primarily found in hospitals requir
ing caregivers for black patients.

Few opportunities were available in

private duty nursing; these assignments usually went to the white nurses
who worked through hospital registries.

Further

since few black people

could afford the fees for private nurses, there was little work avail
able to encourage this type of practice for the black nurse.

The

dichotomy existing within the nursing profession because of racial
lines seemed of little interest to the larger numbers of nurses who
through their silence endorsed the Negro-nurse-for-Negro-patient pat
tern of caregiving.
In founding the NACGN, Martha Franklin saw this dichotomy and with
Adah B. Thoms, then the president of the Lincoln Hospital Alumnae
Association, realized that the concerns of black nurses could best be
addressed through collective action.

2

Under the aegis of the Associa

tion and Lincoln Hospital, the two ladies convened their first meeting

^Osofsky, Harlem:

The Making of a Ghetto, p. Ul.

Q

Staupers, No Time for Prejudice, p. 16.
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on August 25, 1908» bringing fifty-two nurses together at St. Mark's
Methodist Church in Manhattan.^ As with other occasions in black
history, the church played a receptive role in the efforts of black
people.
Many of the nurses attending the meeting were justifiably concerned
about the impending state registration of all nurses as a standard for
the right to practice nursing.

Fifteen states and the District of

Columbia had already initiated the practice of examining the nurses.
One of the first activities of the new organization was to adopt state
registration as a requirement for its members.

The nurses were con

cerned about having qualified nurses engaged in practice and this
approach was not seen as discriminatory but as a necessary upgrading of
black nurses critical to their successful entry into the professional
mainstream.

Twenty-six charter members, many of whom brought with them

organizational experience from membership in the NAAUSC, started the
NACGN.

The new Association's goals were to:
1. advance the standards and best interests of
trained nurses,
2. breakdown discrimination in the nursing
profession,
3. develop leadership within the ranks of Negro
nurses £

The first meeting of the nurses also afforded opportunities for
discussion of the myriad health problems facing black people.

Migra

tion from the South continued to spiral upward. Blacks who still saw
the North as the more liberal environment sought opportunities for

■^Staupers, No Time for Prejudice, p. 16.
2Ibid., 17.
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work, improved housing, and improved lifestyles.
were in reality to be found.

Few of these things

Instead there was racial bigotry per

meating all facets of daily living including the lives of those engaged
in the helping professions.

Employment was difficult to find and

resulted in poor diets and increased susceptibility to infectious
diseases commonly found in substandard, overpriced tenement housing.
The new organization quickly won the support of black physicians
who, for reasons similar to those of the nurses, had founded their own
professional organization, the National Medical Association.1

They too

were aware of the increasing identification of the health problems
among black people, the limited resources for meeting these needs, and
the scarcity of opportunities outside black institutions for the nurses
to practice their craft.

As well, as physicians, they were cognizant

of the fact that many white nurses would not elect to work with them
in caring for patients.

Others who recognized the NACGN at its incep

tion included Miss Lillian Wald and Miss Lavinia L. Dock.
The second NACGN convention held in 1909 found support was continued
among the members for state registration laws.

The black nurses collec

tively disavowed race as a factor in the practice of nursing and re
affirmed their desire to eliminate discrimination in the profession.
This was not a goal cited in the main bodies of concern by any of the
white dominated nursing organizations.

On a practical level, the

convention set up procedures to provide coaching for black nurses
preparing to take their state's licensing examination.

It was realized

by those present that entry into the professional mainstream would not

^Corwin and Stuurges, Opportunities for the Medical Education of
Negroes, p. 2.
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be gained by rhetoric but by action.
Notable among the early achievements' of the NACGN was the estab
lishment of a central registry in New York City in 1918.

Until this

time, registries throughout the country were a popular source for
employment of nurses, but they resisted listing Negro nurses on their
rosters.

The New York registry was eventually discontinued because of

inadequate funds but, by that time, it had placed several hundred Negro
nurses in private duty and staff positions.

A few small schools of

nursing had recruited and hired their directors of nursing through the
NACGN registry.
While encouraged at various times to merge with the National Med
ical Association, the NACGN elected to remain autonomous.
incorporated in New York State in 1920.

It was

The NACGN played an important

role as a source of inspiration and identification for black nurses
including those at Harlem Hospital.

Harlem Hospital’s "Training School11 - 1908

The School of Nursing (1923) was not the first organized program
of study offered at Harlem Hospital for nurses.

In 1908, through

arrangements made by the City, Harlem Hospital was used as one of the
affiliating hospitals at which nurses who had conpleted their courses
of study and were qualified nurses, could take additional subjects
required for examination and licensure by the New York State Board.
New York had followed North Carolina in 1903 in requiring an examination
and registration procedure for nurses who successfully completed the
test to use the title, "Registered Nurse."
The courses of study for the affiliates ranged from three to nine
months and were reported in the reference materials as a "Training
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School,” however, Harlem simply provided certificates indicating which
courses had been satisfactorily completed by the nurses.

The affiliates,

or postgraduates, as they were sometimes called, were all white and had
completed their basic nursing studies at such institutions as Washington
Asylum Hospital, Washington, B.C.; Long Island State Hospital, Flatbush,
Long Island; New York Medical College and Hospital for Women, New York
City; and New York Infirmary for Women and Children, New York City.
Students had come from even greater distances after completing their
basic training in such places as Lancashire, England; Travers, Michigan;
Stockton, California; and Walla Walla, Washington.

The courses, which

were given by white Bellevue graduate nurses, covered the theoretical
and clinical aspects of obstetrics, operating room, infants and children
and male medical/surgical nursing.1
The affiliation arrangement worked to the advantages of the post
graduate students, their home schools and Harlem Hospital.

The home

schools continued offering their standard nursing programs which met
the requirements of their hospitals and equipped the graduates to meet
local needs.

The courses given were at no cost to the students who

during their brief tenure became part of the Harlem nursing staff and
gave direct care to the patients.

While they also received their meals

and residence with the coursework, -the costs were still below what
Harlem Hospital would have had to pay if the students were part of paid
nursing staff.

Bellevue continued to pay the instructors who taught

the affiliates, and efforts were ongoing by both Bellevue and Harlem to
recruit the white nurses for their permanent staff.

1Julia C. Stimson, Superintendent of the School, Report for the
Annual Report of Bellevue Hospital (on Harlem Hospital), from January,
1910 to January, 1911.
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Marcus Moziah Garvey and the Harlem Community
Blacks entered the twentieth c e n tu ry in search of new institutional,
cultural, social and political directions.

Debate was rampart, stirred

by Booker T. Washington's Atlanta Cotton Exposition address in 1895,
about the place for the black man in the developing American social
mainstream.

Return-to-Africa themes were frequently heard as many

people coalesced around the belief that no black man could have a
future in the United States.

Washington's theme was that of accommoda

tion, of liberation of the black middle class, and creation of a class
of black entrepreneurs.
Marcus Garvey,^ a black Jamaican, was attracted to the institution
building aspects of Washington's recurrent theme.

Garvey had formed

the Universal Negro Improvement Association and African Communities
League (UNIA & ACL) in Jamaica in 191^ as a manifestation of his dis
satisfaction with the English imposed racism, color castes and other
forms of discrimination found rampart on his island.

The UNIA had as

its predecessors and models the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, and the National Urban League both founded in 1911.

2

Garvey quickly realized upon his arrival in New York in March, 1916,

■'’An overview of the role played by Marcus M. Garvey in the devel
opmental history of the Harlem community is included in the body rather
than in the Appendix because of the impact the man made on the lives of
Harlem's black people and their kin around the world. He influenced
many blacks who may have otherwise believed the myths perpetuated about
their inadequacies and alledged inabilities to achieve their goals.
Early Harlem Hospital graduates often referred to the inspirational and
leadership role Garvey played in their lives and those of their parents.
A
Hugh Mulzac, "Memoirs of a Captain of the Black Star Line," in
Marcus Garvey and the Vision of Africa, John Henrik Clarke, editor
(New York: Vintage Books, 1974), p. 128.
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that the existing organizations attracted certain levels of Negroes,
leaving others still unaffiliated.

Garvey's UNIA had as its purpose

the uniting of all.Negro people of

the worldinto one great body to

establish a country and government which was their own.
motto was, "One God, One Aim!

One

The rallying

Destiny!" Garvey, as the Associa

tion's president and Traveling Commissioner, intended to not only
improve the welfare of the Negro at large but also, and specifically,
the lot of the Negro in Jamaica.
Mr. Garvey's appearance in New York City came at a most propitious
time, for many blacks were disillusioned with the humiliation of their
soldiers who fought in World War I, the growing Ku Klux Klan, lynchings,
and the messages from the political power makers that no improvements
in the status quo were in sight.

A "Moses" who could subjectively

identify with their plight and objectively deal with the prevailing
sense of anomie while pointing a path toward hope and pride was sorely
needed.

Harlem was ready for Marcus Garvey.

The distribution of the black population at the time of Garvey's
arrival was concentrated between Eighth Avenue on the West and East to
Lenox Avenue, and from 130th Street going North to lU5th Street.

Whites

continued to live, although in decreasing numbers, North and South of
these blocks while the dispersion further eastward was mixed and becom
ing more black.

While it was clearly becoming the black part of the

island, the community stores were owned by German Jews.1

Churches were

notably well attended and for many families functioned to meet their
social as well as spiritual needs.

Attendance every Sunday was bolstered

by new arrivals from the South.

Osofsky, Harlem:

The Making of a Ghetto, p. 121.
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Pictured in a 1922 New York Daily News photo, Marcus Garvey wore a
gold 'trimmed uniform, medals and a plummed Lord Nelson-type hat.

His

entourage included, when on parade, the Garvey Ladies Brigade and the
male Garvey Militia

While viewed by the least perceptive as flamboy

ant, an egotist, a zealot and often a buffoon, Garvey's plans had
tangible qualities which captured and held the attention of many of his
supporters.

In 1916, UNIA's headquarters was at 36 West 135th Street,

a block away from where Harlem Hospital would eventually find its largest
and permanent home.

Speaking across the country in 1917, Garvey fired

and stirred the flames of black nationalism in the hearts of half a
million people who evidenced their endorsement by joining the Associa
tion.

Many whites supported Garvey for they too believed that returning

to Africa would be in the best interest of the black people.

Garvey's

message was sustained and amplified by the Association's newspaper, the
Negro World. The Black Star Line Steamship Company was founded to meet
the desire, "to float ships on the seven seas, to carry the commerce
of the Negro from country to country and make him one of the great
industrial captains of the age."

The Lines' ship, "Yarmouth" was

docked in New York City giving credence to the statement.
Garvey had the attention of the world.

The UNIA and

It was believed that Garvey's

presence in the Harlem community did much to influence the eventual
hiring of black nurses and doctors at Harlem Hospital.

^Allon Schoener, ed., Harlem on My Mind; Cultural Capital of
Black America 1900-1968 (New York: Random House, 1968), pp. 10h-106.
p

Francis L. Broderick and August Meier, eds., Negro Protest
Thought in the Twentieth Century (New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc.,
1965), p. 82.
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Garvey's major competition for the attention of black people was
Dr. W. E. B. DuBois.

As editor of the NAACP's magazine, The Crisis»•

DuBois, in 1919 convened the Fan African Congress which met in Madison
Square Garden.^

He used the Congress as a forum to appeal to those who

endorsed the creation of a black intelligentsia.

DuBois' plan for

forming an internationalized Africa was brought to the attention of
President Woodrow Wilson and other heads of states.

The western

educated elite would find clearly defined leadership roles for them
selves in the DuBois scheme which was a major attraction to them over
the Garvey plan.

Eventually, the two men waged written warfare using

The Crisis and Negro World publications as their battlefields.
Garvey served to crystallize the thoughts and hopes of many black
people who needed stronger ethnic identities and tangible alternatives
to the existences they were experiencing as less than first class
citizens.

^W. E. B. DuBois, History of the Pan-African Congress (London:
Hammersmith Bookshop, Ltd., 1962), pp. 14-15.
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CHAPTER II
THE RACIALLY SEGREGATED SCHOOL OF
NURSING AT HARLEM HOSPITAL

Opening of the Harlem Hospital School
of Nursing: The Experiment

Not without several false starts, Harlem Hospital opened its doors
on January 3> 1923 for the first colored women entering its School of
Nursing's 2 j year program.

As the twenty new students took their

places, one of the welcomers observed that on the same day Bellevue
Hospital Training School for Nurses was celebrating its fiftieth
anniversary.*^ No one was reported to have questioned why the colored
women were in Harlem and not entering the program at Bellevue.
While many printed sources credited various City Commissioners,
civic minded citizens and other power brokers with the idea for creating
a school for colored nurses, the role played by William Vassall of
Brooklyn, New York cannot be overlooked.

Mr. Vassall was acting in be

half of his daughter, Lurline, then a senior at Washington Irving High
School and wanting to become a nurse, when despite the discouragement
of friends, he contacted Dr. O'Hanlon, Superintendent of Bellevue Hos
pital.

Mr. Vassall wanted his daughter to attend the Bellevue School,

but Dr. O'Hanlon insisted, "It was impossible to admit a colored girl
. . . the white girls would never accept her."

Mr. Vassall changed his

approach and suggested that a class of colored nurses at Harlem Hospital
be formed instead.

This was deemed a reasonable notion provided ade

^Fiftieth Anniversary of Bellevue Training School for Nurses. 18731923. Unsigned, unpaged private publication.
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quate numbers of qualified candidates could be found.

This was no

small consideration with the conditions for sound education in New York
balanced more in favor of the whites than the blacks.
The Vassall's, however, were encouraged and Lurline initiated the
admission processes which reflected those instituted at Bellevue for
their applicants.

Miss Vassalls and her father became the primary local

recruiters for the still-to-be-developed nursing program.
The City launched its recruitment efforts with an announcement in
the NAACP publication, The Crisis.3, Headers were advised of the impend
ing opening of a "Training School for Colored Women Nurses" in connec
tion with Harlem Hospital.

Candidates had to be high school graduates

and be able to undertake thirty months of study after which they would
be examined for licensure.

Like the applicants to Bellevue's program,

the colored candidates had to provide letters of recommendation attest
ing to their social and spiritual stability.
In addition to The Crisis, announcements of the opening, which
still lacked a date, were sent to the American Consuls in Liberia,
Jamaica and Trinidad.

Schools, churches, and the Negro press, partic

ularly in the southern part of the United States were notified.
Twenty colored women who had evidently passed the same admission
requirements imposed on applicants to Bellevue were accepted on January
23 as Harlem Hospital's first official class.

p

The new students were

^The Crisis, publication of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, October 22, 1922.
O
One of the Harlem students recalled her arrival in New York City.
She entered a taxi with her luggage and instructed the driver to take
her to Bellevue Hospitals Training School. The white driver turned in
his seat and looked at her very carefully. He stated she must mean
Harlem Hospital and then proceeded to drive her to Harlem without further
discussion. Her error was traced to her correspondence; the Bellevue
Hospital letterhead was used with directions altered to read, "Harlem"
instead of Bellevue.
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unaware of the experimental nature of the course they undertook.

Miss

Vassall was to recall during an interview that the new students knew
they were the focus of attention, hut felt they had responsibilities to
their families who supported their choice of vocation and to themselves
to become the best nurses possible.
Several factors were operating which should have assured the
success of the "experiment."

The first was that the course of study

was similar to that designed for the white students at Bellevue; second,
the entry requirements for the colored women were the same as applicable
at Bellevue; third, the New York State Department of Education was the
official oversight body for the new school; and fourth, the staff of
instructors were all Bellevue graduates and were fully qualified, for
that time, for their tasks.

The motivation of the students was another

positive factor in favor of the program's success.

The appointment of

Miss Anna Delmore was further insurance against the "experiment" failing.
A Bellevue graduate, Miss Delmore was the first Superintendent of Nurses
for the new training program.

Miss Delmore left her post at the end of

August, 1923 as a result of an accident which left her disabled and
unable to work.
favorably.

Those graduates who recalled her brief tenure did so

She encouraged the students, predicting that they were the

future head nurses and supervisors of Harlem Hospital.
The Superintendent had an early opportunity to demonstrate her
ability to manage difficult situations.

The new students were not

welcomed with opened arms because for the six Negro graduate nurses who
had worked at Harlem since 1919» they represented threats to their jobs.
The morning after their arrival, the students were awakened by bells
that rang in each room at 6:00 am.

Breakfast followed and they reported
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to a classroom at 7:00 am.

Each student wore a pink uniform with long

sleeves, attached collar and cuffs and a long white apron; uniforms
could measure no more than six inches from the floor; their shoes were
black with high tops.
The students were dressed for work and there was much to be done.
The influenza epidemic was at its peak; staff numbers were depleted by
illnesses and ninety patients were extremely sick.

Without any orienta

tion to the germ theory, principles of sanitation or more than rudimen
tary information about the Hospital, the students were sent to the wards
and their first assignments of cleaning sputum cups and filling ice
caps.

Despite the fact that extra hands were needed on the wards, some

white nurses and maids walked off when the students arrived.

At lunch,

the students were directed to sit in the back of the dining room behind
a partition, where they ate dried beef and a peach.

Miss Rachel Bridge,

one of the students, observed others being served more substantial
meals and when she requested additional food, the food servers became
confused.

Fortunately, Miss Delmore was nearby and intervened direc

ting that the students be served complete meals.

The first day of the

"experiment” continued without further events.
The new students started their Probationary, or "Probie" Period
immediately.

The Roll Book, prepared by an unidentified instructor

who like the others was on loan from Bellevue, recorded the daily
attendance and learning activity of each student.^

The instructor also

recorded that by March, 1923> three of the twenty students had resigned
from the program.

The seventeen remaining Probies started their four

^Attendance Roll Book, Sections First, Second and Third. 1923. An
unsigned, unpaged record of the Harlem Hospital School of Nursing, Class
of 1925.
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months of Practical Nursing.

Through instructors’ demonstrations,

practice and return performances of proficiency by the students, the
topics covered included:
Care of own room and bed
Use of mechanical appliances
Making of ether beds
Bed making
Demonstrating mattress bed
Practice of morning toilet
Practice of evening toilet
Use and care of rubber goods
Admission and discharge of patient
Cleansing bath and practice.
Attendance was taken daily including Sundays.

The grades for the

first month ranged from 50 percent to 98 percent with the mean average
for the group of new students at 82.95 percent.
At the end of the first four months, the Probies, as they were
known, received their basic caps, signifying a rite of passage and
2
their formal acceptance into the School of Nursing.
In April 1923» a
second group of thirteen students entered and celebrated the receiving
of their caps that September.

A third and last group of sixteen stu

dents entered in September, 1923» completing the Class of 1925*
The capping ceremony which took place at Harlem, Bellevue and
other hospital schools traditionally combined aspects of religion,
professionalism and dedication.

Candles, which were always part of the

ceremony, were carried by the students in holders representing a version
of the lamp used by Florence Nightingale.

Students often wore their

^Attendance Role Book, Sections First, Second and Third. 1923.
2
Probationary Period was a mutual testing opportunity for the
School's faculty/administration, and the student. The student was in
a pre-entry status, or on trial and if she failed to meet certain
expectations, could be terminated before the four month period ended.
Conditions for termination are described later in the text.
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Probie cap or no cap at all for their first four months depending on
the School.

At the conclusion of the ceremony, the official cap of the

program, which identifies each school of nursing was placed on the stu
dents heads by a faculty member or the head of the program.

The male

nurses who attended the Mills School of Nursing at Bellevue (l888)
omitted the cap in their ceremony.
Miss Leila Gaulden, Class of 1927, recalled that some Harlem stu
dents had expected to be given the same cap as that worn by the Bellevue
students at the capping ceremony, since both programs were under the
aegis of Bellevue and Allied Hospitals and Bellevue was viewed as the
parent of the Harlem program.'*' Unofficial word was sent uptown from
Bellevue that the black students' hair was too greasy for them to be
allowed to wear the Bellevue cap.

For years the students and graduates

of the Harlem Hospital School thus wore a standard cap, which was avail
able to any nurse.

A Committee on Revision of the School's Cap was

formed in 1959 and a design by student Miss Delabian Rice was accepted.
The distinctive Harlem cap had a three pointed brim, with each point
signifying faith, hope and charity.
The third section or group of students who entered Harlem's pro
gram in September, 1923> was welcomed by Mrs. Sadie J. O'Brien, R.N.,
who had just assumed the role of Superintendent of Nurses at the Hos
pital.

As the second Bellevue graduate to occupy the position, Mrs.

O'Brien aged U3 , was in a post which would make a strong and lasting
impression on the new program and its students.
member of Bellevue's Class of 1912.

Mrs. O'Brien was a

Her prior responsibilities at

Leila Gaulden in an interview with M. Alisan Bennett, August 2b,
1978, New York City.
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Bellevue had included twenty-one months as head nurse; assistant in the
Training School office for two years; and six and a half years as
supervisor of the surgical pavilion.

Prior to entering Bellevue, she

had completed high school and had one year of business college.

In

addition, Mrs. O'Brien had served for six years as secretary and
stenographer to her brother, a lawyer and later District Judge of Rhode
Island.^Under their new Superintendent, the new students were quickly
caught up in the myriad study and work activities that prepared them
for their nursing roles.

They felt more secure as the second and third

sections of the class entered.

They were, as a graduate of the Class

of 1925 was later to relate, unaware of the fact that in some quarters
their program was not expected to be successful.

2

The first sign that

the "experiment" was successful was reported by the Surgical Director
in his September 1923 address to the Harlem Medical Board.

Undoubtedly

referring to social status, he cited that the class of "nurse" was
infinitely better than ever and the nurses were demonstrating even more
improvements in the patient care and related work.

Complaints from

patients because of an inattentive nursing staff had ceased.. The Sur
gical Director attributed much of the improvement to the untiring labor
of the Superintendent, Mrs. O'Brien, and her assistants.
A report by Mrs. O'Brien gave another picture of the nursing serv
ice area.

One of Mrs. O'Brien's duties was to report periodically to

^Blanche Pfefferkorn, "The Nursing Service," in Opportunities for
the Medical Education of Negroes, by E. H. L. Corwin and G. E. Sturges
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936), pp. 209-211.
2
Lurline Vassails DeShields, Telephone interview with M. Alisan
Bennett., April 17, 1979> Brooklyn, New York.
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the Harlem Auxiliary Board of Managers which was composed of interested
lay people who had some authority over the Hospital and the School of
Nursing.^*

Since she carried administrative responsibilities for both

nursing training and nursing service, the Superintendent was keenly
aware of problems and the realities pertaining to both areas.
Mrs. O'Brien wrote to Miss H. Rogers, Chairman of, the Board, on
November 9, 1923, giving a summary of the productivity of the Hospital
during the summer months.
staff.

One problem related to supervisory level

Salary increases for graduate nurses omitted provision for

supervisors.

As a result, these nurses were accepting positions else

where for larger salaries, and the attrition was having an unsettling
effect on service delivery.

On a positive note, all patient wards had

colored graduate head nurses, reportedly doing excellent work.
pupil nurses were adjusting and performing satisfactorily.

The

Mrs. O'Brien

noted that accommodations had to be developed on the top floor of the
Women’s Dormitory for all of the post-graduate pupils continuing their
studies at the Hospital.

This crowding had been precipitated by the

arrival of the September enrollees for the basic nursing program.
Mrs. O'Brien concluded by providing the census of the School:
Supervision
Graduates
Social Service
Post Graduates
Pupil Nurses
Probationers
Dietitian
Dietary Assistant

2

6
30
9
lU
23
15
1
1

By this time, the title, "School of Nursing," was in official
usage. During the early correspondence and until the program opened,
references could be found to the proposed, "Training School for Colored
Nurses."
o
As Mrs. O'Brien carried dual responsibilities for the training
program and nursing service, this census also combined the two areas
although it was described as relating to the school only.
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As a Bellevue graduate, Mrs. O'Brien was well aware of the dual
function of the training school and the problems ensuing when numbers
of paid nursing staff were lowered.

The Goldmark Report had addressed

the ever-present possibility of conflict of interest even when written
agreements distinguishing the School from the Hospital were in effect.
The Report cited: "The needs of training and of hospital service may
not coincide, and when the two are in conflict, the needs of the sick
must predominate; the needs of education must yield."^
This was interpreted, particularly by hospital administrators, to
mean that a student's assigned learning period in the clinical area was
entirely flexible, dependent upon where the patients in need were
located.
At Harlem Hospital, white patients were still being admitted,
although superseded numerically by blacks; students were assigned to
all patients based only on diagnosis, not color.

While not enunciated

in the Superintendent's report to the Board, the need for educating
people, some not directly involved in patient care, was needed.

For

many persons, including some physicians, trustees, politicians and
others, the School of Nursing merely represented the department of the
Hospital whose responsibility it was to provide nursing service.

2

A

Harlem student who expressed dissatisfaction with the flexibility in
her learning schedule was cited as having, "commitment conflicts."

Her

potential for continuing the course of study was of concern to the white
Bellevue instructors who taught the Harlem students.

^■Josephine Goldmark, Report of the Committee for the Study of
Nursing Education in the United States (New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1923;, P. 195.
2Ibid., p. 196.
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Dual Function of the Harlem Hospital
Training School

Harlem, like other hospitals with training schools or schools of
nursing, served a variety of purposes.

For many of the nursing staff,

it provided residence as long as they remained in the hospital's employ.
For the student eager to enter the profession of nursing, it was the
base for the school of nursing.

There was also the function after

education, to provide adequate nursing staff coverage to meet the needs
of the patients.

Patient care usually emerged as the most critical

function of the hospital.
Again, like other hospitals, Harlem succeeded in both areas of
training and caregiving, by using a variety of approaches to attract
students and graduates in a series of tradeoffs and exchanges whereby
the hospital received the services of the nurse in return for certain
amenities.
One measure of the success of the nurses' training program at
Harlem was how completely the students were able to assume responsibility
very early on the patient wards.

Mrs. O'Brien noted in one letter that:

” . . . the pupil nurses are doing very satisfactory work and a great
many of them had charge of wards during Summer for vacation relief and
did excellent work.”1
The risk factors inherent in giving the students major responsibil
ities for patients' lives may have engendered some concern on the part
of the administrative staff of the Hospital and the School, but this is
not evident in the literature.

Sadie J. O'Brien, letter dated November 1, 192k.
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Students were prepared to expect from their entry into the training
program that they would assume leadership roles in the patient care
areas as soon as they were deemed capable by their instructors.

The

ability to "take charge" was seen as a strong indicator of growth and
maturity.

Until they assumed charge nurse responsibilities, students

received supervision on the wards but often had to indicate when help
was needed.

The "buddy" or "Big Sister" system also gave the student

access to other resources or support people, and this approach was
among the factors weighed when students were assigned to the patients'
wards.
In addition to promoting the independence of the student who was
filling a critically needed staff role in the Hospital, the assignments
were viewed as having practical value for the learner.

Since the Harlem

Hospital census rarely fell below the bed capacity on a daily average
basis, there was much work/learning experience for the student nurse
on the patient wards.

The Hospital's average daily patient census for

the calendar year 192^ was 250, and the obstetrical unit was averaging
125 deliveries a month.

Some nurse educators, however, were justified

in accusing some hospitals of claiming to have a nurse training program
which would cheaply staff the patient care units.

While this charge

was not leveled at Harlem Hospital, the Hospital's needs for staff were
expected to be sated to some degree by the students available from the
School of Nursing.

The dual role of Mrs. O'Brien as Superintendent of

the School of Nursing and the Hospital Department of Nursing served to
facilitate this intertwined staffing relationship between the Hospital
and the School.
Harlem Hospital was able to realize savings in having to hire
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fewer nurses because it could rely on the School to supply students and
it also offered wages to paid staff below those expected for the same
role and responsibilities of nursing staff at the private hospitals.
One result was that paid staff turnover in the nursing department was a
constant problem for Mrs. O'Brien and was cited in virtually all of the
Superintendent's reports.*’
The salaries of the instructors in the School of Nursing were met
by Bellevue Hospital in 192k, relieving Harlem Hospital of that respon
sibility.

Since she carried responsibilities in the Hospital, Mrs.

0 ’Brien was paid $1,800 annually; $1,320 was budgeted by the Hospital
and $U80 was supplemented by the Lady Board of Managers.

While the

records of Harlem's financial department identified nursing staff by
”w ” for white and "c” for colored, it was not possible to determine how
long the individuals had been in their positions, so differences are
evident in some salaries but the reason cannot be directly attributed
to race or color.

For example, in 1925, the white Assistant in the

Operating Hoorn earned $1,1^0 annually, while the colored countezpart
earned $1,080.

Both of the Assistant Supervisors of Obstetrics who

were colored earned $1,1^0 and $1,080, respectively.

The three

Supervisors in Operating Hoorn, Dispensary and Obstetrics were all white
and their salaries were $1,200, $1,140 and $1,200.

2

Colored graduate

Head Nurses covering Pediatrics, Male Surgery, Female Surgery, Male
Medical, Female Medical and the Accident Ward each earned $1,1^0.
General Ward Nurses' salaries ranged from $1,080 to $l,lU0, but color

*"It was not verifiable if paid staff turnover in the nursing
department increased after the School of Nursing opened.
2
Annual Budget Report, 1925 of Harlem Hospital.
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distinctions of the nurses could not be discerned from the data.

While

there were obvious differences in the salaries, there was no way to
apply such variables as previous experience, length of time in the
position at Harlem, accrued transfer status if the nurse had worked
elsewhere in the Allied Hospitals system, or graduate versus registered
nurse titles.
More indirectly but still related to its recruitment efforts,
Harlem was making serious efforts to have colored graduate, if not
registered nurses, on all the hospital wards.

This movement correlated

with the racial changes occurring in the. Harlem community and in the
patients occupying the beds on the wards.

As one move to free salary

dollars, all of the nurses' aides except those on night duty were
dismissed from the Hospital's staff.

The Hospital relied on graduate

nurses who remained on payroll, and additional resources came from the
School of Nursing, which for 192^ showed the following Census:
Superintendent
Night Supervisor
Ass't. Supervisor
Instructors: Practical
Theory
Students
Probationers
Postgraduates (Affiliates)

1
1
2
2
3
63
13.
3

From a current perspective and with a knowledge of trends in nurs
ing, the dismissal of the nurses' aides would seem to be consistent
with the move to have all phases of the patient's care rendered by
professional nursing staff, thereby eliminating the need for the aides.
In 192U, however, the intent by the institution was to conserve salary

^Annual Report to the University of the State of New York, State
Department of Education from the Training School for Nurses, Harlem
Hospital, for Year Ending July 31* 1925.
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dollars in the budget.

The aides' functions on behalf of the patients,

and the duties which had been performed by graduate nurses who had left
Harlem's staff, were gradually assigned to the nursing students, partic
ularly those performing at the more experienced levels.

The concerns

raised by Linda Richards and M. Adelaide Hutting and echoed by the
Goldmark Report about the subservient role of the training school to
the hospital were being actualized to some degree at Harlem Hospital
and its School of Nursing.
Despite the work/study requirements, the nursing students were
not being shielded from a certain level of social awareness.

In the

world outside the Hospital's walls, the press was addressing itself to
such issues as the newly diagnosed infantile paralysis, Marcus Garvey's
jailing for the alleged use of the mails to defraud, and the "New Negro"
who was contributing his share to the new social understanding in America.
At Harlem Hospital, the students may have been aware of such current
events, but the world structured for them had other focuses.

In the

Nurses’ Residence, teas continued to be held every Tuesday and Friday
afternoon to help the students in their search for wholesome social
outlets.

This type of activity usually won the full support of many

of the students' families, for New York was a reluctantly adopted homeaway-from-home for the out-of-towners who continued to populate the
School of Nursing classes.

Wednesday night was set aside for games

such as Mahjong and "500."

Thirty-five "girls" formed the "Wednesday

Night 500 Club" as the diversions became routinized and expected parts
of their lifestyles.

Time was found to take the students on summer

hikes and picnics in the fall and winter.
In addition to the teas, there was the annual Halloween Party and
a Christmas Dance where family-approved males were invited to celebrate
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the holidays with the students.^

These were regular events in spite of

the curriculum demands and the twelve hours of duty students had to
cover periodically.

In addition - and this had drawn criticism from

the State Board of Nurse Examiners surveyors during their September
2^-25, 1925 visit to the School - class time for the students still
came out of off-duty time.

2

The surveyors had indicated that such an

action and imposition was "a very undesirable arrangement and should be
changed as soon as possible.

«3

Concerns existed as well for the socialization of the students at
Bellevue.

In addition to the semi-weekly teas, Bellevue students took

sightseeing tours of the city, made shopping tours, and enjoyed theatre
parties.

As at Harlem Hospital, the costs for some of these excursions

were supported by contributions from ladies' societies and auxiliary
groups associated with the respective Hospitals. Efforts were ever
underway to assure a wholesome life for Bellevue students and to lessen
the necessity or desire to seek such amusements alone in the big city.
When describing the evils of New York, a writer noted, "The seamy side
of a great city (where) cleverly concealed are the pitfalls in the path
of the young girl who finds her leisure hours unoccupied and who fares
f|]i

forth alone in search of pleasure and amusement.

Bellevue and the

^Vivienne Ward Stoner, Social Director's Report, Harlem Hospital,
February 15, 192U - March 25, 1925.
2
P. M. Doty, Surveyor, Report of Inspection of Harlem Hospital
School of Nursing, University of the State of New York, State Board
of Nurse Examiners, September 2^-25, 1925» p. 2.

3Ibid.
Sfanda M. Caswell, "Befriending Students - Bellevue School of
Nursing," American Journal of Nursing, 25 (January, 1925)> 23.
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Allied Hospitals which included the Harlem School of Nursing took the
commitments they made to the families of the young female students very
seriously; one may nevertheless question where the energy for dallying
could come from after the students worked ten and twelve hour tours on
the hospital wards.
The First Class Graduates; The Environment
for Nursing Practice

Thirty-six black nurses took part in the first graduation exercises
of the Harlem Hospital School of Nursing on Thursday evening, April 23,
1925.^

The service was attended by kOO admiring relatives and friends;

it was held at St. James Presbyterian Church, 59 West 137th Street in
the Hospital's community.

Led by members of the Board of Managers and

School officials, the students marched from the Nurses' Residence to
the Church.

Miss Katherine C. deLong, Superintendent of Nurses of

Bellevue and the Allied Hospitals, and who processed the admissions for
the Harlem students, read her Annual Report which included accounts of
the various departments of the Hospital.

There were remarks by dig

nitaries and songs offered by the students; the awarding of the School
pins and diplomas; a main address, and a reception held later at the
Residence.
The Residence had been decorated in the School colors of gold and
maroon; fresh flowers were in abundance and the atmosphere for the new
graduates and their supporters was one of triumph.

J. C. Smith's

Modern Dance Orchestra provided the music for 250 dancing guests who
later dined on food supplied by a local caterer.

The format of all

Hjith the first graduation, the program expanded to three years,
resembling that offered the white students at Bellevue Hospital.
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graduation activities would seem to have been the pattern repeated at
all the City's hospital programs of nursing.
Later in the same year, the American Journal of Nursing, the
official publication of the American Nurses' Association, printed on
its Student Nurses' Page an article by a new Harlem graduate.^

At a

more assured level, the Harlem students, at the point of their gradua
tion grasped the role they were playing in what they now viewed as
the successful experiment.

This confidence was reflected in the

article and in the pre-graduation activities of the student body.
The students had formed an organization which combined representa
tion from the three sections that entered in January, April and September
of 1923) for they constituted the Class of 1925*

By combining, they

were acting on the adage, "in unity there is strength.” The united
forces were to establish a high standard for the School and constitute
the first alumnae association.

2

They acknowledged that they were

preparing a road for others and wanted to foster among the students a
sense of loyalty, confidence and better understanding.
That there might have been strained relations between students and
school/hospital personnel was not revealed in the article or elsewhere.
At the first meeting on April 7, 192U, the students elected a president,
vice president, secretary, treasurer, chaplain and a sergeant.

A stu

dent council consisting of three members; one elected from each of the
entering sections, was also chosen.

In endorsement of the students'

^Iteena M. Chandler, ”A Class History,” American Journal of Nurs
ing, 25 (September, 1925)» 785-786.
2The Latin plural ending, "alumnae” was also in the official
title of the association.
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activities, the first meeting was attended by Miss deLong, who at that
time had the title, Director of Nursing Service of Bellevue and Allied
Hospitals, and Mrs. O'Brien, School Superintendent at Harlem.

In

recalling the meeting, the new graduate, Miss Iteena M. Chandler,
noted:
For after all, our being here was not a matter
of social interests nor the mere fact of just
becoming a nurse, but from the fundamental
principles upon which the great field of educa
tion is based; that is, a sense of duty, first
to the patient and second to the nursing profes
sion by rendering such service as conditions
demand cheerfully, willingly and efficiently.
While their chosen work in life demanded great human endurance,
sacrifice and a substantial sense of responsibility, the Harlem stu
dents were expressively more concerned about the values derived from
the provision of services to the ill entrusted to their care than pos
sible gains.

Persevering in the performance of their duties while

maintaining their professional dignity enabled the students to pay, as
they perceived it, the great debt which they owed to the Training
School and the nursing profession.

As Miss Chandler noted:

May we resolve to live so that we may ever be
found faithful to those virtues for which we
have been taught to stand. . . . Let us go
out into the world bravely, with a full re
alization of our own ability to meet every
requirement
If Miss Chandler was voicing the sentiments of the Class of 1925,
one might conclude they were collectively overlooking some of the strong
undercurrents permeating the nursing profession at the time.

For

instance, they seemed to be unaware of the racial issues being addressed

1Chandler, "A Class History," pp. 785-786.
2Ibid.
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by the NACGN.

The fact that black nurses; registered, graduate or

otherwise were not accepted into the professional mainstream because
such approval by the white nurse members was necessary seemed to have
eluded these new graduates of the experimental program.
However, it was unlikely that Miss Chandler would have elected to
use or been permitted to use the AJN, an international forum, to
address racial concerns relating to nursing rather than the elements
of professional commitment she wrote about.

A fellow graduate, Mrs.

Lurline Vassails deShields later recalled her pride in becoming a
nurse.1

There was awareness of the unsettled conditions in the profes

sion but those issues were not going to be approached by the young
black graduates at that time.

Having completed the two and one half

years of study and work at the Hospital, the students viewed graduation
as the commencement to a world of opportunities.
A picture of Miss Chandler accompanied her AJN article.

Were it

not for her picture and/or the reader's awareness that Harlem Hospital's
program was restricted to black nurses, nothing in the article suggested
that racial differences separated the students described from the profes
sional nursing mainstream.
With graduation celebrations in the background, the day-to-day
operations of the Hospital and its School continued.

In her first year

as a graduate, Lurline Vassalls rose from First Assistant to Charge
Nurse of the Operating Room.

This rapid advance was not unusual since

a new graduate had gained considerable experience as a student in the
technical aspects of Operating Room nursing.

Mrs. O'Brien referred to

1Lurline Vassalls DeShields, Telephone interview with M. Alisan
Bennett, April 17, 1979, Brooklyn, New York.
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the promotion in a report.

She also noted that a Miss Ollie Davis, a

Bellevue graduate from the South, had transferred from Harlem Hospital
back to Bellevue because she "did not care to work with the colored
people."2
Mrs. O'Brien was further able to report that all of the graduating
students of the Class of 1925 had successfully passed the New York State
Board examination, qualifying them as registered, licensed nurses.

The

average grade score for all parts of the examination was 85 percent.
The State of New York, like other states, created its own examinations;
a national test was not introduced until 19^.

Graduates of Harlem's

"experiment" took a full week of tests which included assessment of
theoretical knowledge as well as practical skills demonstrated on a
"Mrs. Chase" mannequin.

They were expected to demonstrate their

proficiency in caring for b u m cases or patients requiring postsurgical
dressings.

The theory portion covered learned knowledge and applica

tions in such clinical subjects as medicine, surgery, pediatrics,
obstetrics, fractures, formula making and pharmacology.

The examina

tion results were available to the students and their home nursing
schools within a few weeks.
Conditions Influencing Students* Learning
As the young program continued, some areas of weakness were evident
which if left unresolved, would pose problems later;

Mrs. O'Brien's

salary was such a potential issue; in 1927 her salary, after four years

^adie J. O'Brien, "Report on Summer 1926 Work Conditions," to
Mrs. Harriet Aldrich, Chairman of the Harlem Auxiliary Board of Managers,
Harlem Hospital, New York.
2Ibid.
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remained at $1,800.^

This reflected the fixed salaries of all nurses,

particularly in the municipal institutions.

The wages did not encour

age her educational advancement nor would they have attracted others
to the complex positions she filled.
While Harlem was responsible for Mrs. O'Brien's wages, Bellevue
was still relied on for support of the School's instructional staff.
The teaching staff, comprised of physicians, Head Nurses, Supervisors
and guest lecturers was really a volunteer group.

The nurses were paid

for the regular, full time positions they filled in the Hospital.

The

one Harlem Hospital paid instructor was a high school graduate who
completed her basic nursing at Bellevue.

She had experiences in

pediatrics and had filled a supervisory role.

The instructor lacked

any advanced academic education and discounting her work experiences,
was the peer of the new graduates. The levels of preparation pf the
nursing instructors were also critical because the School program was
extended to a full three years resembling Bellevue's; it followed
recommendations made by nurse leaders and educators for a long time.
However, the thirty month program was still in effect when on July 31 >
1937* twenty-four more students graduated from the Harlem School of
Nursing.
In February of that year the School had been surveyed again by the
State Board of Nurse Examiners of the University of the State of New
York.

As one outcome of its observations and subsequent recommendations,

probationers or preliminary students were spending no more than three
hours daily on the wards; regular students could work up to eight hours

1Sadie J. O'Brien, "Annual Report - Harlem Hospital," to the
University of the State of New York, 1927.
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daily but do no more than ten hours of night duty weekly.

Vacations,

as with the Bellevue students, afforded three weeks of time off each
year.
Resource materials for the students were improving, as evidenced
by the over 290 nursing volumes in the School library and the new
mannequin and model of the eye which were added to the lecture equipment.

While the School was not providing the recommended 16 hours of

Mental and Nervous Nursing, 14 hours were included in the 1926 term.
Structural improvements had also been mandated and a building for the
maids had been joined by a bridge to the Nurses' Residence.

Renova

tions in the building program provided twelve more rooms for the
nurses and two bathrooms.
The 1927 survey also described an unnamed instructor in practice
of nursing and the assistant who followed the preliminary students
on the wards.

This team had been "particularly successful in their

understanding of the colored students and (had) adjusted the instruc
tion according to the characteristics of the race."'*’ There were no
further references to the particular characteristics the students
were exhibiting.

It was recommended that these instructors make up

their educational deficiencies to become eligible for admission to
special courses in principles of teaching and the sciences, thus broad
ening their basis for instruction in the art of nursing.
This recommendation highlighted the need for the instructors to
start to distance themselves educationally from their students.

The

Alice Shepard Gilman, "Report of Survey of the Harlem Hospital
School of Nursing - Bellevue Hospital," to the University of the State
of New York, State Board of Examiners, February 16, 1927» p. 3*
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usefulness of the advanced preparation was demonstrated when a teaching
supervisor took a course in supervision at Teachers College in 1926 and
had subsequently been appointed to oversee the nursing on the medical
and surgical wards.
The survey team further stated in their report that many of the
nursing courses available exceeded the teams basic requirements.

This

highlighted the preparation of the instructors for their service rather
than education roles.

An additional finding was that some of the

courses offered at Harlem failed to meet minimal criteria:
1. Massage course not given to Junior students
during 1926 though given to an older group
of students;
2. No laboratory instruction given with the
course in nursing of general medical
diseases though such is included in plans
for this instruction to be given during
the present School year;
3. Sanitation not given during 1926;
U. Nursing in mental and nervous diseases
included a total.of only lh hours whereas
16 are required.
Aswith other surveys, a clinic and a nursing classwereincluded
in the observations.

Means for more detailed assessmentsofthe

dents' cognitive learning were emphasized.

stu

In addition, the survey

team noted that the group system of nursing, wherein each student was
given a group of patients for whom she provided total care, was success
fully adopted from the Bellevue model.

The style of learning practice

1 Gilman, "Report of Survey of the Harlem Hospital School of Nurs
ing - Bellevue Hospital,” p. 3*
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had been started on the surgical, medical and pediatric units at
Harlem.

1

The survey embraced all departments and sectors of the institu
tion including dietary, records, hospital facilities and living condi
tions.

Among the final requirements to be met, in addition to those

already cited, was the direction to increase the number of staff nurses
on the night tour.

Since the number of hours students could spend on

night tour had been reduced to ten per week, this signaled the Hospital
to hire additional nursing personnel.

A movement, though still very

subtle, was taking place which would finally favor the Harlem student.
Whatever model was employed by the School to facilitate student
learning, there were adequate numbers of ill people requiring hos
pitalization and nursing care.

Harlem*s status as a slum area increased

and contributed to the high illness rates of its residents.

In the late

1920's, Negroes in the community were using their few dollars for paying
more than the average New Yorker for substandard living quarters.

The

poor housing was but one of the factors which collectively mitigated
against Negroes enjoying good health.
Mortuaries were a singularly profitable business for many black
entrepreneurs as twice as many black mothers died in childbirth as did
white mothers in other sectors of the city.

Similarly, the death rate

for black infants was twice as high as for infants in other neighbor
hoods.

Women who worked outside their Harlem homes had higher numbers

■^It would be useful to specifically identify and analyze the model
the Harlem program had implemented but descriptive materials could not
be found among the data reviewed from Bellevue Hospital and from Harlem
Hospital. The grouping of patients may have been shaped by the students
learning objectives; intended to be correlated with theoretical knowl
edge or in actuality, the result of the usual clustering of patients
on the hospital ward with minimal regard for their diagnoses.
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of infants who succumbed to fatal illnesses than mothers who remained
at home.1

Healers, prophets, sellers of special oils, potions and

powders proliferated and profited as Harlem's residents sought the
means to alleviate their ailments.

Quackery thrived and survived in

the community as did the conditions of contagion nurtured by congestion,
malnutrition and ignorance.

For many Harlemnites, when all else failed,

there was Harlem Hospital.

Troubles Mount for the School of Nursing

Since the training program had increased the probationary period
to five months, one expectation was that the lengthened trial period
would further assure the School's production of fully competent nurses.
However, in 1928 State Board examinations were starting to yield less
than perfect results.

Four out of ten students failed in January; two

out of six in May, and three out of thirteen examinees scored below
passing in September of 1928.
80 and 82 percent.

Class score averages hovered between

The Hospital, in pursuing its interests, advocated

the recruiting and enrolling of larger numbers of students despite the
reality of barely adequate housing accommodations for the current stu
dent body.

The Hospital's argument, supported by many physicians, was

that increasing demands were being made on the nursing department by
the Medical-Surgical staff and the currently enrolled students were
vastly overworked.
The housing problem was not relieved by the expanded program model.

^New York Urban League, Twenty-four Hundred Negro Families in
Harlem: An Interpretation of the Living Conditions of Small Wage
Earners (New York: New York Urban League, 1927), pp. 16-18.
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Senior students took their last three months at the Hospital as an
elective study phase.1

The option exercised by six students in 1928

was to take the public health nursing course at Teachers College,
Columbia University with practical experiences at the Henry Street
Settlement House in lower Manhattan.

Hospital officials encouraged the

students to take the final study option in the institution since they
were concerned about outside interests which might attract the graduate
away from bedside care.

2

It is possible that the housing conditions compounded by the
extended stay of the senior students had some negative effects on the
abilities of the undergraduates to prepare themselves for the State
Board examinations.

Some students remained on the Hospital staff as

new graduates and were entitled to room in the Nurses' Residence.

The

examinations had been extended beyond the content areas covered by the
Class of 192^; students were tested in 1928 in practical nursing,
anatomy and physiology, surgery/gynecology, syphillis and gonorrhea,
diet kitchen, maternal medicine, pediatrics and obstetrics.
While the survey team of the State Department of Education, Univer
sity of the State of New York, was essentially satisfied with some of
the progress made by the program since its last visit, certain of their
3
recommendations had not been handled completely.

"^Alida Cooley Dailey, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, September
21, 1977, Highlands, New Jersey.
2
Leila Gaulden, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, August 2 k ,
1978, New York, N.Y.
O
M. St. J. Eakens, "Report of Survey of the Harlem School of Nurs
ing, Bellevue and Allied Hospitals," for University of the State of New
York, May 2, 1928.
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The numbers of nurses on night service had been increased thus
relieving some students; soap dishes and tooth brush mugs had been
supplied for all patients or were on order.

The instructors respon

sible for teaching the practice of nursing had not moved to upgrade
their educational preparation for their assignments by taking addi
tional course work.

The teaching staff continued to be essentially

unchanged; white nurses who had studied at hospital programs and had,
as graduates, varied experiences in supervision or teaching.
Some relief had been afforded the students by the hiring of grad
uate nurses but the former continued to be the primary providers of
nursing services in the institution.

Dependent upon their levels of

preparation, students provided coverage for wards such as Maternity,
Pediatrics (including the Milk Station), Acute Male/Female Medical,
Chronic Male/Female Medical, Male Surgical, Gynecological Women,
Female Surgical, Accident Ward and the Dispensary.

The survey team

noted the ratio, of students to patients often failed to meet the min
imum requirements of one nurse to six patients during the day and one
to twenty patients at night.

The Hospital's efforts to compensate for

the disproportionate load on the students by appointing ward aides and
maids to the wards failed because these personnel could provide for
housekeeping needs and limited direct care to patients but could not
be responsible for the execution of nursing care.

Among the recommenda

tions made by the survey team were the following:
1. a physical plant addition was needed which
would provide additional bed rooms and
bathing facilities for the nurses. More
teaching space, recreational and dining
room facilities were also needed;
2. the ratio of nurses to patients meet the
minimum requirements;
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3. that some general duty graduates be employed;
1+. students be required to hear the morning
report;
5. that the operating room experience be given
earlier in the course of study;
6. that running water be provided on childrens
wards.^
As usual, the Superintendent, Mrs. O'Brien was given the opportunity
to refute or correct any of the findings of the survey team.

She did

not do so.
Comments could have been made, however, about the recommendations
made by the team.

Items four and five were within the province of the

nursing faculty and could be managed.

The remaining four recommenda

tions could only be responded to by hospital administration and
ultimately Bellevue and the Allied Hospitals through which budget
dollars were funneled from the City's finance department.

The Depression: Impact on Nursing
in the United States

The financial conditions of the City were stable prior to the
event of late 1929 which shook the world.

The recommendations for

physical plant improvements at Harlem Hospital were under considera
tion for upcoming budget allocations.

The City's financial assuredness

was supported by the fact that the stock market was booming.

President

Coolidge had commented on the soundness of the stock market for investors.

Jobs were available and hospital schools like Harlem were

^Eakens, "Report of Survey of the Harlem School of Nursing, Belle
vue and Allied Hospitals," pp. 6-7.
^George E. Mowry and Blaine A. Brownell, The Urban Nation: 19201980 (rev. ed.; New York: Hill and Wang, 1981), p. 58.
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planning for expanding the numbers of students they would be able to
train and accommodate.
By September 19) 1929 the stock market stood at the highest point
in its history and the paper profits of investors were measured in the
billions.

During the first week of October, the stocks took measurable

slides downward.

Industrial issues dropped dramatically and thousands

of workers suddenly found themselves unemployed. The economic ills of
Harlem's black citizens only worsened as the Great Depression approached.
Some gains had been made by a few during the "prosperous twenties" but
for most black people, want and need were omnipresent.

Many farmers

in the south, some with daughters in the Harlem School, found their
financial gains eroded by the attacks of the boll weevil who did not
discriminate between black or white farms.

Nature's erosion simply

compounded the financial disasters the farmers faced.
Black Thursday or October 29, 1929) was officially recorded as the
day of the Great Depression.
find nonexistent buyers.
investors.

Millions of stockholders scrambled to

Suicide was the relief sought by many

A massive tightening of credit left businesses and banks

without funds.

Banks were unable or refused to make loans to shore up

businesses and the consumer found himself without access to his savings
or the ability to make needed purchases.^*

Industry and commerce further

slowed their activities and people of all colors, by the millions lost
their jobs.

The ranks of unemployed included managers, engineers and

corporate officers.

The newly elected President of the United States,

Herbert Clark Hoover, pleaded to employers not to cut wage scales but

^ Mowry and Brownell, The Urban Nation:

1920-1980, p. 59*
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to no avail.

His predictions that the depression would be shortlived

was met with scepticism.

Where employment was maintained, starvation

wages were paid and as the last hired, blacks were the first to be
fired.

For those black people who had never entered the economic

mainstream, Black Thursday was another day of hard times.

Others who

had small capital reserves soon found these exhausted and the results
were as devastating as for those who had lost millions.
Nursing, during this time, was engaged in the struggle for
reasonable work hours, adequate wages, health and retirement protec-,
tion and opportunities for professional growth.

While the population

of the United States had increased by 62 percent since 1900, the number
of trained nurses had, however, increased by 2,37^ percent.^- However,
"trained" was the critical word; many of these nurses, because of
varying states requirements were inadequately prepared and ill equipped
to meet.the changing needs particularly of a public experiencing a
period of massive stress.
From 1920-1930, the population in the United States had increased
by sixteen percent and trained nurses showed a growth of ninety-seven
percent for the same period.

There were unofficially 29^,268 trained

nurses or one trained nurse for every Ul6 people in the United States.
The number of trained nurses had been steadily increasing since 1900;
the growth rate had exceeded that of physicians as evidenced by a
thirty-eight percent increase in the number of physicians compared with

^Lyndia Flanagan, One Strong Voice: The Story of the American
Nurses* Association (Missouri: The Lowell Press, 197^), p. 79*
^United States Bureau of the Census Report, "Population of the
United States" (Washington: United States Bureau of the Census, 1930).
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an eighty-seven percent increase in nurses.^"No more nurses needed" notices appeared in the American Journal
of Nursing; "Please do not come to Tuscon expecting to find work," read
another announcement.

2

Similar notices appeared in other editions for

West Palm Beach, Florida; the states of Nevada and Pennsylvania.
Nurses who had positions were among the fortunate as some small hos
pitals closed thereby decreasing opportunities for graduates to find
employment.

There was increased talk among nurses and their respective

state association committees about the need to perform nursing duties
by the hour if that was the only way work could be found.

Suddenly the

demands for pay equity were of less importance than being able to
receive any pay at all.
Nursing and the School of Nursing
Curriculum; Post Depression

While the Great Depression surged around it, the School of Nursing
at Harlem Hospital went on.

The Hospital was granted a separate charter

in late 1929 enabling it to operate independently of Bellevue Hospital.
However, it still depended on the New York City treasury for financial
support and adhered to the directives of the City agency administering
all municipal hospitals.

This agency was the New York City Department

of Hospitals, a newly created body.

The revised status of Harlem Hos

pital gave it the responsibility for paying the salaries of instruc
tional staff for the School of Nursing, a burden previously carried by

^Emilie J. Hutchinson, "Nurses, Patients and Pocketbooks: The
Economics of Nursing," in The Trained Nurse and Hospital Review, 82
(February, 1929)> 72-77.
2
American Journal of Nursing, September, 1930, p. 1190.
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Bellevue Hospital.
Harlem Hospital had expanded to have a certified census of 8U7
patients.

Often, however, the number of patients at a given time in a

twenty-four hour period reached 1,030.

An innovation in patient care

had occurred when a separate unit or ward was established for the ill
adolescent, those too old for the childrens* ward and under age for care
with adults.
Affiliations had started and six Harlem students were assigned to
Sea View Hospital, which was part of the municipal system, for patients
with communicable diseases.

The three months away from the home hos

pital were intended to heighten the students knowledge and competencies
for meeting the needs of patients with tuberculosis.

Graduates later

recalled they were barely welcomed by many of the personnel at Sea View
Hospital; some of them felt the sting of unshielded racism for the first
time.

Their grudging acceptance by the Sea View staff was believed to

be related to the fact that once prepared they would be expected to be
the primary care providers for the black patients with tuberculosis or
other contagious diseases.
While a number of patients with diagnosed tuberculosis were cared
for on Harlem's medical service wards, the advantage of the Sea View
affiliation was that students participated in a comprehensive nursing
care program especially planned and implemented for tubercolosis
patients.1

The makeshift adaptations found in the acute-general care

hospital such as at Harlem were not in evidence.
Tuberculosis ranked high among the causes of death for Negroes and

1Corwin and Sturges, Opportunities for the Medical Education of
Negroes, p. 199 •
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the illness was of concern for the School not only in terms of training
content but also because of the exposure of students to the highly
contagious disease.

Between 1923 and 1927, tuberculosis of the lungs

was the third major cause of mortality in Harlem.^

It was deemed

important, therefore, that the Negro nurse should have a good background
in the nursing treatment of the disease and the proper preventive meas
ures.

The Sea View affiliation provided the quality of learning expe

rience the student needed and the interpersonal exchanges afforded
unexpected opportunities to challenge their professional demeanor.
The affiliation arrangement for Harlem students was part of the
traditional pattern for nurses training.

Similarly, Lincoln Hospital

provided affiliations in social services and public health nursing
during the senior year of its nursing students program.

Bellevue stu

dents had their social service work experiences at their own Hospital
where a program in that discipline had been established for the care
of patients with tuberculosis.

2

At Harlem, the instructors were making concerted efforts to achieve
better integration and correlations between classroom theory and the
bedside care delivered to the patients.

Teaching physicians were urged

to adhere to the planned course of study for the nursing students
rather than episodically present patients of medical interest whose
care they wanted to assure. Balances were usually struck and the physi
cians maintained their role in the teaching and training of the nurse;

^Health Conditions in North Harlem. National Tuberculosis Asso
ciation, 1932, p. 1.
p
Flanagan, One Strong Voice: The Story of the American Nurses
Association, p. 332.
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a role often disputed by some nurse educators.

The male physicians

lectured the Harlem students in Surgery, Medicine, Infectious and
Contagious Diseases, Mental (illness) and Public Health. A Miss M.
1
Merritt taught Occupational Therapy to the students.
Graduate Head
Nurses were in charge of the patient wards and played major if not
exclusive roles in the clinical education of the trainees.

They did

not receive additional salary or other compensation for the distinc
tion of serving as clinical instructors for the students thus converving dollars for the institution.

Their qualifications for the teach

ing functions they carried out came under criticism later.
Few Head Nurses complained about the dual functions they were
expected to carry out.

The unnerving thought of having to compete in

the depressed job market kept many nurses wedded to their positions.
The Great Depression had caused many women to consider entering the
nursing field.
than whites.

Black women had less options open to them for vocations
Programs such as that offered at Harlem were not perceived

only as three years of study and hard work but also as three years of
room, board and a small stipend.

For a brief period, the number of

applications to the Harlem program increased.

In most cases the

applicants met the requirements of having completed their high school
studies and were between the ages of 18 and 35 years, however, few had
given serious consideration to the rigors of the course of study.
The stipend had been criticized by Mrs. Isabel H. Robb in 1895 at
the second annual convention of the American Association of Superintend

1 "Circular of Information: Harlem Hospital School of Nursing 1929-1930" (New York: Bellevue and Allied Hospitals).
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ents of Training Schools.^

Students in training in the hospital school

system operated by the New York City Department of Hospitals received a
sum of twenty dollars a month upon the satisfactory completion of the
probationary or "probie" period and were officially accepted into the
program.

The money was intended to cover personal items, books and

small supplies not provided by the school.

Mrs. Bobb's concern focused

on the possible misunderstanding that the stipend was intended to be
remuneration for services rendered by the student.

At a later point in

Harlem's history, Mrs. Bobb's concerns were proved to have been jus
tified.
The blurring of the student's experiences while at Harlem were not
peculiar just to that setting.

For the hours spent in study or in

work, it would be difficult for anyone to perceive the stipend as suffi
cient reimbursement for the tasks performed.

At Harlem during the

"probie" period, the students were on duty ten hours weekly and assigned
to wards or other departments in the hospital.
time was spent in lectures.

The remainder of their

Once past the "probie" period and fresh

men, they carried fifty-four hour work weeks.

The students had patient

assignments on the wards or to a department of the Hospital during these
hours.

Mrs. Alida C. Dailey, who entered the School in 1927 recalled

working regular twelve hour days with two hours off for rest leaving
ten hours to devote to work.
classes.

In addition, she attended scheduled

However, the work/study demands imposed on Harlem's students

^"Josephine Dolan, Hursing in Society - A Historical Perspective
(13th ed.; Philadelphia: W. b 7 Saunders Co., 1973)» P* 257.
^Alida Cooley Dailey, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, September
21, 1977.
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were similar to those experienced by candidates in other hospital nurs
ing schools.
Such extensive hours undoubtedly took a toll on the students.

If

they became ill, the professional services of the School's physician
and any consultants deemed necessary were free.

Time lost because of

illness or absence had to be made up beyond the official completion date
of the course.

The students eagerly awaited the one month of class

vacation time allowed in each of the first two years which had to be
taken between the months of May and October.
Aside from physician diagnosed illness, it was Mrs. O'Brien, along
with her staff, who determined the fitness of students for duty and
class work.

Since Mrs. O'Brien and the instructional staff were grad

uates of the Bellevue program, their expectations for the Harlem stu
dents were influenced by their past experiences.

The students tended

to end their courses of study on the official dates and relatively few
had to make up lost time.

Two students missed studies when one con

tracted diptheria; the other, scarlet fever.

A third student developed

tuberculosis with cavity formation and was sent to the Raybrook Munic
ipal Sanitorium.*

A serious illness contracted during the Probationary

Term would likely result in the ending of the student's studies.
Mrs. O'Brien and the faculty decided if a student was terminated
or dismissed at the end of the Probationary Period or any time during
its course.

Approval of the Board of Managers was needed if the

Superintendent wanted to terminate a student after the Probationary or
"Probie" period for misconduct, disobedience, insubordination, ineffi
ciency, neglect of duty or failure to develop those qualities expected

■^Sadie J. O'Brien, Summer Report, October, 1929*
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of a member of the nursing profession.
The student who successfully completed the Probationary Period took
the following Course of Study:'*'

50 minute periods
(hours)

First Semester - 15 weeks
Anatomy and Physiology
Bacteriology
Chemistry
Personal Hygiene & Correctives
Drugs & Solutions
Normal Nutrition
History of Nursing & Ethics
Principles & Practice of Nursing

105
U5
b5'
k5

15
1*5
30
150
55o

Second Semester - 15 weeks
30
15
15
15
15
J&
105

Materia Medica
Pathology
Diet in Disease
Applied Psychology
Medical Nursing
Surgical Nursing
Third Semester - 15 weeks
Medical Nursing, Advanced
Surgical Nursing, Advanced
Obstetrical Nursing

30
^5
_22
105

Fourth Semester - 15 wedcs
Pediatrics
Special Therapeutics
Psychiatric Nursing

^5
30
90

Fifth Semester - 15 weeks
Public Hygiene & Sanitation
Survey of Nursing & Professional
Problems

15
-§

Total Hours..... ....

825

One course merits description for nothing resembling it appears in modern
nursing curriculum: Special Therapeutics. . . . This course includes
lectures in X-Ray therapy, Radium-therapy, Heliotherapy, Occupational
^"Circular of Information:
1929-1930,M p. 15-

Harlem Hospital School of Nursing
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therapy and Physio-therapy. This coarse also includes a study and
demonstration of the principles, physiological and therapeutic action

1
of message.
As the School continued in Harlem, developments were occurring in
nursing which would eventually influence the program and its students.
The Kansas State Medical Journal was an unexpected source of support
for the separation of nursing training schools from their home or
affiliated hospitals.

2

The Journal editors viewed the separation of

school and hospital as inevitable; it would occur with or without the
cooperation of the involved hospitals.

Undoubtedly the rapid growth

and changes taking place in nursing prompted consideration of the
viability of the education-training relationship.
Nursing school admission requirements were more stringent and
high school graduation was less an option than a mandate for acceptance.
Curricula in the training programs were expanding and independence for
the schools was on the horizon.

The Journal article noted, "Ultimately

they must be divorced or the hospital must become entirely subservient
to the training school."

As various nursing leaders had proposed in

the late 1890's, the Journal also endorsed the independent endowment of
schools of nursing and departments in universities and colleges where
courses of instruction would be provided.

Students would take the

didactic courses then enter a hospital for practical instruction.

^■"Circular of Information:
1929-1930," p. 15.

The

Harlem Hospital School of Nursing -

2"Relations of Hospitals to Training Schools." Quoted by the
American Medical Association Bulletin from the Kansas State Medical
Journal in the American Journal of Nursing, 30 (June, 1930), 735*
3Ibid.
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Kansas Journal further stated that student nurses would be exposed to
better instruction under the scheme they proposed than they were cur
rently receiving; hospitals would gain better services for patients
from the graduates of the redirected nursing education programs.*’
Another issue directly related to where nurses could best.be ed
ucated concerned space for housing.

Harlem Hospital, like hospitals

across the country provided shelter for its graduate nurses and reg
istered nurses who were on the staff and for students, including
affiliating students.

Quarters were also made available, when condi

tions permitted, for non-nurse members of the hospital's nursing staff
such as Aides.

Space was always at a premium and discussions about how

to accommodate nursing personnel were numerous and time consuming.
Salaries were adjusted for those single women who were housed in the
residence; they took home less than the married women who lived with
their families off the premises.
A breakthrough occurred in late 1930, when Commissioner Greeff of
the Department of Hospitals granted permission for several graduate
nurses to live outside the residence.

The live-out practice was not

embraced by many nurses, especially those from out-of-New York who were
concerned about their safety in the Harlem community.

When Harlem land

lords learned prospective tenants were nurses, the rates for often below
standard housing were increased.
Despite the precarious state of its housing accommodations, Harlem
continued to recruit and enroll students; the School continued to
produce nurses during 1931 at rates unaffected by the Depression or •
other factors.

By mid-year, eighty-one nursing students were in the

■^"Relations of Hospitals to Training Schools," p. 735*
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program; twenty-seven were seniors and about to graduate.

Until gradua

tion their services were critical to the economic survival of the Hos
pital.
The impact of the Depression continued to provide rude shocks for
many nurses who never envisioned having less than steady employment.
The private sector in the City made efforts to assist the unemployed
nurses through various projects.

Mrs. August Belmont was an activist

who chaired the Women's Division of the Emergency Work and Relief
Committee.^

Mrs. Belmont's group recognized that nurses were the

largest group of female professionals to experience the severity of the
economic depression.

Using money they raised to defray expenses, the

Committee secured work for unemployed graduate and registered nurses
who met the following criteria:
1. unemployment must be related to the economic
crisis;
2. single women who were dependent on their own
resources and who had worked within the bound
ary limits of New York City before losing
their positions;
3. breadwinners with invalid husbands or with
dependents to support.
The Committee received requests for nurses from the Division of
Nursing, New York City Department of Hospitals (of which Harlem Hospital
was a member); the Bureau of Nursing, Department of Health; private
hospitals; social service and philanthropic organizations.
latter created, "make work" opportunities for the nurses.

Some of the
Many qual

ified nurse applicants for the assignments were appalled to learn that

^"Editorial, "And Thy Neighbor as Thyself," American Journal of
Nursing. 32 (January, 1932), 67.
2Ibid.
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the salary was paid not by the hiring agency but by the Emergency Work
and Relief Committee.
work week.

The salary was fifteen dollars for a thirty hour

This contrasted sharply with the average wages of an expe

rienced nurse, who at that time earned $1,200 with maintenance at a
municipal hospital.

Nurses who accepted the assignments through the

Committee also received free meals while on duty and this was part of
the compensation.

An added incentive for the nurses was the possibility

of qualifying for a permanent staff appointment at regular salary when
a position became available.

Between November 23, 1931 and January 5»

1932,^

applicants were registered by the Committee and 250 were
2
placed in agencies throughout the City.
The Committee was a lifeline for many nurses; some were demoralized
because work was unavailable.

A sampling of the applications processed

by the Committee showed the nurses' graduation dates from diploma pro
grams spanned from 1887 to 1931*

Many were 1929 graduates who had the

misfortune to start their vocations under cataclysmic circumstances.
Most nurses who benefited from the efforts of Mrs. Belmont's organiza
tion were between thirty and forty years of age; periods when they
expected they would be in the prime of their nursing careers.

During

the time the Committee was functioning, Harlem graduates were being
employed by their Hospital as graduates; upon completion and passage

■^Editorial, "And Thy Neighbor as Thyself," p. 67.
2Since it was not stated in the data, an assumption could be made
that black nurses were not excluded from the services offered by Mrs.
Belmont's Committee. Just as there were health facilities which
responded to the health needs of ill black people, there too were the
biased beliefs that black nurses could best care for their own kind.
Even though the agencies receiving the nurses were not responsible for
their salaries, it is likely that racial biases influenced which nurses
were "hired."
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of the State Board examination, they were designated, "Registered
Nurse" status.

While Harlem was able to use some of the nurses paid

for by the Committee, another manpower source within its walls was the
postgraduate nurse affiliate intent on attaining licensure to practice
in New York State.
Nineteen postgraduates were at the Hospital in late 1931) enrolled
in structured education/practice situations.

By this time a difference

had occurred in the racial backgrounds of the nurses who comprised the
affiliate group.

The Hospital was no longer attracting white post

graduates but black nurses who needed additional courses and clinical
experience in selected areas to qualify for the State examination.
Their home hospitals included black institutions such as: Frederick
Douglass and Mercy Hospitals in Philadelphia; Hubbard in Nashville;
Grady Hospital in Atlanta; Dunbar Memorial in Detroit and St. Agnes in
Raleigh, North Carolina.

Once the postgraduates completed their studies

in medicine, surgery, obstetrics and other clinical areas, they often
sought employment in the hospital where their second course of nursing
studies had occurred.
More and more black patients were finding their way into Harlem
Hospital's beds for as the Depression continued to impact on individ
uals lifestyles, numbers of medically indigent were increased.

Harlem

also continued its pattern of segregating patients only according to
their sex and diagnoses.

Staffing was at an acceptable level.

were replaced as quickly as they left.

Nurses

Budgeted salary dollars were

saved with each new nurse hired for they joined the staff at the
beginning level wage which was usually lower than that paid the nurse
who had left.

A newly hired nurse at Harlem, with some experience,
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could expect to receive approximately $1,260 with maintenance.
The Hospital's ability to maintain adequate nursing staff and the
nursing program retention process emerged as two separate but related
issues in early 1932.

The Probation Period continued to be a crucial

time for the School of Nursing students.

Of the forty students

admitted in February, 1932, only twenty-eight successfully completed
the "Probie’1 period and were officially accepted into the program.
This loss of nineteen students raised the interest of hospital
officials in the criteria the School was applying in recruiting stu
dents.^* The seventeen students who graduated on May 12 of tfiat year
were readily accepted on the Harlem nursing staff.
The faculty of the School had other concerns as well about their
new autonomy which came as a result of the dissolution of the organiza
tion of Bellevue and the Allied Hospitals and the formation of the
Department of Hospitals in 1929*

Directives no longer came from

Bellevue on how the School should be operated leaving the Harlem faculty
to chart their own paths.

They continued to observe the guidelines of

the National League of Nursing Education (NLNE), the State Board of
Regents of the Department of Education and the State Board of Nurse
Examiners of the University of the State of New York.
The NLNE emerged in 1912; until that time it was the American
Society of Superintendents of Training Schools which had organized in
1893.

The NLNE was an influential force in encouraging the improve

ment of schools of nursing; it sought to provide information about the

^Officially, the entry requirements for the Harlem students were
the same as those for the Bellevue students. However, at a later time,
it was found that some relaxation of the criteria had occurred on an
informal basis.
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objectives and needs of nursing education to lay people.3’
The alliance of the Harlem School with the State Board of Regents
of the Department of Education enabled the School's graduates to sit
for the examinations for licensure prescribed by the State Board of
Nurse Examiners.

The School's progress towards having its graduates

attain registered nurse status was never static.

Perhaps influenced

by the formation of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Nursing
in 1932, some major changes were made in the School of Nursing curric
ulum in both the theoretical and practical learning areas that same
year.

The changes afforded further recognition of the eventual linking

of nursing and college education.
The shift at the School involved teaching all subjects in the
curriculum on the basis of sixteen hours, the standard college credit
unit.

A new Sociology course was added for thirty-two hours or two

credit units.

College credits were not, however, being granted to the

Harlem students.

The addition of the new course did not expand or

extend the three year period of study.

The hours were deducted from

the service time students provided the Hospital's patients.

Once

again, the dual functions of the nursing school; to educate nurses and
to provide hospital nursing services emerged in conflict.
In areas warranting expansion of the curriculum, the School was
the victor.

The Hospital was aware of the inevitability of nursing

curriculum growth in numbers and types of courses made available to the
students.

Sociology I, would likely be followed by Sociology II, an

advanced preparation on that subject.

The University of the State of

■^Dolan, Nursing in Society - A Historical Perspective, p. 252.
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New York was a staunch supporter of the curriculum and with its pro
nursing education posture, was many time a formidable match for the
Department of Hospitals which championed nursing service.

The

University was most unwilling to yield on the one. month's vacation
stipulated for the students during the first two years of their study
in the program.
Vying between the School and the Hospital for the students was
not unusual and occurred at Harlem and other institutions structured
along the same lines.

The School, however, was to remain despite the

increasing protestations from nursing leaders and educators and some
medical circles, the dependent variable in the relationship.

The

Hospital's position was further compromised however, from a financial
perspective.

None of the hospital institutions under the Department

of Hospitals who had nursing schools were adequately budgeted so that
they could pay for all of the nurses required to care for their
patient populations.

The hospital's need for the students as service

providers was an uncomfortably accepted way of life for the time being.
Another curriculum change at Harlem's school involved a newly
instituted program of Ward Instruction initiated under the leadership
of a Miss McDonnell.

Her staff consisted of four graduates, two

assigned to the medical wards and two to the surgical wards.

The Ward

Instructors were responsible for all clinical teaching for the student
who was involved with bedside care of the patients.

The Instructors

were specifically expected to facilitate correlations for the students
between their classroom learned theory and clinical practice.

Bedside

instruction provided by the physician focused on disease description,
incidence and prevalence factors, laboratory diagnostic tests, applicable
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medications, and the medical treatment - as much as the doctor felt the
students needed to know about the latter for nursing the patient.

The

Ward Instructor used her knowledge of the systems of the human body to
reinforce the students knowledge of the diseases which attacked partic
ular systems; she worked with the students then, to develop the appro
priate nursing care plans for meeting the patients needs.
It had been informal knowledge among some nursing leaders and
educators, that many teachers of nursing students had little background
to prepare them for their responsibilities.

Head Nurses were often

relied on to provide for the clinical instruction or the clinical
supervision of the students and had little other than their willing
spirits to qualify them for the roles.

A study had shown that 35 per

cent of these nurses in the United States in 1932, never finished high
school.^

Examination of the academic preparation of the nursing faculty

for the same period, revealed that 29 percent of those working in hos2
pital programs had never completed high school.
Fifty-one percent of
the nursing faculty completed their high school studies but lacked any
college education.

Twenty percent of the faculty group studied had

completed one year of college.

The same study showed the Ward Instruc

tors, or persons working under that title in hospitals, were also
minimally prepared for the crucial roles they played in the students
training.
3
degrees.

Seventy-three percent of the Instructors lacked college
The data did not indicate if the twenty-seven percent of the

^American Nurses Association, Facts About Nursing - 1935-19^-5
(New York: American Nurses Association, 19^+5) •

2Ibid. .
3Ibid.
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faculty with college degrees held them in the nursing major or other
areas.
Another curriculum innovation for the Harlem School was the
utilization of the Hospital's Out-Patient Department (OPD), or Dispen
sary for student learning activities.

Again, nursing education was

making inroads into the Hospital's nursing service sector.

Mrs.

Margaret Dudley, one of the Bellevue graduates who was transferred to
Harlem while the Bellevue and Allied Hospitals organization was func
tioning, was responsible for directing the OPD effort.^

Her teaching

program included thirty-two hours of student-focused lectures; sixteen
hours of demonstrations; twenty-four hours of conferences and eight
weeks or two-hundred sixty-four hours of practical nursing experience.

2

The first students to come under Mrs. Dudley's aegis arrived in
the OPD on October 26, 1932.

The learning experience reportedly had

the enthusiastic support of Miss Armstrong, Supervising Nurse of the
OPD; this was a good omen, for ambulatory care health services were to
gain in prominence in the American system of health care delivery in
future years.

Among the expectations the program planners held for

the OPD experience were that means were available for the students'
development of skills in nursing techniques, experiences in patient
teaching and for broadening the students clinical proficiencies in
meeting patient needs outside of the traditional bedside setting.

The

clinics used in the OPD for the students learning activities included

Sadie J. O'Brien, "Report of the Nursing Service and the School
of Nursing," from December 1, 1931 to December 1, 1933> dated January
12, 1933> Section X.

2Ibid.
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surgery, medicine, skin, eye, pediatrics and diabetes.
A student was assigned to a clinic and had a conference with the
respective Head Nurse.

During this meeting, the student was oriented

to the clinic routine and stress was placed on the opportunities for a
varied learning experience.

The assignments of the students also

afforded some insights into the medical models which structured the
clinical specialties.

Prior to the arrival of the students, the OPD

was the exclusive province of the physicians and the graduate and reg
istered nurses who comprised the units staff.

The OPD was a highly

prized assignment for paid staff as it maintained standard business
hours and did not require weekend work.

The physicians were the

primary caregivers and patient teachers; they were also expected to,
under the new arrangement, extend their teaching duties to include the
nursing students.

The designating of the OPD units by medical specialty

facilitated the diagnostic processes for patients seeking attention and
expedited the flow of the ill into the hospital when prolonged and
intensive care was required.

The medical focus in the OPD was on the

curing phase of caregiving as patients still sought health services
when they were not well.

Medical and nursing domains were more easily

blurred in the OPD than would have been possible on the in. bed patient
wards.

Physicians and nurses taught, counseled and provided direct

care to the patient such as making dressing changes.

The patient was

still relatively independent of the traditional setting, or the hos
pital; and maintained some autonomy in meeting his own health needs.
This was quite a different perspective for the students and valid learn-

^O'Brien, "Report of the Nursing Service and the School of Nurs
ing," Section X.
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ing/practice opportunities could be predicted for them.
The assignment of the students to the Diagnostic Room of the Skin
Clinic showed how certain aspects of their learning were managed.

They

received instruction in the preparation of patients awaiting examina
tion by the doctor; they participated in the routine treatments admin
istered to patients suffering with scabies.

It was the physician-as-

teacher who pointed out the symptoms of the disorder, described the
tvpe of skin eruption, and prescribed treatment.

The students were

expected to gain beginning skills in clarifying the doctors instructions
for the patients so they could continue their care at home.

One out

come of the experience for the student was as graduates, knowledge of
common skin diseases would be valuable when they worked in the commu
nity.

The OPD Head Nurse for the Skin Clinic was responsible for

modeling the treatment applications for the students and for proctoring
their teaching sessions conducted for the patient.
Nursing techniques which were part of the curative processes, were
critical to the students experiences.

Conferences were held for the

students on dressings, bandaging, adhesive strapping and how to
instruct patients in self care.

Teaching of the patients included

instructions in the elementary principles of aseptic techniques in the
Surgical Clinic so that infections could be avoided.
The Diabetic Clinic experience was described as one facilitating
an, "interesting experiment," yet the special elements of the exper
iment were not discernible in the materials reviewed.^

The students

■^O'Brien, "Report of the Nursing Service and the School of Nurs
ing," Section X.
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were assigned to six Clinic sessions and to six Diabetic classes which
were conducted for the patients.

Students were supplied with the OPD

Diabetic Manual and received instructions, supplemented with demonstra
tions, on urinalysis testing, self administration of insulin and the
exercises patients were expected to perform to maintain circulation
in their feet.

Students calculated the nutritional values of diets and

prepared charts showing three meals for a day of a standard diabetic
diet.

They assisted the physician with examinations of patients and

showed patients how to make needed dietary adjustments.
The students were distracted from their learning activities when
called upon to schedule appointments for the patients.

This was .

clearly a clerical function and undoubtedly saved the Hospital the cost
of a clerk's salary.
With minor exceptions, the Diabetic Clinic "experiment," or expe
rience for the Harlem students in 1932 was the same taken by this
investigator at another City hospital school many years later.

The

scope of the experiment remained virtually unchanged and undoubtedly
was a novel approach for the earlier students.
The final innovation of the OPD exposure was that students kept
records of their Clinic experiences.

They were required to prepare

and submit two case reports and one case study; all were focused on a
patient they had worked with in the area.

The School's faculty felt

that the written reports were of value to the instructors and to the
students; they indicated to what extent the patient's problems had been
identified and the interventions by the students.

However, while the

students did have some limited exposure to public health nursing, this
reporting process did not focus on the continuity of care aspects which
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would have included the patient being followed-up in his home.

The

instructors also gained insights into how successfully the students
were able to correlate their classroom lectures with applicable opportu
nities for learning in the OPD.

This correlation was consistent with

the desire of faculty to have the student's observations and studies
form a basis for teaching and research and facilitate improvements in
community nursing.
While only selected individuals were identified as being respon
sible for instructing students, many people were indirectly involved
in the teaching/learning processes.

It was foreseen, from the humanis

tic perspective, that some of the regular nursing staff assigned to the
OPD were less than receptive to having students in the area.

Mrs.

O'Brien established and presided over a program for staff education of
the OPD nurses.

The puzpose was to impress upon the staff the signif-

icance of the role they played in the education of the student.

2

The

OPD nurses were encouraged to make suggestions about improving the
learning experiences and to propose ideas for modifications in the
clinics which would ease the working relations between themselves and
the students.

The staffs' ambivalent feelings about the students were

heightened as some nurses saw tasks they had performed being turned
over to the trainees.
Too often, as had occurred in other clinical settings, the nurses

^Sadie J. O'Brien, "Ninth Annual Report of the Nursing Service of
Bellevue, Harlem, Fordham and Gouverneur Hospitals and 6lst Annual
Report of the Bellevue Training School for Nurses," on Harlem Hospital The School of Nursing, 1933-193^ (Program for Teaching Community Nurs
ing), p. 36.
^O'Brien, "Report of the Nursing Service and the School of Nurs
ing," Section X.
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received the handed-down responsibilities of the doctors as the latter
defined more complex duties for themselves.

Usually, the nurses were

the role takers in the relationship with physicians, not role makers.
This relationship also facilitated the physician's ability to manage
and contain, to a large extent, the scope of the nurse's education and
development of skills.

As nursing grew, the lines of battle and

loyalties became more tightly drawn between medicine and nursing with
crossovers occasionally occurring between members of the two dis
ciplines.

Everyone did not endorse the direction of expanded educa

tion and preparation for the nurse.

Mrs. O ’Brien's perceptiveness in

handling the student assignment and concern for the interpersonal rela
tions aspects undoubtedly prevented problems from occurring in the OPD.
The last innovation in the School of Nursing during 1932 was the
creation of a department known as Health and Recreation.

It was made

possible through a reorganization of existing personnel.

Health and

Recreation was under the direction of two graduate nurses; one full
time; one part-time.

One might argue that qualified nurses would have

been more useful at the patients' bedside.

But at this time, the nurse

was considered indispensable in managing virtually all sectors of the
hospital except those exclusively in the physicians domain.
Among its functions, the department of Health and Recreation was
responsible for supervising all health activities of the students,
postgraduates and graduate staff nurses; the direction of all recreation
and extra-curricular activities of the students and, keeping the School
Library open extended hours to facilitate students who wished to study.
Whenever necessary, and in collaboration with a student's instructor,
the Health and Recreation department supervised the study periods of
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the Probie who needed assistance.

A further, but unexplained function-

of the department was to keep, "all records, reports and statistics of
the School of Nursing."'1’
The NAACP and the Survey of the Harlem
Hospital and the School of Nursing

While growth was occurring rather uneventfully in the School of
Nursing, Harlem Hospital was being openly discussed in the profes
sional and lay communities because of the unrest of its physicians.
The press had for several years reported on the agitation and unrest;
the charges and recriminations that evolved in and around the Hospital
concerning its medical staff.
In 1919} Louis Tompkins Wright was the first black physician
allowed to join the Harlem Hospital medical staff.

He also had the

distinction of being the first black staff physician in a municipal or
City funded hospital.

Until his appointment, the City hospital system

had gone unchecked in its goal of excluding non-white doctors from the
rosters.

The fomenting unrest involving the black and white physicians

at Harlem centered on the fact that by the early 1930's, all doctors
at the institution were on equal footing; admitting and treatment
privileges were the same for all; only their seniority in the hospital
served to influence their functioning.
The Hospital was, "sui generis," a type by itself.

It had made

a quantum leap by bringing black and white doctors together to practice

^O'Brien, "Report of the Nursing Service and the School of Nurs
ing," Section XIV.

2
Corwin and Sturges, Opportunities for the Medical Education of
Negroes, p. 12.
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and was known nationally for admitting graduates who were not white to
internships in medicine.

However, in April, 1933 only four Negroes

had applied for internship in Harlem Hospital.1

Some of the charges

larged against the Hospital included references to its unfavorable
reputation among Negro physicians in the country.

2

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) was among those concerned about the low: number of applicants
and Harlem's status as one of the few hospitals, outside of the Negro
hospitals which admitted Negro interns.

Black doctors were needed

locally and nationally; opportunities for medical education of Negroes
\

were limited.

On January 7, 1933» the NAACP invited several laymen,

clergymen, educators and physicians to form a committee for the purpose
of investigating Harlem Hospital.

The basis for their inquiry was

expected to have implications for various sectors which influenced the
nation including economics, education, politics, health care, employment
3
and racial integration.
The committee understood that Harlem had
sought to integrate its medical staff for practical rather than al
truistic motives.
The difficulties at Harlem Hospital developed largely as a result
of racial changes in its uptown community.

Physicians were added to

the staff because they, like increasing numbers of the patients, were
black.

The opening of the School of Nursing at Harlem was another part

of the progression towards having a black staffed health care institu

^Corwin and Sturges, Opportunities for the Medical Education of
Negroes, p. 10

2 Ibid., p. 11.
3
Ibid., p . xiii.
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tion in- a black community.

Beyond its intentions, Harlem was an institu

tion critical to the medical training of colored people.^
Financial support for the committee came to the NAACP from the
Carnegie Corporation.

Among the committee members was Miss Blanche

Pfefferkorn, of the National League for Nursing Education (NINE) whose
assignment was to study the Harlem Hospital School of Nursing.

When

completed, the study was shared not only with the NAACP and its fund
ing source, but the New York City Commissioner of Hospitals, as well.
The School of Nursing came under scrutiny because it was an integral
part of the hospital’s nursing services.

The nurse investigator used

this as one basis for forming the concept around which her study was
shaped; that in order for student nurses to learn good nursing, they
must learn it in a field where good nursing is practiced.

2

Miss

Pfefferkorn compared the Harlem School with the other 1,383 schools who
3
reported to the Committee on the Grading of Nursing Schools.
Harlem's
School rated favorably in several areas; students received 1,09^ hours
of theory as opposed to 7&3 hours for the students in the median school
in the study; the black students had more uniform and better balanced
experiences than the students in the median school; the Harlem health
program was above average - this included reference to the four week
vacation periods; and, students at Harlem were not assigned to the
night tour until their 13th to 2bth month in attendance while students

^Corwin and Sturges, Opportunities for the Medical Education of
Negroes, p. 10.

2 Ibid., p. 191.
^Committee on the Grading of Nursing Schools. Nursing Schools
Today and Tomorrow; A Report of the Committee on the Grading of Nurs
ing Schools (New York; The Macmillan Co., 193*0•
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in the median school could expect night assignments during their 5th
to 12th months in their program.1 While the Harlem night assignments
occurred later in the students life, their work hours extended from
1+8 per week to 57 per week when they worked the night tour.

This was

an unfavorable finding.
Attempts to practice "good nursing11 were strained, by the limited
staffing at the Hospital.

Nurses had been detached from service to

fill non-nursing positions in the institution; nurses were assigned to
research projects while their salaries were charged to the care of
O
patients.
This meant that budgeted salary dollars were not free and
available for new nurses to be hired.

The nurses provided through

emergency relief services, such as Mrs. Belmont's project, had been
withdrawn and not replaced by salaried nurses.

Overcrowded patient

wards restricted the space the nurses had to work in and likely did
little to reduce the opportunities for cross contamination between
patients.
Integration had been achieved among the nurses at Harlem.

Of 86

registered graduate nurses, 70 were colored and 16 were white.

All

nurses, whether their primary functions were in service or in the
School of Nursing were described under, "Nursing Service Staff."

^Corwin and Sturges, Opportunities for the Medical Education of
Negroes, p. 19*+.

2Ibid., p. 219.
3Ibid., p. 208.
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The white staff included
1 - Superintendent of Nurses and Principal of the
School of Nursing
1 - Assistant to the Superintendent (Also Supervisor
of Clinical Instructions)'
2 - Supervisors
1 - Night Supervisor
1 - Assistant Night Supervisor
3 - Instructors
1 - Health and Recreational Director
2 - Supervisors in the Nurses' Residence
3 - General Staff Nurses (2 women, 1 man)
15 - Total
Mrs. O'Brien's Assistant had the equivalent of a high school educa
tion and was studying toward a degree at Columbia; the Night Supervisor,
had since 1932 been pursuing studies at a business school and educa
tional institute.

The three Instructors, only one of which was a

graduate of Bellevue Training School, were all enrolled in college pro
grams; one was taking work toward a Master's degree at Columbia.

The
2

Colored Nurses on the Nursing Service Staff (graduates) included:
k - Teaching Supervisors
6 - Instructors ( b Ward Instructors, 1 Instructor
in OPD, 1 Instructor of Nursing Practice)
1 - Assistant Health and Recreational Director
13 - Head Nurses
5 - Assistant Head Nurses
39 - General Staff Nurses
58 - Total

Of the four Teaching Supervisors, all were Harlem graduates and
one had completed her degree at Teachers College; another had degree
studies underway.

Other Harlem graduates included twelve of the Head

Nurses; the six Instructors; the Assistant Health and Recreational
Director; the five Assistant Head Nurses and, thirty-three General

■^Corwin and Sturges, Opportunities for the Medical Education of
Negroes, p. 209.

2
Ibid., p. 213.
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Staff Nurses.

Five nurses in each of the white and colored groups

reported that their fathers were occupied in professional work.
Miss Pfefferkorn spent eight days and one night in the Nurses*
Residence during which time, she made extensive observations of the
nursing service and the School of Nursing.

She concluded that a good

program of nursing education was being conducted in the Harlem Hospital
School of Nursing.

Her findings about inadequacies in nursing service

were to be found and substantiated by other investigators.
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CHAPTER III

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 1935-1950

The fifteen years between 1935 and 1950 recorded many events occur
ring at local, national and international levels which, contributed to
the shaping of the Harlem Hospital School of Nursing and its surrounding
community.

Legislation and its Impact
on Nursing

The year 1935 was an eventful one for the working nurse.

Two years

earlier, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt had initiated his "New
Deal" program of relief, recovery, and reform to offset the effects of
the Great Depression.
practice.

Included was legislation which influenced nursing

In August, 1933> the National Recovery Act was authorized by

Congress to expedite recovery and reform in industry and labor.^

A

feature of the Act established a code of fair competition, including
minimum wage levels, and most importantly for nurses, a ceiling on max
imum- hours of labor.

At this time, Harlem's staff nurses averaged 55

hours a week on the day schedule, and 63 hours a week at night.
Encouraged by this action of the federal government for shortening
working hours, the American Nurses' Association took the opportunity to
focus attention on the need for more favorable working conditions for

^Lyndia Flanagan, One Strong Voice: The Story of the American
Nurses Association (Kansas City,” Mo.: The Lowell Press, 1976), p. 93.
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nurses.

The ANA's Board of Directors prepared the following statement

on, "The National Recovery Act and Nursing," which cited, in part:
. . . in the interest of the patient as well
as the nurse, an eight-hour day for those
employed on a daily basis, and a 1+8 hour week
for those employed on a weekly or monthly
schedule. It is undoubtedly desirable to
shorten the hours of duty so that the individ
ual nurse may have a reasonable working day.
and also that there may be a spreading of
work.l
The ANA was addressing two issues critical to nurses throughout the
country: working hours and opportunities to work.

The Depression had

altered the profile of where nurses tended to practice.

The shift was

from that of a profession in which the majority of members had been
private duty nurses, or essentially self employed, to one in which the
nurses were the hospitals' employees.

Hospitals started to enjoy the

benefits of the surplus numbers of nurses in the job market; many small
hospitals that had training schools found it expedient to close their
programs and hire graduate nurses, often at low salaries.

The hospitals

could elect to hire the experienced nurse and bypass having to deal with
the myriad concerns of the training school.

The residences which once

housed students were converted for usage by the graduate nurses who
needed housing.
As had the private agencies, the public sector, in the form of the
federal government also played a role in the recruiting, hiring and
employing of graduate and registered nurses.

One of President Roosevelt's

alphabet agencies, created in 1935> was the Works Progress Administration
(WPA).

Its mission was to put unemployed people to work and this included

■^Flanagan, One Strong Voice:
Association, p. 9^*

The Story of the American Nurses
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nurses.

Nurses were able to find employment in existing public health

agencies, sanitoriurns, and hospitals on a scale never seen before.
Black nurses were included in the hiring for more and more of them were
graduating from recognized and accredited schools of nursing.

A shift

was also occurring towards disease prevention/health maintenance care;
immunication programs for children were started.

Ther,e was work for

the able and willing nurse regardless of race or ethnicity.
The Harlem graduate was finding her opportunities to work broad
ening.

Employment situations for the black graduates had been limited

in New York City to Harlem Hospital and Lincoln Hospital.

Discussions

had taken place between two agencies, the Department of Nursing Educa
tion and the Department for Nursing Service, both located at 125 Worth
Street, Manhattan.

Five years of negotiations, from 1930 to 1935»

finally resulted in Harlem's graduates, and other black nurses being
eligible for employment at Seaview Hospital and at Queens General Hos
pital where previously only white nurses were employed.

Eventually,

the Harlem graduate would find employment wherever she sought work and
was qualified to serve.

The Harlem Student: The Hospital and
the Harlem Community
The School of Nursing program continued to expand evolving a cur
riculum which qualified nurses for most tasks they could expect to
confront.

Arrangements were made for the Harlem students to affiliate

at Bellevue's Psychiatric Unit for their Psychiatric Nursing experience.
The affiliation was later to have socio-political implications for it
reflected the racist patterns which had permeated the students' learning
activities.

At the conclusion of the day's studies and patient expe
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riences at Bellevue, the Harlem students, who had started the affilia
tion on October 1, 1935, rode a car provided by the Department of
Hospitals back to their home school.

The trips between the two institu

tions were made daily throughout the affiliation.
While the students recalled that they were not allowed to sleep
overnight at Bellevue and remain in residence throughout the experience
because they were black, Mrs. O ’Brien perceived the situation from
another viewpoint.

Looking on the brighter side, Mrs. O ’Brien reported

that the transportation plan enabled the students to continue with
their regular classwork at the home school by returning to Harlem each
night.

Her perspective was rather curious since lectures as well as

experiences with patients were provided for the Harlem students at
Bellevue.

While on the Psychiatric affiliation, the student did not

carry any assignments originating in the home school.
Despite the ending in 1929 of* the Bellevue and the Allied Hospitals
under which Harlem Hospital had operated, Bellevue was still able to
exert certain proprietary-like claims on the uptown institution.

A

request was made by Bellevue Hospital's Division of Nursing, which was
under the direction of Miss Irene Robertson, R.N., for information from
Mrs. O'Brien.

There was no explanation given in writing for the request,

but Mrs. O'Brien started the processes for collecting data about the
professional positions held by the graduates who had successfully
completed the nursing program.

With the cooperation of her staff, Mrs.

O'Brien completed and submitted the following report on May 2 k , 1935:
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Two hundred and fifty-two students completed
the course of study of the School of Nursing
starting with the first group graduating as
the Class of 1925 up to and including the
tenth graduation which took place May 10,

193^.
Hospitals tended to hire most of the graduates of its affiliate
school of nursing so the pattern shown in the report to Miss Robertson
was not unusual.

As a City institution and the major health care

facility in the Harlem community, the hospital attracted nurses who
could work in difficult, sometimes pressured situations.
The ill continued to arrive at Harlem Hospital's admitting unit
in numbers more than adequate for preparing the students in training.
During the first five months of 1935, there was an average of U29
patients per day in the institution.

This figure represented 100

patients over the regular bed capacity and was evidence of the serious
overcrowding which threatened patient safety and the nurses efforts to
practice.

2

The morale of the nursing staff diminished with the new admissions.
All available space was used to position patient beds.

Beds and night

stands were set up for patients in the hospital’s corridors and treatment
rooms.

Mrs. O'Brien complained in a report that it was becoming increas

ingly impossible to maintain acceptable standards of nursing care under

■'’Sadie J. O'Brien, "Report of Employment Status of Harlem Hospital
Graduates," to Miss Irene Robertson, May 2k , 1935*

2
Sadie J. O'Brien, "Report to Lay Board," five month period, May
through September, 1935, p. 1.
^Leila Gaulden, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, August 2k, 1977,
New York.
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Harlem Hospital School of Nursing Graduates
Employed in New York City’s Health System
Harlem Hospital
Sea View Hospital
Riverside Hospital
Social Service at Harlem Hospital
Public Health, City Health Department
City Investigation, Department of Health
City Welfare System

100

Harlem Hospital Registry - Private Duty

15

29
22

6
19

1
9

Private Institutions in New York City
Lincoln Hospital
Columbus Hill Center
St. Barnabas House

1
1
1

Public Health - outside New York

3

Private Duty - outside New York

3

Health Care Institutions - outside New York City
Veteran's Hospital, Tuskegee, Alabama
Private Sanitorium
Hubbard Hospital, Nashville, Tennessee
Contagion Hospital, Chicago, Illinois
Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois
Cleveland, Ohio (Hospital)
Rochester, New York
British West Indies

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Married, and not employed in nursing service

11

Til, unable to work

6

Not employed, taking State Board (at time of survey)

5

Deceased

7

Unable to locate

5
Total

252

Source: Sadie J. O’Brien, "Report of Employment Status of Harlem
Hospital Graduates," to i-iiss Irene Robertson, May 2 k , 1935.
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the conditions which prevailed.

Even with the congested working condi

tions and the hours, the attrition rate among the nurses was relatively
low.

Undoubtedly, many of the nurses recalled the early days of the

depression when jobs were unavailable even for the most willing worker.
The arduous working conditions were unrelieved during vacation
periods because Harlem's budget did not allow for relief coverage for
these nurses.

Some 2,0Ul days (for total graduate staff) had to be

covered without paid relief assistance.

The School of Nursing absorbed

the responsibility for the deficit by assigning students to cover the
staff nurse vacancies.
The management technique of underbudgeting for full time nursing
staff and accruing staff deficits during vacations, prolonged illnesses
of staff and other shortages, was not common only to Harlem Hospital
but repeated in many similar institutions.

The budgeting practice had

the approval of the City finance department.

The practice reflected

the hospital administrations belief that nursing personnel would cope
with the depressed circumstances they were forced to work under.

The

institutions based their survival on the good will and dedication of
the nurses, who would never be expected to leave the bedside of the
patient for personal gain.
Paternalism and Nursing Practice
The Harlem nurses were expected to make the sacrifices necessary
to permit the Hospital to meet its commitment as a health care institu
tion structured to provide charitable services to its community's

O'Brien, "Report to Lay Board," p. 1.
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residents.

As students, they were exposed to a learning system that

demanded that they he physically strong as well as intellectually
responsive to the educational/training challenges of the nursing pro
gram.
There is no evidence that Harlem's students and graduates were
more willing to sacrifice their own needs and interests to that of the
institution than other nurses under similar circumstances.

However, it

was the circumstance of the nurses' color which altered the relation
ship between the black nurse and the institution.

Until City officials

lifted the restrictions on the hiring of black nurses, their opportu
nities for employment were severely limited.

Once hired, they gained

the additional burden thrust upon nurses with little regard for their
color; the burden of paternalism.
The pervasive atmosphere of paternalism was endorsed and practiced
by the physician, usually male, who saw the hospital as his domain.
The nurses were expected to do the bidding of the physician without
challenging the directions given.

If sacrifices were called for, the

most vulnerable area in the hospital was its nursing service.

The

School of Nursing was somewhat protected because its continuation
related to how well the mandates of the State education body were fol
lowed .
Nurses were bound to medical authority and the fault for this, as
perceived by Burgess and others, rested with the nurse who was apathetic,
lacked understanding of the processes influencing health systems, and
who permitted herself to be dominated by hospital interests.1 Ashley

XJo Ann Ashley, Hospitals, Paternalism and the Role of the Nurse
(New York: Teachers College Press, 1976), p. 70.
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later summarized the impotent role that nurses played in a field where
they were numerically dominant.

She pointed out that the systematic

oppression of the nursing profession stemmed from blatant sexism and
exploitation by hospital administrators and their allies, the physicians.
The inadequately supported nursing budget reflected this exploitation
as it placed the graduate nurse in competition with the student nurse.
Ashley noted:
The real issue behind the insistence that stu
dents gave superior care was the comparative
costs of undergraduate and graduate nurses.
The major impediment to change was that it
cost more to hire adequately trained nurses.
The rites and ceremonies observed in the course of the nurses train
ing inspired loyalties to the profession and its missions; the capping
ceremony; weekly teas; chaperoned dances and housing in the nurses'
residence collectively contributed to socializing the student into a
graduate conditioned to accept a role as a passive practitioner.
Resistance to the desired and expected conformity were not encouraged.
Mrs. O'Brien disciplined a student who had a West Indian background who
questioned the frequent changes made in her clinical assignments.

By

expressing concern about the student's suitability for nursing and her
temperament, Mrs. O'Brien attempted to condition the student to accept
ing the paternalistic model which prevailed in the institution.
The students sought their own opportunities for sharing their con
cerns about the conditions which effected their studies and well-being.
The meetings of the Student Association, which had been founded ten
years earlier, continued to be held.

Faculty attended some of the meet-

'Ashley, Hospitals, Paternalism and the Role of the ilurse. p. 58.
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ings.

The meetings were not, however, used for the general airing of

grievances about housing, work hours or other problems.^
of electing and installing officers continued.

The processes

The Association was

viewed by nursing faculty and the school administrators as a force for
good; it, "added materially to the mutual well-being of the group in

2
enlarging their social life and cultural development."
Housing the students was a new Nurses' Home which had opened in
May of 1935.

It was constructed as part of a building program begun

April 23, 1929 on a site measuring approximately 200 X 250 feet adjoin
ing the Harlem Hospital on the East.

The construction program had also

included an addition to the existing Power Plant which cost $2,526,277.00.
Adequate funds had not been included in the budget for furnishings for
the new nurses' quarters and the School's administrators sought donations.
One benefactor responded and provided eight deck chairs for use on
the roof by staff nurses and students.

Aided by City officials, old

furniture was secured from the even older nurses residence of Fordham
Hospital so that thirty rooms could be prepared for incoming students.
The new residence was painted and papered throughout, but Mrs. O'Brien
commented on the lack of window shades for the bedrooms and the inade
quate allocation of furniture.

Maid service for the quarters was

reduced and was added to the list of grievances nurses were developing
about their work and living conditions at Harlem.

■'“Leila Gaulden, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, August, 1977}
New York.

p

"Eleventh Annual Report of the Nursing Service of Bellevue, Har
lem, Fordham and Gouverneur Hospitals" (paper presented to the Depart
ment of Hospitals, New York City, 1935} Harlem Hospital School of Nurs
ing, 193^-1935), pp. UO-ifl. Read at graduation exercises May 1^, 1936.
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The nurses grievances were taken up by the members of the Harlem
Hospital School of Nursing Alumni Association at its first regular meet
ing for the year on October 7, 1935*^

The angry atmosphere of the meet

ing was a harbinger of things to come for the Association was actively
committed to promoting the welfare of graduate nurses, students and the
Harlem Hospital patients.

At the meeting, it was announced that the

high patient census, the overcrowding and hard work demanded of the
nurses were responsible for all of the criticism which had been leveled
at the nursing personnel in the months past.

In addition to the

seventy-five nurses present at the meeting, several physician staff
members attended.

They participated in the discussions which were

decidedly unfriendly to the Harlem Hospital administration and the
Department of Hospitals where the authority for the Hospital rested.
The Hospital administrators were absent but were sure to learn of
the events of the Alumni meeting through the medical staff who attended.
The nature of the physicians' interest was not discernible, nor did any
clues as to how they happened to be at the meeting emerge in the data.
The Alumni Association which was formally named the Harlem Graduate
Nurses' Association, Inc., also voiced its concern about the continued
difficulties in getting adequate amounts of linen and general nursing
supplies needed for providing care to the patients.

However, no rec

ommendations for achieving needed improvements were forthcoming at the
meeting.
Criticisms of the Hospital were continued by the Alumni members
while Mrs. O'Brien and the nursing faculty confronted their major

1Sadie J. O'Brien,."A Five Month Report," May-September, 1935»

p . 6.
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problem, that of improving the processes for selecting students for the
School.

The Student Orientation Program came under scrutiny for it was

obvious that recruitment and retention of students were equally impor
tant.

As a result of the reorganized Orientation, the students enter

ing the School had a clearer understanding of what was expected of
them as well as what they should and could expect of the program.
The improved Orientation was to have a stabilizing effect on the
new students and was expected to enhance the students' scholastic
accomplishments.

Twenty-five students arrived in September, 1935; two

were eliminated on the basis of their physical examination which was
performed after they entered the School.^

As the Orientation Period

or probation period progressed, two of the remaining students started
to show signs of not living up to freshmen level expectations and were
unlikely, from the faculty's perspective, to succeed in the program.
Concerns for the health of the students and the graduate nurses at
Harlem drew the attention of the students' parents, the alumni group,
hospital and school administrators and the faculty.

Tuberculosis was

the most dreaded of the communicable diseases and one which could play
havoc with people under stress and living under group conditions such
as in the Residence.

Minor ailments had accounted for some 231 lost

student days in 1935; a graduate nurse, Miss Sarah Carter, had died
after a ten month illness the cause of which was not cited in the
records.

A student contacted scarlet fever and was hospitalized at

Willard Parker Hospital, a municipal institution where Harlem students

■^This was curious because a physician's report on the health of
a candidate had to be submitted in advance as part of the application
for admission to the program. Evidently, repeat physical examinations
were indicated for these students.
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had a communicable disease affiliation.

Another student, Miss Helen

Horton was found upon her return from vacation, to have contracted
pulmonary tuberculosis.

It was suspected that she had been infected

during her student experiences; her mother took her home during the
latter part of October.
Legislation and its Impacts on the
Education/Service Sectors
A number of legislative initiatives were sponsored during the mid

1930's which were the result of demonstrated weaknesses in the nations'
health services.

Attention focused on programs which were to expand

hospital facilities; broaden the scope of public maternal/child welfare
services, and establish medical care resources for the medically
indigent.

The Great Depression had left lingering and unhappy memories,

especially in the minds of working class people.

The remembered hard

ships that had accompanied the loss of work and income, stimulated
their support of insurance against loss of wages due to illness of the
worker.

The Congressional passage of the Social Security Act in 1935,

had a significant impact on the need for and utilization of prepared
nurses and was to benefit the Harlem graduates and others.
The Act provided for the public's general welfare by creating a
federal system of old-age benefits.

In addition, it initiated the

steps needed to enable state governments to make more adequate provi
sion for the blind and aged, dependent and crippled children, maternal/
child welfare, community health, and for the administration of unemploy
ment compensation laws.

The Act stimulated the greatest expansion of

community health resources in American history.
The inpact was felt in the education sectors responsible for the
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preparation of nurses, physicians, therapists and others, who in
increasing numbers would have roles to play in the implementation of
the legislation.

Clearly, increased numbers of public or community

health nurses were mandated for carrying out sections, such as the
maternal/child portions of the Act.

The private sector was stimulated

by the actions of the federal government to create prepayment and
group medical plans.

The eligible public embraced these plans and as

the numbers of subscribers grew, so grew the increased numbers of
people who could seek needed hospitalizations.

The ripple effect of

the legislation reached into many sectors of the health services and
education communities.
The Social Security Act provided needed assistance to many of Har
lem* s residents and black people in urban and rural communities through
out the country.

Black people were becoming more trusting in their expe

riences with health care providers.

They were able to use black

physicians, who in increasing numbers, were gaining admission privileges
to major hospitals.

For the Harlem Hospital School of Nursing graduate,

the legislation opened opportunities for their employment in the public
health sector, provided they took additional college studies after
graduating from the basic nursing program.

Harlem Hospital Expansion
Health care and related legislation passed during the early 1930's
was expected to produce increased numbers of hospitalizations.

Harlem

Hospital was prepared to accept more patients.
The fourth of January , 1936 was cause for celebration as the new
Women's Pavilion opened at Harlem Hospital.

The ceremonies were

attended by a number of notables including the Commissioner of the
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Department of Hospital, Dr. S. S. Goldwater, and the Honorable F. H.
LaGuardia, Mayor of the City of New York.^

The Pavilion, which opened

for patients on the 9th of January, was an "L" shaped building, eight
stories high with limestone trim.

It was a moderately impressive addi

tion to the Harlem scene.
More significantly, it had an adult bed capacity of 282 with llh
bassinets.

Amid its numerous offices, 1+8 rooms were allocated for

medical interns with a reception room and library on the second floor.
The eighth floor had a penthouse apartment of six rooms; there were no
clues as for whom the penthouse suite was intended.

2

In his remarks, the Commissioner took the opportunity to promote
the work done by his agency.

He stressed the fact that Harlem Hospital,

as a municipal public hospital constructed by the City of New York, had
as its mission the provision of health services for patients unable to
afford private medical care.

He emphasized that the Charter of the City,

of New York expressly provided that the institutions under the Depart
ment of Hospitals were primarily for the sick poor.
At that time, the Department of Hospitals, had under its jurisdic
tion in addition to Harlem, thirteen general hospitals located through
out the city, each covering a definite zone or catchment area.

In addi

tion, there were thirteen special hospitals; for contagious and other
diseases making a total of twenty-six municipal hospitals for the med
ically indigent.

Eventually, Harlem graduates would be unimpeded in

^■Program, "Women’s Pavilion Harlem Hospital Dedication Exercises,”
January 1+, 1936 (New York: Department of Hospitals).
^The construction project which included the penthouse did not
include funds for furnishings for the Nurses' Residence.
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seeking employment in all of the institutions.

However, those hospitals

which were slowly opening their doors to the black nurse were not
primarily seeking a high quality practitioner as much as they sought
nurses of color to care for the black patients who were being admitted.
Quota systems were informally imposed by the hospitals in the public
and private sectors, to govern the number of staff lines which were
available for hiring new black nurses.1

As one black nurse left an

institution, other black candidates were considered for her replacement.
Economic realities provided the encouragement many hospital administra
tors needed to perpetuate this racist practice.

"They knew that each

new black nurse they hired would start at a lower salary than the nurse
she replaced so it was to their advantage to let black nurses go,"
Harlem graduate noted.

a

The new graduates in particular were eager to

demonstrate their abilities and could be counted on to be diligent and
uncomplaining staff members.
Whatever system was used to add nurses to the staff, there were
more than enough patients awaiting their professional attention.

With

the new Pavilion, the Harlem Hospital ambulance zone was modified; it
covered the North to 155th Street (South side of the street only), East
to the Harlem and East Rivers; South to 120th Street (North side of the
street only), and West to St. Nicholas Avenue (East side of the street
only).

The Hospital accepted and treated patients who lived as far

South as 110th Street if they made their own arrangements for reaching
the institution.

^Alma Vessels John, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, July 10,
1978 in New York City.
41Ibid.
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The moving of female patients into the new Pavilion continued;
progress was slowed only because some of the women were intensely ill.
Nursing staff were quite busy also, as the hospital was registering an
average daily census of 620 patients.

Despite the efforts of the nurs

ing and medical staff, five patients in the still-to-be moved Obstetrical
Service had died within a month from diagnosed conditions such as Septic
Incomplete Abortion (l), Premature Separation with Shock (2), Eclampsia
(l) and Placenta Previa Centralis ( l ) T h e students were getting a
full range of experiences but the deaths of the young pregnant women
2
often left many on the Obstetrical Service depressed.
The human wast
age had been just as devastating in the hospital's nursery.
Ten of the total of 203 newborn babies had died within one month
from such causes as: Prematurity (6), Intercranial hemorrhage (2),
Hemorrhagic disease of the newborn (l), and Cerebral hemorrhage (l).^
In assessing such deaths, several factors related to mortality
rates would have to be considered.

The data on mortality rates for

Harlems Obstetrical and Nursery areas would have to studied over a
period of time for patterns.

Couparisons would have to be made with

similar populations in other, institutions with Harlem Hospital's
resources for treatment.

The assessor would also have to consider the

prenatal care patterns exhibited by the women who used Harlem Hospital

'''Sadie J. O'Brien, "Report of the Nursing Service and School of
Nursing of Harlem Hospital," for month ended February 29, 1936, p. *+.
2Leila Gaulden, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, August 2 k , 1978
in New York City.
^O'Brien, "Report of the Nursing Service and School of Nursing of
Harlem Hospital," p. 1+.
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for their deliveries.

The nurse staffing of the two units would also

warrant examination.
During the period when the deaths were occurring, the nursing serv
ice staff at Harlem was below the full complement.

While not making

any correlations between staff size and the deaths, Mrs. O'Brien reported
that there were sixty-eight positions in the general duty nursing group
and three Chief Nurses positions unfilled at the hospital.1
Additional Pressures on the
School of Nursing

The May visit to the School of Nursing by the representative of
the University of the State of New York was uneventful.

No references

were made to the deaths in Obstetrics and the Nursery as no students
were assigned to those units during the survey visit.

2

Some of the

progress made by the School drew the attention of the surveyor and
included the following references:
1. Psychometric tests had been instituted to
aid in the selection of candidates for the
School; a faculty committee participated
in selection process.
2. Students had two-month psychiatric expe
rience at Bellevue Psychiatric Unit.3

10'Brien, "Report of the Nursing Service and School of Nursing of
Harlem Hospital," p. If.
p
Martha St. J. Eakins, "Report of Survey of the Harlem Hospital
School of Nursing," to the University of the State of New York, State
Education Department, Board of Regents, May 20, 1936.
% o reference was made to the twice-a-day transporting of the
students between Bellevue and Harlem Hospitals.
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3* During eight week affiliation with tuber
culosis patients at Sea View, one week
was spent with communicable disease pa
tients at Richmond Borough Hospital
(Staten Island).
U. Some students were affiliating at Henry
Street Visiting Nurse Association. Rec
ommended that those outstanding students
who could not be accommodated at Henry
Street have arrangements made for them
to go to a Social Service agency of the
School's choice. It was acknowledged
that these agencies were still backlogged as result of the depression,
11. . .i t can be anticipated for inau
guration when possible since this expe
rience seems especially needed by nurses
of the colored race."2
The Surveyor, Miss Eakins, did not amplify her last cryptic state
ment.

Since few people in the nation had been untouched in some way by

the Great Depression, it would seem that the experience would have value
for colored and white students in a nursing program.
As with the Hospital, criticisms of the School of Nursing started
to appear in the newspapers.

Miss Irene Robertson, Director of the

Division of Nursing at 125 Worth Street, requested that Mrs. O'Brien
provide her with information to be used in response to an article in the
press which contained charges about the Harlem Hospital Nursing Service.
No clues suggested who might be the source of the charges, but some of
the allegations seemed to have been made by someone with specific

The Richmond Borough Hospital patients were experiencing the
acute phases of their diseases as opposed to the chronicity exhibited
by the Sea View patients.
Eakins, "Report of Survey of the Harlem Hospital School of Nurs
ing," p. 3*
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insight into conditions in the Hospital and the School.'*’
One quote from the article referred to the health of the Harlem
nurses, "Due to lack of a nurses' infirmary and a regularly assigned
nurse for them, sick nurses are neglected, . . . The high rate of
tuberculosis among our nurses has definitely been traced to overwork,"
The use of the word, "our," reinforced the suspicion that the dissat
isfied writer who had contacted the press was a nurse.

In her response,

Mrs. O'Brien stated there was no infirmary but there was a, "well
organized Health Service . . . " with a full time nurse in charge
assisted by a part-time nurse.

Medical supervision was provided by

Dr. Neville Whiteman, who was in daily attendance.

When other expertise

was needed, Dr. Whiteman had access to medical consultants.

Depending

upon Dr. Whiteman's diagnosis of the nurse's illness, she could either
be restricted to her room in the Residence, or if more seriously ill,
confined in the Hospital.

Wo explanation was provided as to how one-

and-a-half nurses provided twenty-four hour surveillance for ill nurses
who remained in the Residence.
Mrs. O'Brien offered theories but no specific reason for the find
ings of tuberculosis among the graduate nurses and the students.

Since

the School had opened in January, 1929> 293 nurses had completed the
course of study.

At the time of her letter to Miss Robertson, there

were 98 students in the School.^

Of the total of graduates and students,

^Leila Gaulden, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, August 2 k , 1978,
New York City.
2The_ Mew York Sunday News. October 18, 1936, p. 17.
^Sadie J. O'Brien, Superintendent of Nurses, in letter dated
October 23, 1936 to M s s Irene Robertson, Director, Division of Nursing.
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or 391 persons, 11 were diagnosed as having tuberculosis after gradua
tion.

One nurse had a, "suspicious chest," (undiagnosed) but remained

on duty, while another nurse died due to tubercular peritonitis.

This

blurring of students with graduates was further confused by Mrs. O'Brien's
statement which follows: "Of the students, sixteen (16) have been
diagnosed as tuberculosis and all of these have occurred within the
past 5 years.
Mrs. O'Brien believed that the social lives of the students were
partially to blame for their susceptibility to tuberculosis; they
insisted on participating in demanding social routines while School work
progressively became more strenuous and ward practice hours more exten
sive.

The students wanted to remain thin and their cigarette smoking

had increased.

She went on to conclude, "All of these factors are

responsible and have not helped these susceptible students to hold up
under the pressure of the heavy patient loads which we have been forced
p

to carry during the past five years."

It was the type of nurse advocacy

identified in her last statement that endeared Mrs. O ’Brien to many of
the nurses and students.

Even under the pressure of having to respond

to a critical article, the Superintendent did not miss the opportunity
to refer to the burdens nursing staff had been working under at Harlem
Hospital.
Another charge made in the Sunday Hews article was that linen
shortages were critical; patients reportedly had to wait days before
their beds were changed.

Admitting to a linen shortage on the Obstet-

^Sadie J. O'Brien, Superintendent of Nurses, in letter dated
October 23, 1936 to Miss Irene Robertson, Director, Division of Nursing.
Ibid., p. 2
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rical Service (although no reference had been made in the article to a
specific clinical area of the Hospital), Mrs. O ’Brien pointed out that
weekends were particularly difficult periods for having adequate linen
supplies on hand.

The nurses who had experienced the shortages stock

piled linen for their usage during the week when supplies were more
abundant.

Harlem's linens had been laundered at Lincoln Hospital for a

brief period while their laundry was repaired but this posed only minor
inconveniences for the nurses.
There was some compromise evident in the Superintendent's response
to the charge made in the newspaper that, "One night nurse, at times,
has been forced to attend to two maternity wards and the nursery."
Mrs. O'Brien responded, "This is absolutely not so, that is, if the
implication is that this is the usual condition."

There were times

when the patients were asleep and the demands for treatments were at a
minimum that one nurse had overseen two wards.^

Curiously, Mrs. O'Brien

failed to make the argument that Obstetrics and the Nursery were con
sidered, "clean," or closed services; staff from other units of the

2
hospital were not used to cover the closed services.
The final, and perhaps most damaging accusation made in the news
paper article was that, "It is impossible for a nurse to feed an aver
age of 50 babies, including prematurely born and sick babies, with the

A report issued earlier the same year cited five deaths in the
Obstetrical Service and ten in the Newborn Nursery. At the same time,
the Hospital had sixty-eight unfilled nursing staff positions.
a

The closed or "clean" unit concept had grown out of research
conducted by Ignaz Semmelweis (I818-I865) when he made correlations
between "unclean" medical students and the high infection rates of
women in the prenatal and postpartum (Obstetrical) units of a hospital.
Infections were reduced when only selected personnel served the patients.
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result that a number of babies have died of malnutrition."1
Mrs. O'Brien emphatically responded that this was absolutely un
true stating, "At no time has this been the case.'1 She recounted that
Harlem Hospital cared for a great many prematurely born babies, e.g.,
during September, 1936, there had been 19 premature births, 8 stillp

births and k2 sick babies.

liany of the mothers had been admitted and

diagnosed as having syphilis which had contributed to the deterioration
of their health and affected, to varying degrees, their unborn fetuses.
However, the Superintendent failed to make any correlations for Miss
Robertson between the illnesses of the mothers and the health of the
newborn babies.

At all times, from three to four nurses had been

available at the infant’s feeding periods.
One infant had died in September and deeth was attributed to a
constitutional or organic condition; not to neglect on the part of
nursing staff.

Infantile diarrhea was in the process of being inves

tigated by the Chief of the Pediatric Service as it might have contrib
uted to the death of an infant or to the illnesses of others.
It was not discernible if Mrs. O'Brien felt herself caught between
Scylla and Charybdis when she prepared her responses; the report was
prepared for the Nursing Director, Miss Robertson, but would also be
available to the Commissioner of the Department of Hospitals.

Mrs.

O'Brien had stated her concerns about some of the issues cited in the
article over the years in reports to her superiors.

Someone, very

likely in the Harlem Hospital nursing service felt it necessary to
bypass the Superintendent and share their concerns outside of the
■'■Sadie J. O'Brien, Superintendent of Nurses, in letter dated Octo
ber 23, 1936 to Miss Irene Robertson, Director, Division of Nursing, p. 2.
2Ibid., p. 2.
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institution and its lines of communication.

One can but wonder why

Mrs. O'Brien didn't exercise the initiative expected of a person cast
in the leadership role and launch an effort to improve the communica
tions between herself and her nursing staff.

Such an effort might

have modified the next "assault” on the Hospital and nursing service.
Criticisms of the institution were not about to subside but came
from more direct and tangible sources.

Monday evening, November 2,

1936, the Harlem Graduate Nurses' Association (HGNA) met in the Nurses'
Residence.

Mrs. O'Brien attended, with Miss Alice Brewer, her Assistant

Superintendent.

Three members of the Hospital Medical Board including

the Medical Director, Dr. LaRotonda, were also present; the reason soon
became apparent.

The opening remarks of Miss Alvena Nelson (Class of

1929), Vice-President of the HGNA, were directed to the physicians.

A

primary purpose of the meeting was to correct a misunderstanding that
had arisen at the October 2b meeting of the Medical Board.

Charges

had been made that the HGNA was connected with the Communist Party.
Further charges about the HGNA which had been discussed at the Medical
Board meeting included suspicions that the nurses were being encouraged
to strike against the Hospital.

Miss Nelson denied the allegations but

indicated there were grievances which on two occasions the HGNA had
tried to meet with Mayor LaGuardia to discuss; both requests for meet
ings were turned down by the Mayor's office.
Events had not reached this point overnight.

Miss Nelson recalled

that one year earlier, the HGNA requested that the Board of Managers,
the Director of the Division of Nursing (Irene Robertson), Mrs. O'Brien
and her Assistant had been invited to a meeting.
attended

Only Mrs. O'Brien

the meeting stating that she could do nothing about the
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problems and demands of the organization.

The HGNA's Agenda of

Complaints was developed and forwarded to the Commissioner of the
Department of Hospitals; no response was forthcoming.
The Agenda of Complaints cited the chronic shortages of nurses;
the old furniture from Fordham Hospital which was intended to furnish
Harlem's new Nurses' Residence; the overcrowding of patients, and the
criticisms being leveled at nursing staff for conditions beyond their
control.

Miss Nelson noted the HGNA failed to understand why a fuss

was made over the Agenda of Complaints appearing in a Communist news
paper when it had also been carried in the New York Times and other
local newspapers.

She continued to charge the Hospital’s administra

tion with the responsibility for the death of a patient during Summer,
1935; the Hospital had failed to assure adequate nurse staffing.'1’ The
action of the Hospital, more specifically that of Mrs. O'Brien was to
suspend the nurse involved in the situation.
Dr. Young, a Medical Board member, emerged as an ally stating, "I
should say that the Administrative Staff should have been suspended
instead of this nurse."

He requested that a copy of the Agenda of

Complaints be sent to the Medical Board; he would recommend to the
members that they pass it on to the Commissioner.

The Commissioner,

Dr. Young stated, had empowered the Medical Board to meet with the HGNA,
discuss their problems and aid them in the future in securing their
demands.

The third physician present, Dr. Murray joined Dr. Young in

^Leila Gaulden (Class of 1927), recalled in July, 193^, a patient
drowned in a tub during the nurses suppertime in the Emergency Room.
Following a suspension, the nurse was reassigned.
2
Sadie J. O'Brien, Resume of Meeting of the HGNA, November 2,
1936, Harlem Hospital Nurses Residence, p. 2.
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reaffirming that the nurses had valid causes for being dissatisfied;
something needed to be done yet no indications emerged as to what this
was to be.

Dr. Murray stated that until the meeting, he had nothing

to do with the nurses; since the door was opened and he had his foot in,
he intended to play a more active role.

How this was received by the

nurses was not indicated in the data or personally recalled.
The nurses had reasons to ponder the judiciousness of having even
well-intentioned physicians involved in their professional destinies.
Paternalism had emerged in clear, possibly ominous tones; the Commis
sioner of Hospitals was eroding Mrs. O'Brien's role and authority by
indicating the Medical Board was empowered to act in the nurses' behalf.
Since she wore two hats for the School and Hospital nursing service,
both roles were threatened by Commissioner Goldwater's actions.
Unlike his medical colleagues, Dr. LaRotonda took a more conserva
tive position.

The items contained in the nurses' Agenda of Complaints

appeared under three jurisdictions; administrative, medical and nursing.
He failed to see where the HGNA had anything to do with the first two
areas and recommended that their nursing problems should be managed
through appropriate channels.

His comments indicated the Agenda of

Complaints would not receive sympathetic treatment when brought to the
attention of the Medical Board.
Continuing to express the concerns of the HGNA, Miss Nelson brought
up the matter of the students' psychiatric affiliations which called for
twice daily trips between Bellevue and Harlem Hospitals.

Students were

reportedly missing valuable learning experiences because of the travel
demands.

Mrs. O'Brien's response, which suggested she was out of touch

with the issues, was that the students were being transported by
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ambulance instead of an automobile.

If the charge about lost expe

riences had been pressed and substantiated, the University of the State
of New York, State Education Department, could have intervened and re
assessed the Schools curriculum, an additional problem which Mrs.
O'Brien hardly needed at this time.
The tense atmosphere of the HGNA meeting was further exacerbated
when Miss Nelson answered yes to being asked if she was a member of a
union.

2

Her directness in responding may have surprised some individ

uals at the meeting; the union was disapproved of by the municipal hos
pital administrators and rumors throughout Harlem and undoubtedly the
other institutions was that nurses entertaining thoughts of organizing
3
into a union would be terminated.
The tensions which existed between Mrs. O'Brien and the HGNA mem
bers flared as the Superintendent and the other non-members were depart
ing the meeting.

Miss Nelson indicated she did not want Mrs. O'Brien

to think some of the remarks made during the meeting were directed at
her.

However, the HGNA members resented having messages relayed to her

by "stool-pigeons."

The name of a graduate of the class of 1928 was

given when the Superintendent asked that the person or. persons be iden
tified.

Mrs. O'Brien did not respond to the charge that she relied on

informers or confirm the role of the person named.
A last minute issue raised by a member of the HGNA related to wages.

^Sadie J. O'Brien, Resume of Meeting of the HGNA, November 2,
1936, Harlem Hospital Nurses Residence, p. 2.
2

Ibid., p. 3«

■^Iris Gilmore Brice (Class of 1939)> Interview with M. Alisan
Bennett on September 7, 1978, Jamaica, New York
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Conditions in the Nurses' Residence was added to the complaints.
Another member suggested these complaints be written and forwarded to
Mrs. O'Brien as they were administrative problems and not suitable
for discussion at the HGNA meeting.

Dr. LaRotonda's compartmentalizing

of problems into administrative, medical and nursing categories had
made a convert.
The New York Cit.v Department of
Hospitals: Nurses Unionize

The emergence of the HGNA as an aggressive advocate for graduate
nurses, students and patients caused concern for the Harlem Hospital,
administrators and physicians.

Nurses had always been relied upon to

calmly provide for the needs of the patients and to not challenge the
status quo.

Nurses were changing, not only at Harlem but also at other

hospitals in the municipal system, and in the private health care sector.
Agitation within the graduate nurse group was not isolated; Harlem grad
uates met regularly with the officers of the student nurse organization
and with individuals.

They saw themselves as allies of the students in

both professional and social contexts.
The Commissioner of the Department of Hospitals was cognizant of
the conditions surrounding the nurses at Harlem.

During the January,

1937 meeting of the Advisory Council of the Department, Commissioner
Goldwater shared his concerns about the past three years during which
the City had limited its support of the Department's nursing forces for
the municipal hospitals.

Requests for additional nurses had been met

Unsigned, Excerpts from Minutes of January Meeting of Advisory
Council, "Communication from Dr. Goldwater to Dr. Burdick, January 11,
1937." Copied February 16, 1937 > p. 1.
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in piecemeal fashion resulting in many authorized but unfilled positions.
Enjoying the post-depression environment, many City nurses regained
their sense of freedom and sought more attractive jobs in other hos
pitals and other health care systems.

Fears and insecurities about the

job market were fading.
Attrition was growing as a problem for the Department of Hospitals.
Black graduates were less restricted in sources for their employment.
They, like their white counterparts were less attracted to the provisions
of residence, meals and laundry services offered by the municipal hos
pitals.

The nurses realized the provisions were not free but deducted

from their wages.

Further, by staying in the hospital residence, they

were often sought out to cover patient units when staff shortages
occurred; their free time was often not their own.
Nurse staff turnovers cost the Department and the City money; the
major investment made by the hospital in the new nurse was for the
orientation period.

Frequently, by the time orientation was over, the

nurse found reasons to seek employment elsewhere leaving the institu
tion unable to recoup its initial investment.
Dr. Goldwater's admission that all authorized nursing positions
had not been filled confirmed an earlier report of Mrs. O'Brien.
Continued failure to fill the positions meant the salary allocations
could be diverted to other sectors of the City's budget.

Future

requests for funding nursing positions would be less than graciously
received by the budget planners; the unfilled positions would be a
continuous source of criticism directed at the Department of Hospitals.
The Commissioner cited some of the conditions which he perceived hampered
the Department in its quest to recruit and retain registered nurses.
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They included:
1. Limited enrollment in the City Schools of
Nursing and the subsequent limitation of
the number of available graduates trained
in Department hospitals.
2. Inadequate housing facilities suitable for
undergraduates or the nurses in training.
3. Inadequate supply of graduates of other ,
schools eligible for employment in City
institutions under the existing require
ments .
U. Restrictions upon New York registration by
the State Education Department.
The Department was also under pressure from its nurses, concerned
citizens and Nurses Union Local 203, State, County Municipal Workers
Association, for a shorter work day.

The American Nurses' Association

was on record endorsing shorter work hours which would bring nursing
into the labor mainstream.

Legislation was* pending in New York state

which would take two hours off the ten hour day leading Commissioner
Goldwater to predict there would be a gradual transfer of nursing func
tions to nurse aides or attendants.

He expected the ceding of functions

would erode the Department's nursing standards.
The Commissioner's persuasive statements prompted the Advisory
Council, which was composed of physicians, to pass a resolution that a

City Schools of Nursing were located at Metropolitan, Kings
County, Cumberland, Bellevue, and Harlem Hospitals. Bellevue had a
program for females and the Mills School for male nurse candidates.
Harlem and Lincoln Hospitals (the latter received City funds) were
exclusively for black nurse candidates.
p

State Education Department was the overseer for nursing programs
in New York State. Among other functions, it stipulated the conditions
under which a graduate nurse could "sit" for the state licensing exam
ination for registered nurse status, (unsigned, Excerpt of Minutes, p. l).
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Committee on the Supply of Graduate Nurses be formed.

Representatives

for the Committee were drawn from the Advisory Council; the Council on
Nursing - to provide ixrput of Nursing Auxiliaries and the lay public; ,
the Nursing Division for input from nurse administrators of the Depart
ment and the nursing profession; and from the Commissioner's office to
assure the interests of municipal hospital administration.^
The Committee of the Supply of Graduate Nurses met approximately
a month later on February 16, 1937 in Dr. Goldwater's office with the
purpose of pursuing problems relative to the vacant nursing and nurse
attendant positions.

It remained unclear as to why the positions were

considered collectively; the line items appeared in different sections
of the budget.

Further, while the attendants performed useful support

functions, their tasks in no way made them interchangeable with grad
uate or registered nurses.
A plan drawn by the Commissioner's office for the edification of
the Committee showed that if the Department instituted the eight hour
tour of duty, an additional 7^9 nurses and 11^ nurse attendants would
have to be hired.

Those present agreed that adoption of the plan would
2
endanger the established level of nursing'standards. No descriptions

of these standards emerged.

The references may have more appropriately

been to nurse-to-patient ratios but there was no such clarification
maae.^

"^Unsigned, Excerpt of Minutes, p. 1.
2Edna. T. Plambeck, R.N., Ass't. Director, Division of Nursing,
"Minutes of the Meeting of the Committee on the Supply of Graduate
Nurses," held February 16, 1937» New York City, p. 1.
^Student nurses were not discussed as being included in considera
tions about nursing standards.
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The Committee took issue with the State Education Department and
its conditions under which graduate nurses could take the New York
State licensing examination; they had to have completed their studies
in recognized schools which met prescribed criteria.^ An unstated
number of graduate nurses licensed in other states were unable to meet
the requirements for taking the State examination or failed the examinetion when it was taken.

2

Suggestions were made by the Committee to

stabilize the existing staff of municipal hospital nurses; these
included the following:
1. Study budgetary adjustments in order that:
a. salaries of instructors, head nurses
and ward instructors may be increased
b. increments for all graduate nurses be
restored
c. a larger number of non-maintenance
salaries be provided
d. wages of hospital employees that
assist nurses in performance of
duties be increased
2. Appoint a committee to study activities
now performed by nurses so that non-nurs
ing duties can be allocated to subsidiary
workers.
3. Appoint a committee to study hospital facil
ities for additional post-graduate, affil
iate, and nurse aide courses.

A commonly used reference was prepared by the Committee on Educa
tion, A Curriculum for Schools of Nursing (7th ed.; New york: National
League of Nursing Education, 1929)*
O

Of two bills pending before the State legislature which would
maintain New York’s high standards, the Committee went on-record during
the meeting as being opposed to the McCaffery Bill.
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U. Appoint a committee to study hospitals with
schools of nursing; to formulate plans with
the assistance of the Medical Superintendent
for increasing the enrollment of the schools.
Study would include:
a. a survey of number of persons other than
student nurses living in nurses residences
with option given to graduate nurses and
senior students to live out
b. survey of other quarters now used by hos
pital employees that might be trans
formed, if suitable into student nurse
rooms
c. survey of classroom facilities and equip
ment
As they were part of the municipal system, Harlem's students and
graduates would in some way be affected by the proposed approaches.
The focuses on the improvements proposed were on the use of money as a
prime problem solver.

The Committee members demonstrated little aware

ness of the directions of nursing education toward college classrooms;
they wanted to maintain the hospital as the center of health services
with its primary source of manpower, the nurse in residence.
One of the three committees to be appointed was charged with
assessing how nurses could be relieved of some non-nursing responsibil
ities; none were assigned to investigate further the eight hour work
day.

In so doing, the Committee overlooked the trend in the workforce

toward the shorter day; nor did they recognize how far out of the main
stream nurses were with their work patterns.

The municipal hospital

nurses who worked ten and twelve hour tours of duty were physiologically
and psychologically fatigued; more susceptible to disease and frequent
absences due to illness; and less precise in their care giving activities

‘S ’lambeck, "Minutes of* the Meeting of the Committee on the Supply
of Graduate Nurses," p. 2.
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as they ended each work shift.
While the Committee reassessed the requirement that all nursing
students live in the residences, they did not ponder the economic
advantages of such changes as admitting married women to the programs
of study or of having fully integrated schools of nursing.

Out-of-

town parents were likely to be opposed to having their daughters given
the option of living outside the residences in some communities; Harlem
was an area still viewed with suspicion and concern and as an unsafe
environment for the single black female.

The nurses' residence in the

literature promoting the various schools, was a sheltered, protected
environment; it was an attraction for the schools and was less expen
sive than the alternatives in the surrounding communities.

The option

to live outside the residence was made available by the Commissioner to
unmarried graduate-nurses who, if they moved out, found their take-home
pay increased as live-in costs were no longer deducted from their
earnings.
The Committee reconvened on February 2b, 1937; the outcomes of that
meeting were overshadowed by Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia, who several
days later signed a bill which provided for an eight consecutive hour
work day for all city employees - including nurses, excepting executives
and hospital interns.

The bill became effective on July 1, 1 9 3 7 The

signing at City Hall was witnessed by Harlem graduates and their other
black and white colleagues.

Members of Nurses Union Local

203, State

County, Municipal Workers' Association, CIO also attended the historic

^"Press announcement, issued by the Office of the Mayor, City Hall,
New York City, February, 1937.
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event.^

The Mayor congratulated the nurses on the splendid work they

had rendered to their profession.

In reference to the activities lead

ing up to the signing of the bill, he observed, "Both the approach and
the presentation of facts by you and your associates were conducted
with dignity and at the same time, impressively and convincingly."

p

Harlem's student nurses and their counterparts in the other munic
ipal programs had the numbers of hours they worked reduced to make
their tours of duty consistent with those of the graduate nurses on
staff.
Changes at the Helm:

A Hew Director

The hospital community was surprised and saddened on July 27, 1937
by the death of Mrs. Sadie J. O'Brien, Harlem's School Superintendent.
Her death was a shock; few people realized until a week before she
passed, that she was seriously ill.

The Superintendent was remembered

as one who was fully committed to nursing service and the preparation
of competent and caring bedside nurses.
Miss Helen Olandt, who had been Superintendent of Nurses at Cumber'
land Hospital in Brooklyn, was appointed to succeed Mrs. O'Brien; she

The National Recovery Act (1933) expedited recovery and reforms
in industry and labor. It guaranteed workers the right to organize and
bargain collectively through representatives of the laborer's choosing.
It was overturned in 1935 by the Supreme Court but caught the attention
of nurses who sought union affiliation. Leila Gaulden and Alma Vessels
John were Harlem graduates who were members of the union. Miss Gaulden
recalled that her assignments in the hospital were more frequently ro
tated; she was also offered extra vacation time, she believed, as pun
ishment- reward approaches to discourage her interest in the union.
This took place during Mrs. O'Brien's tenure at Harlem Hospital.
2Press announcement, issued by the Office of the Mayor, City Hall,
New York City, February, 1937*
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assumed her duties at Harlem in August, 1937.

The third white nurse

administrator for the Harlem School was also a graduate of the Bellevue
program.

She held a baccalaureate degree but it was not known if it

was a nursing degree.

Miss Olandt resigned the appointment at Harlem

on February 1, 1938 and went on to similar duties at St. Lukes Hospital
in Manhattan, an institution in the private health caiie sector.
During her brief tenure at Harlem, Miss Olandt made changes in
the personnel and alternations in the nursing management aspects of the
Hospital.

There was some regret when she left; in a short time, she

had gained the respect and confidence of those with whom she worked.
The reason for her early departure was not disclosed.
Miss Olandt was replaced by Miss Mary Pauline Karty, former Su
perintendent of Nurses at Willard Parker Hospital.

She was the second

nurse to assume responsibility for the Harlem School of Nursing and
bear the title, Director.^

Miss Harty also held a Bachelor of Science

degree which was earned at New York University and awarded in 1937.

A

graduate of St. Louis Hospital, Class of 1927, Miss Harty, who later
became Mrs. Welch, brought a variety of experiences to her position.
While in St. Louis, she had been head nurse at Isolation Hospital;
worked as a public health nurse with the Henry Street Visiting Nurse
Service in New York; and filled several positions in the area of
communicable diseases while at Willard Parker Hospital.

She rose to

the Superintendent of Nurses position at the latter facility.

Miss

Harty was installed as Director on February 1, 1938 at a salary of
$ 2,500 per year with maintenance, or meals, limited laundry service and

^Mrs. O'Brien and Miss Olandt bore the title, "Superintendent."
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rooms in the Residence if she needed them.
Upon her arrival, the new Director found Harlem Hospital filler
to capacity.

An Influenza epidemic among the workers had drastically

reduced the numbers of nurses and students able to care for the patients.
While nurses were in short supply under the immediate circumstances,
efforts were underway to make more professional caregivers available to
Harlem Hospital and the other municipal institutions.
Commissioner Goldwater*s office launched a drive to hire graduate
nurses by having a law changed; current legislation held that all per
sons employed in the City's institutions had to have resided in the
City for three years.

A resolution was passed by the City Board of

Estimate and approved by the City Council, "that nurses be exempt from
the residence requirements . . . for a period of two years,1,1 to facil
itate the hiring process.

Goldwater estimated that city hospitals

needed 1,500 graduate nurse replacements on an annual basis to keep the
nursing ranks filled as a result of the eight hour work law.

2

The change

in the residence requirement evolved from his belief that the combined
public and private nursing schools would be unable to graduate enough
qualified nurses to fill the positions for some time.

As a result of

Goldwater*s special effort, the municipal hospitals added 623 graduate
nurses of whom k-59 were residents.

The schools of nursing added 232

^Another post-depression manifestation to assure work would be
available for residents of the City's five boroughs.

2S . S. Goldwater, Commissioner, in a letter dated September 17,
1937 to Mrs. Mark L. Fleming of Forest Hills, literally took credit for
the eight hour day by including it in a reference to his three year
goal to add 1,000 nurses to the Department's roster. He indicated the
nursing service had been, "revolutionized." Originally, he opposed the
the reduced work hours.
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students of whom 106 were from Kew York City.1
Miss Harty attested to the results of the Commissioner's efforts;
she noted that Harlem Hospital had no employment problems with nurses
for the year 1939*

Nurses evidently were available to work but 85 grad

uate nurses and two chief nurses resigned from Harlem's staff.

Some

internal promotions were made and ninety-four new graduates (of Harlem
and other programs) were appointed.

The situation was hardly stable

with an almost 100 percent turnover of nurses.

The slight numerical

increase was a minute advantage under the circumstances.

It would be

expected that the comings and goings of such large numbers of nurses
and their chiefs would be unsettling to other remaining nursing staff
as well as to the patients.

The Commissioners concerns about the

retention of nurses being as critical as their recruitment were
evidently overlooked as the latter emerged the most important factor.
The pro-unionist sentiments held by many of the Harlem nurses were
growing and often being openly expressed.

The nursing students were

also exposed to the union propaganda; graduate nurses in the union
circulated materials about the advantages of membership once the nurs
ing studies were completed.

Among the eighty-five graduate nurses who

left Harlem Hospital was Alma Vessels John (Class of 1929)•

"I was

p

fired because of my unionizing activities,”

she later recalled.

She

had worked with the Unionist, Elliott Godoff in 1937 in an unsuccessful
attempt by the American Federation of State, County and Municipal

^upil nurse enrollments increased from 1932 through 1938 in
Bellevue, Cumberland, Kings County and Metropolitan Hospitals. Drops
in enrollments occurred in the black programs at Harlem and Lincoln.
2
Alma Vessels John, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, July 10,
1978, New York City.
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Employees Union to organize nurses and other personnel at Harlem Hos
pital.^- She later observed, "That firing was more of an honor than a
let down."

Mrs. John achieved her greatest success, not in nursing

but as a press, radio and television personality; an advocate for black
people and community issues.

In the professional context, Mrs. John
3
served as the Executive Secretary of the NACGN during 19^6.
As one distractor to the staff's developing interests in the union,

Miss Harty restarted the nursing department's staff education program
which Mrs. O'Brien had temporarily suspended because of staff shortages
on the patient units.
the Harlem nurses.

Interest in advanced education was growing among

Some of the charge nurses enrolled in courses

offered by New York University at the Hospital and on campus in Ward
Teaching, Written English and Sociology.

Courses offered and physical

proximity made the long established nursing education program at Teachers
k
College, Columbia University, attractive to many of the graduates.
Additional education was made available for the nurse support per
sonnel.

It was increasingly evident for the graduates and nursing stu

dents that the hospital attendants who assisted them needed more train
ing.

It was deemed a good investment on the part of the hospital to

train these personnel since their attrition rates were lower than those

1 "1199 News," May, 1978, p. 13.
2
Alma Vessels John, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, July 10,
1978, New York City.
^Mabel K. Staupers, No Time for Prejudice (New York:
Co., 1981), p. 55*

The Macmillan

N?he trend toward college preparation for nurses had grown rapidly;
in 1935, there were enough collegiate programs to warrant the forming of
the Association of Collegiate Schools of Nursing.
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of professional nursing staff.

A nurse was assigned to develop and

provide a twelve-hour course during Spring, 1939? topics covered
included, elementary nursing, personal hygiene, hospital behavior, hos
pital relationships, institutional housekeeping and the preparation and
serving of food."*"
Officials in the Department remained concerned abput the affect of
the eight hour work day of the nurses; staff training/education programs
were intended to hone the quality of work done in the reduced time
period.

Nurses were being drawn away from the hospitals by the devel-

oping war effort.

2

Changes had to be made; notices were sent to Miss

Harty and her counterparts advising them that pursuant to a general
order, all nurses had to work a forty-eight hour week.

This meant the

nurses, including the nursing students were to work a minimum of six
3
eight hour days.
Clinical nurses in the OPD were included in the gen
eral order; the nurses, including students assigned to the area for
learning experiences, had to work the additional hours by returning to
the Hospital on Saturday afternoon for ward assignments.
It was dubious how useful the OPD nurses would be on the wards.
There were the usual overcrowded units which made patient care difficult
for the experienced nurses.

Patients’ beds were in the hallways and on

the porches, once designated as relaxation areas for the ambulatory.
While planning was underway for officially increasing the patient census

■^Mary Pauline Harty, "Report of Improvements, Changes, and Accom
plishments in the Nursing Service and School of Nursing of Harlem Hos
pital," Covering the period from January 1st, to November 15, 1939s P- 3*
2
White nurses were having no problems joining the services; black
nurses had to find other routes which are described later in this report.
^Harty, "Report of Inrorovements, Changes, and Accomplishments in
the Nursing Service and School of Nursing of Harlem Hospital, p. 3«
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from

to 763* there were no immediate plans for further expansion of

the hospital's physical plant.
Nurses who were considering leaving the conditions at Harlem were
encouraged when another source of employment opened up.

The Bellevie

Psychiatric Division hired two Harlem School of Nursing graduates; they
were the first negro graduates hired in the Division."^ Their hiring
was encouraged by the active anti-discrimination efforts of Mayor
LaGuardia who had been impressed by the black nurses involved in the
passage of the eight-hour day legislation in 1937.
Pro.jects and Accreditation

The Works Progress Administration (WPA), one of President Roosevelt's
New Deal agencies, used its resources to establish a library for the
patients at Harlem Hospital.

In addition to securing some of the read

ing materials, the WPA provided a librarian to care for the books and
magazines which were circulated among the ward patients able to enjoy
such diversion.
Another patient-focused service had implications for the health and
welfare of the babies born in Harlem's new Womens' Pavilion.

The Hos

pital engaged a nurse for the purposes of collecting breast milk from
the mothers, instructing the mothers in the care of their breasts and
in proper nursing procedures.

The City had been paying $1,500 a month

for the Harlem Hospital babies to have breast milk when their mothers
were unable to nurse them.

The new project, which started in July,

1939> very shortly was self sufficient; all of the babies had adequate

^Staupers, No Time for Prejudice, p. 70.
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amounts of the highly nourishing milk.

The student nurses on the unit

continued their learning experiences but were not involved in the spe
cial project.
While the breast milk project was beneficial for the babies and
the new mothers, the hospital was less successful in its relationships
with the Harlem community.

Patients and staff who were housed in the

Residence complained frequently during the summer months about the
noise from the streets surrounding the buildings.

Summer was partic

ularly bad because the windows were opened; the WPA had put screens in
some of the hospital and residence windows but not only noise but also
flies were commonplace.

The local police precinct was notified when

the noises became unendurable; complaints were also sent to the police
commissioner's office but the noise continued unabated.

Finally, the

hospital administrator assigned a specially detailed watchman outside
the nurses' home from 12 noon to U:30 p.m. during July, "to keep the
small boys and ruffians out of the home.

No attempts were made to

enlist empathetic community leaders for help in moderating the situation;
Harlem Hospital was located in, but was isolated from its surrounding
environment.

This isolation was typified in the socialization activities

of the student nurses who were, unless they came from the community,
conditioned to view Harlem as a hostile area.
The lack of a rapport between the Hospital and its community posed
problems for nurses who had to vacate their rooms in the Residence
during vacations.

Staffing patterns mandated that some nurses had to

take winter vacations.

Many returned to complain to Miss Harty that

Harty, "Report of Improvements, Changes, and Accomplishments in
the Nursing Service and School of Nursing of Harlem Hospital, p. 6.
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there were no safe places for them to live in Harlem during the vacation
period.

The reported lack of suitable housing influenced some nurses

to remain unmarried so they could maintain their room in the Nurses’
Residence.^"
The student nurses were more involved with activities outside the
hospital, but not necessarily within the local Harlem community.

With

tensions mounting in the City about the possibility of war, recreational
activities for the students became more important.

The students' Glee

Club, under the direction of a paid instructor, had a successful year;
they took part in "Hospital Day," and "New York State Nurses' Day," at
the New York World's Fair.

Other City hospital nursing schools were

also represented.
While the students at Harlem continued their studies and patient
assignments, Miss Harty represented the School as a member of the group,
Principals of the Schools of Nursing of the Department of Hospitals.

2

Programs represented included Bellevue, Cumberland, Fordham, Lincoln,
Kings County, Mills, Metropolitan, Willard Parker and Harlem.

The

group was united in wanting to have their respective nursing programs
recognized as legitimate courses of professional nursing studies.
The Committee on Accrediting of the National League of Nursing
Education announced it was ready to accept the applications of schools
which desired consideration for accreditation.

The Committee aimed to
3
assist the schools of nursing in preparing better nurses.
The Prin-

^Leila Gaulden, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, August 2 k, 1978,
New York City.
^Edna T. Plambeck, Ass't. Director, Division of Nursing, "Report
of the Meeting of the Principals of Schools of Nursing, Department of
Hospitals," February 21, 1939*
Plambeck, "Minutes of the Meeting of the Committee on the Supply
of Graduate Nurses," June 6, 1939*
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cipals of all ten programs returned to their respective schools co en
list the interest and financial endorsements of their alumnae associa
tions and affiliated auxiliaries and lay groups.

The groups raised

the funds necessary for each school to make application; the initial
fee of $250 for the study and an additional $35 for annual considera
tions of the school's program by the NINE Committee.

All of the

municipal schools of nursing made application; Bellevue was selected
to be among the first fifty schools in the United States to participate
in the original accreditation surveys.^

Conflicts About the Student Role

The Department of Hospitals viewed the students in its schools as
paid employees.

The rude truth emerged in a report prepared by

Commissioner Goldwater and confirmed the fears Of many nurse educators.

2

The Commissioner placed people engaged in patient care into two cate
gories - paid and unpaid.

The affiliating graduate nurses who only

sought qualifications for taking the New York State licensing examina
tion, were categorized as unpaid personnel, or volunteers.

The costs

for their rooms and meals were balanced by the patient care they provided
as part of their clinical experiences for which they received no money.
Under the major groups of City-paid employees, 1,009 student or
pupil nurses were cited.

3

For many years, hospitals with schools gave

^"S. S. Goldwater, M.D., Commissioner of the Department of Hos
pitals, "Annual Report of the Department of Hospitals, City of New York,
to the Honorable Fiorello H. LaGuardia," for 1939* p. 52.
2Ibid., pp. 26-27.
3Ibid., p. 27.
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the students minute stipends of $15-$20 per month to cover the costs of
replacement uniforms, textbooks, and other incidentals related to their
studies.

The stipend was too small to be construed as wages for

"services rendered."^
Arguments about students being used by hospitals for service roles
were heard for many years.

In 1895 > during a speech to the Annual

Society of Superintendents of Training Schools for Nurses, Mrs. Isabel
Hampton Robb, a noted nurse educator, recommended that the practice of
giving monthly stipends had to end; the money would be better used by
the schools to establish libraries which were needed.

2

If implemented,

her suggestion would have affixed the imprint of the student-as-learner
in the minds of eductors and hospital based service providers.

Ignoring

her proposal and similar endorsements from other equally concerned educa
tors, the Department of Hospitals and their counterparts across the
country, "employed" students citing the stipend as salary.

Claiming

that wages were being paid was a tenuous position for the hospitals but
they did so boldly and with concerns only for fulfilling the immediate
needs of having agents for caring for patients.
The hospitals were so confident of their positions that few opportu
nities were used to rebut charges such as those made by Mrs. Robb, the
schools were the primary providers of adjuncts to the paid nursing
staff - their secondary function was to prepare future graduate nurses.

It would be expected that funds budgeted for the stipends should
appear as expenditures for the City. However, the categories provided
for listing non-salaried volunteers; student or pupil nurses from the
educational perspective should have been so listed.
2Josephine A. Dolan, Nursing in Society: A Historical Perspec
tive (13th ed.; Philadelphia! W. B. Saunders, 1973)j P« 207.
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Paternalism was a factor in the relationships between the male admin
istrative figures and the female nurses and nurse educators.

As long

as the hospitals would be under-budgeted for professional nursing staff,
students as employees were critical to the survival of the health care
institutions.

Until other social-economic and educational changes

occurred, the hospitals would maintain the grip they had on their
schools aided also by the support of the physicians who endorsed the
relationship as it existed.
World War II: Federally Endorsed
Racism in Nursing
The year 19^0 was the midpoint in the decade of "health conscious
ness" (1936-19^6).

Health information regularly appeared on the front

pages of major newspapers.

One event that warranted recording for

proper public recognition, was the research into blood preservation
and discovery of blood plasma by Dr. Charles Drew, a black physician.
His breakthrough was adopted on an international scale when the implica
tions for life saving were understood.
Life-taking was also occurring in the world; the United States was
making efforts to remain neutral and stay out of what was to become
World War II.

Racism, however, emerged at the federal levels of govern

ment to endorse the segregationist practices of the nursing and medical
professions, with the result that qualified black nurses and doctors had
to fight their own war on the homefront before being allowed to serve
their country and its military men.

Harlem Hospital graduates, its

nursing students and the National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses
(lIACGN) took part in the struggle for equal rights in the armed forces.
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President Roosevelt was actively seeking his third term in the
nation's highest office; his campaign focused on.keeping the United
States out of a seemingly inevitable war.

During the latter part of

1939, the German war machine rolled over Poland; the conquered nation
was then divided between Germany and Russia.^" •Their success fueled
Russia's invasion of Finland.
Holland and Norway.

Germany went on to takeover Denmark,

Under the new leadership of Winston Churchill,

Great Britain was not up to full strength.

However, after Poland was

invaded, the British, along with France declared war on Germany.

The

United States still refused to commit itself but a program for devel
oping a state of military readiness was underway.

The health care

professions started assessing their capacities for being ready when
called upon.
As Japan was aligning itself with the Axis Powers, the United
States Congress passed legislation which mandated compulsory selective
service for American males between the ages of twenty-one and thirtyfive.

The legislation facilitated the induction of some 800,000

draftees into military service.

The men were segregated according to

their races; the United States prepared to enter the international
conflict with a military force that was divided by color but with the
whites in leadership positions.
With the drafting of the men, the Army Nurse Corps, began to expand
its resources and plan for delivering services where and when it was
needed.

It was inevitable that increased numbers of nurses would be

needed and have vital roles to play as the military grew in size.

■^George E. Mbwry and Blaine A. Brownell, The Urban Nation, 19201980 (New York: Hill and Wang, 198l), p. 121.
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Negro nurses, perhaps naively, expected their professional services
were going to he needed and fully utilized; this was not to he so.
Their inquiries ahout enlisting in the Army Nurse Corp brought no
responses.
The National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses (NACGN)
directed its interested and eligible members to enroll in the American
Red Cross.

At first, the NACGN*s officers overlooked the fact that a

prerequisite for joining the Red Cross in 19^0 was membership in the
ANA.*- Fifteen states still denied Negro nurses the opportunity to join
ANA indirectly closing off another avenue for the nurses who wanted to
serve their country.

The ANA, NACGN and the Red Cross were able to

collaborate and cooperate at the national level only to have their
efforts eroded by state and local racists eager to prevent black nurses
from entering the professional mainstream.
The Red Cross, not wanting to exclude qualified graduate nurses of
any color, adjusted their requirements bypassing the requisite ANA
/
membership; a special category for membership was created for the Negro
nurse enabling her to apply her NACGN membership.

Many black nurses,

willing to venture into the military unknown, resented the special
maneuvers needed because of their skin colors.

If anyone doubted the

severity of the problem, the notice finally sent in response to inquiries
by the Army Nurse Corp to Negro applicants was quite clear:
Your application for appointment to the Army
Nurse Corp cannot be given favorable considera
tion as there are no provisions in Army regula
tions for the appointment of colored nurses in
the Corps.2

^Stsupers, No Time for Prejudice, p. 99*
2Ibid., p. 100.
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The NACGN was a member of the Nursing Council on National Defense;
the NCND formed in July, 19^0 to deal with the myriad problems asso
ciated with mobilizing large numbers of nurses for the war.

The chair

man of the organization was Major Julia C. Stimson, who was also
president of the ANA at the time.

A former superintendent in the Army

Nurse Corp, Miss Stimson volunteered to intercede in behalf of the NACGN
and the black nurses to bring the matter of discrimination to the atten
tion of the Surgeon General of the United States Army, U.S. Nurse Corps.
Despite Major Stimson*s efforts, no change
the Army Nurse Corp was made.

in the racist policies of

At the same time, articles were regularly

appearing in the newspapers urging nurses to join the Women's Army
Corps (WAC's) and the American Red Cross which would also be providing
nursing services in Army and Navy hospitals.

No references were made

to the policies which excluded certain nurses.
The effort

of the NACGN to get Negro nurses into the Army Nurse

Corps was redoubled.

A Special Defense Committee was created to bring

the issues to the attentions of such people as the Surgeon General, the
Secretary of War and others.

Church groups; the black press and radio

stations and nursing organizations across the country were organized
to inform and promote changes needed in the racial policies.
The Special Defense Committee was contacted by representatives of
the Surgeon General of the Army; an interim plan had been formulated
for using Negro nurses and other health professionals.

The nurses

would be allowed to care for Negro soldiers in segregated wards in
station hospitals.1

1Staupers, No Time for Prejudice, p. 101.
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Would this mean that medical attention and supplies were also to
be allocated according to racial lines?

Would a Negro soldier receive

less attention or possibly die because a nurse of, "his own kind," was
not available to care for him?

Previously unthinkable questions were

being raised and there were no answers.
The NACGN*s Special Defense Committee rejected the Surgeon Generals
plan and advised his representative that desegregation in health care
resources had undergone many changes; in northern and western parts of
the United States integrated services had been accepted by many patients
and their immediate families.

Failing to receive an acceptable response

from the Surgeon General, the NACGN continued its efforts and organized
protests directed at Congressional representatives using their nursing
affiliates at the local and state levels to form citizens groups for
applying pressure to the Army Nurse Corps and similar federally spon
sored segregated projects.

Accreditation and the School of Nursing

While the NACGN increased the pace of its activities aimed at
gaining entry into military services for eligible Negro nurses, the Har
lem Hospital and its School of Nursing were pursuing a basically un
changed course.
Miss Harty viewed the nursing staff as stable even though 172
nurses resigned in 19^0 and 208 were appointed.

The added 36 nurses

were not slated for patient care areas despite the fact that the work
load for the staff had increased; the hospital's census had increased
from 6b2 to 7o3 beds.
A special ward had opened for the care of victims of pneumonia, a
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disease which could prove fatal depending upon the patient's age and
general condition.

Staff changes had occurred; Miss Alice Brewer, a

white Bellevue graduate who had been assistant Supervisor of Nurses at
Harlem, moved to Gouverneur Hospital as their Superintendent of Nurses.
At Harlem Hospital, she was replaced by Miss Alida Cooley, a Harlem
graduate (Class of 1927)» who was to distinguish herself in service to
the Hospital and the nursing profession.^
Two members of the New York City Visiting Committee visited Harlem
Hospital during the year.

They represented the same group that partic

ipated in defining the need for the Training School that opened at
Bellevue Hospital in 1873*

They gave a favorable report to the hospital

administrator, Dr. Malgelaner; conditions relating to the patients'
wards were satisfactory.

The favorable report was appreciatively

received by the hard working nursing personnel and students.
The School of Nursing continued to admit one group of candidates a
year.

There were 22 first year students in addition to 17 Preliminary

or Probie students; 35 second year students and 22 third year or senior
nursing students for a total of 96 candidates.

Thirty-two students

graduated from the School during 19^0 and most were hired by Harlem
Hospital as soon as they attained graduate nurse status.

Preparations

started for the first visit by the National League of Nursing Education's

2
Committee on Accrediting.

^Miss Cooley was often identified in the data by her married name,
Dailey.

p

The guide used for preparing for the visit was, A Curriculum Guide
for Schools of Nursing, prepared by the Committee on Curriculum of the
NLNE, National League of Nursing Education, New York, 1937 (2d. rev.).
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The updated curriculum was issued after some review and -revision
was done by the School of Nursing faculty.

The study period for the

students was structured around four terms: Freshman of 2k weeks,
Sophomore of 36 weeks, including U weeks vacation; Junior of k2 weeks,
including ^ weeks vacation and Senior of 5k weeks, including ^ weeks
vacation and 4 weeks health allowance.

While some course titles varied,

the offerings at Harlem Hospital were essentially the same as those
provided for the white Bellevue student.

Variations existed in the

programs of study for all of the municipal hospital schools.

This was

permitted and expected by the University of the State of New York for
the curricula were approved on individual bases.
The School's Statement of Objectives also emerged preparatory to
the visit by the Committee on Accreditation.^

The Objectives of the

Harlem Hospital School of Nursing were to:
1. Educate the individual nurse in accordance
with standards set by national and state
nursing organizations, to enable her to
become eligible for various positions in
any locality;
2. Select students who are capable of becom
ing adjusted to changing nursing situa
tions;

3 . Develop an appreciation for continuous
personal and professional growth through
the basic study of general culture, as
well as in the theory and practice of
nursing;

Committee on Accrediting of the National League of Nursing
Education, "Report of Survey of the Harlem School of Nursing, New York,
New York," September k - 6 , I9U0 .
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h. Develop an understanding of the principles
of community organizations and outside,
social resources and to develop skill in
working intelligently with the social
agencies and the resources of the commu
nity. To give an understanding of the
relationship of the hospital to the commu
nity and of the nurse to the patient.
The students were not expected to qualify as public health nurses
upon graduation from the Harlem program.

The references to the social

contexts and to the community were evidently intended to best enable
the Harlem graduate to work with black patients who had to have special
considerations made for their social and economic needs.^
The School of Nursing faculty also identified the general objec
tives of the curriculum as follows.- To prepare professional nurses:
1. who are able to give complete nursing;
2. who are able to meet the social, mental
and physical needs of patients who have
the more common diseases;
3. who are capable of making an intelligent
interpretation of the environmental fac
tors (social, mental and physical) which
have contributed to the patient's illness;
k . who have the knowledge of community needs

and resources, who make an intelligent
interpretation to the patient in relation
to the needs of the patient and the commu
nity.2
The earliest public health experiences the students had took place
at the Henry Street Settlement House, which was located on the lower
East side of Manhattan.

Later experiences took place in the Harlem

Concerns for the patients' social and economic needs as they
related to illness and recovery were of value for all nursing students.
See the Committee, on Curriculum's, A. Curriculum Guide for Schools of
Nursing (2d rev.; New York: National League of Nursing Education, 1937)
pp. 210-211.
O

Committee on Accrediting of the National League of Nursing Educa
tion.
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community and the students were affiliated with the local Visiting Nurse
Service.

The latter experience had more value for students who were

still being prepared to work with black patients.

The change undoubt

edly reflected some of the thinking of the faculty; from the all white
group from Bellevue that started the Harlem School, it had become a
racially integrated body.

The Committee issued its report on the visit

during the early part of 19^1 and described a satisfactory program.
Black Nurses and the War Effort

In 19U1, America was still attempting to follow its policy of
neutrality but finding it increasingly difficult to do so.

The Army

Nurse Corps established a quota of fifty-six positions for Negro
nurses; they neglected to inform the American Red Cross and the NACGN
representatives about the decision.

In making the decision, the Surgeon

General indicated that Negro nurses could either accept or reject the
quota; there was no room for negotiation.
Negro organizations were as offended by the ultimatum as were the
Negro nurses.

The Negro Health and Advisory Committee of the Council

of National Defense, the National Medical Association, the National
Association of Administrators in Negro Hospitals, and the National
Dental Association joined with the NACGN to state their resistance and
rejection of the quota system.3" Miss Mabel Staupers took part in the
meeting which was held between representatives of the Negro organiza
tions and the Surgeon General.

Representing the members of the NACGN

and other Negro nurses, Miss Staupers told the government official that

^Staupers, No Time for Prejudice, p. 102.
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Negro nurses viewed service to their country as the duty of responsible
citizens and that they would fight any restrictions inposed on their
participation such as racial quotas or other forms of blatant or even
subtle discrimination.'1’
Despite their expectations of being subjected to racist treatment,
forty-eight Negro nurse volunteers were assigned in April, 19^1 to Army
camps in Fort Bragg, North Carolina and to Camp Livingston in Louisiana.
Birdie E. Brown, a Harlem graduate (Class of 1932), was among those
p
nurses asked to enlist during Summer, 19^1.
She declined because of
previously made plans to attend Summer session at New York University.
Sunday morning, December 7, 19^1> the Japanese attacked and success
fully destroyed the American naval base at Pearl Harbor.

The following

day, the Congress of the United States declared war on Japan; three
days later Germany and Italy declared war on the United States.
War II had started.

World

Before the war was to end, Negro nurses would be

providing care for soldiers of all colors even in southern military
ins tallations.^
Many changes occurred at Harlem Hospital as the War developed.

As

men were mobilized, women took their places; a former charge nurse
assumed management responsibilities for the housekeeping department.
The shortage of physicians meant they were no longer available to ride
the ambulance.

Trained attendants accompanied the nurses if the

ambulance was summoned for a maternity call.

In the OPD, nurses and

Staupers, No Time for Prejudice, p. 103.
^Birdie E. Brown, Face it With a Smile (New York:
Inc., 1976), p. 18.

Vantage Press,

^Staupers, No Time for Prejudice, p. 103.
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students started using the sphygmomanometer and the stethescope to
assess blood pressures in the patients under the supervision of the
remaining doctors.

Previously, the taking of blood pressures had been

the responsibility of the physician.

Few people realized that the role

shifts that were occurring would become permanent when the War had
ended.
A program for volunteers was started for the first time at Harlem
Hospital.

The American Red Cross gave volunteer aides classes and

taught elemental nursing skills to persons willing and able to work on
the patients' wards. Black volunteers outnumbered the whites.

By late

October, there was an average of twenty nurse aides volunteers on the
wards for three hours a day, seven days a week whose services were
extremely valuable to the nursing staff.
Civil Defense preparatory classes were conducted for thirty-two
nurse volunteers.
hospitals.

They were graduate nurses who were not working in

Once identified, their names were maintained on a master

file in a Department of Hospitals office at Worth Street.

They were

trained in field unit services; in the event of an air raid or other
emergency, they would report to Harlem Hospital's Emergency Ward.
There they would join up with a medical unit and be sent to the scene
of the disaster.
The stresses of the War also influenced some officially supported
segregationist patterns.

Dr. Edward M. Bernecker, Commissioner of Hos

pitals of the City of New York, rescinded a previous edict by declaring
that qualified Negro applicants would be admitted to all Schools of
Nursing under the aegis of the Department of Hospitals.^- Until his
■''Mabel Keaton Staupers, "The Negro Nurse," in Opportunity, Novem
ber (19^2), p. 332.
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action, Harlem Hospital, which was operated by the Department was the
only School for Negro nursing candidates.

The City Hospital Schools

affected by Dr. Bernecker's actions included Bellevue, Kings County,
Cumberland, and Fordham.

For those black nurses who sought more than

the hospital issued certificate or diploma at the end of their studies,
the Commissioner's actions were particularly timely as Bellevue had
just begun a five-year nursing program in conjunction with New York
University.-*Changes were also taking place at the national level for the black
nurse.

During the 1942 biennial meeting of the American Nurses' Asso

ciation in Chicago, southern nurses had united with other delegates in
support of the ending of barriers against non-whites in the organiza
tion.

Some of the state organizations, such as the Delaware State

Nurses' Association had voted to accept Negro nurses as professional
members.

2

Such changes at the state levels would give the Negro nurse

the long awaited opportunity for gaining entry into the American
Nurses' Association.

One cause could not be identified for the changes

but several possibilities emerged.
During crises of large scale, such as wartime, previously unthink
able changes in social structure become possible.

It was axso possible

that the time had finally arrived for resistances to change to end.
White nurses had, because of changes occurring as a result of the War,
increased opportunities to observe and work with Negro nurses.

This

direct involvement may have resulted in a new respect for the competent

■^Staupers, "The Negro Nurse," p. 352.
2 Ibid.
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and professional Negro nurse.^

Harlem Hospital School of Nursing:
Training School

Independent

The Harlem School of Nursing, in 19^2, was designated an independ
ent training school.

It was reported as a separate entity with full

responsibilities to the Division of Nursing and the Department of Hbspitals of the City of New York.

2

Until the change, from 192h, the

Harlem Board of Managers was directly responsible to the Bellevue
Board of Managers.

They in turn were responsible to the Department of

Hospitals for the nursing care of the sick of Bellevue and three out
lying hospitals; Harlem, Fordham and Gouverneur.

Harlem's status

report had, until 19^2, been included in the Report of Bellevue Hos
pital.
Harlem's School gained its independence as a result of decentraliza
tion efforts on the part of municipal government.
facilities were growing and expanding.

All of the health

It was increasingly obvious

that the structural changes which were occurring in all of the facilities
would likely remain in place in the post-war recovery period.
Harlem's staff nurses and School faculty were actively pursuing
college educations as were their counterparts in the other training pro
grams throughout the city.

Even with staff shortages and extended nurs

ing roles, several nurses left Harlem to take advantage of the federal

^"Birdie E. Brown, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, July 2h, 1978,
Queens, New York.
2"First Annual Report of the Harlem School of Nursing” (paper
presented to the Department of Hospitals, New York City, 19^2), p. k .
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scholarships offered at Teachers College, Columbia University and New
York University.1

The scholarships had been granted to the Harlem

nurses who qualified for advanced study in nursing, so they would be
better prepared in the instructional positions they would have to fill.
With the municipal hospitals' doors open to employ all nurses
regardless of color, it was imperative that the Harlem, nurses not be
lacking the credentials which would make them equally competitive with
other professional nurses.

Courses were also available at Harlem Hos

pital as an off-campus extension; New York University gave a course in
literature and Columbia University, through Teachers College, instructed
staff in ward management.

The nursing students were not eligible to

take the courses for credits towards a degree because they were pre
graduates.

However, the exposure to the atmosphere of advanced educa

tion was a stimulus for many of the students.
Among the speakers at the February 6, 19^2 School of Nursing Grad
uation were Reverend Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., and Mrs. Mary McLeod
Bethune, who was the founder and president of Bethune Cookman College
in Daytona Beach, Florida.

Rev. Powell, whose father had headed the

Abyssinian Baptist Church and played a major role in the development of
the Harlem Hospital and its community, was himself to gain international
renown as an elected black official and advocate for civil rights.

The

speakers shared their thoughts with the twenty-nine members of the
graduating class.
Like the classes before them, these students too, had come from
all parts of the country and beyond, to participate in the program at

1 "First Annual Report of the Harlem School of Nursing," p. 6.
During 19^2, 14 of the 58 nurses on leave of absence were away for mil
itary service.
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Harlem Hospital's School.

The states represented by the graduates

included, Georgia, Texas, West Virginia, Ohio, Connecticut, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Virginia, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and New York.

The

territory of the British West Indies was also represented by Miss
Claire Ortiz, who was the recipient of the. Best Health Award from Gamma
Delta Sigma Sorority; she had maintained a good health, record during
her studies and made progress in correcting certain physical defects.'*’
Miss Edith Gertrude Bradshaw of New York received a cash award of fifty
dollars for maintaining a 95 percent scholastic average throughout her
studies.

The award was provided by the Athletic Association of the

Harlem School of Nursing.
The new senior class members joined the Red Cross Student Reserve
in a body.

They would become full Red Cross First Reserve Nurses once

they had successfully passed their State Board examinations.

Despite

the racial barriers that persisted in military service, the black
nurses who wanted to and were able to serve their country would find
a way to do so.
While all efforts were made to increase the School's enrollment,
Miss Harty found it necessary to deal with those students whose progress
in the program was less than satisfactory.

She used the same procedures

involving the Board of Managers that Mrs. O'Brien had employed.

Five

students were dropped after completing their Preliminary Period, for
reasons which included, poor attitude, infractions of house rules while
p
on affiliation, and absenteeism.

^"First Annual Report of the Harlem School of Nursing," p. 12.
^Unsigned, "Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Managers of
Harlem Hospital," Friday, October 23, 19^2, in the Nurses' Residence.
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Harlem, which had ended its affiliation program for graduate nurses,
found itself hosting new students.

In 19^3> New York University sent

three graduate nurses to the Hospital for field experiences.

One stu

dent was a graduate of the Homer G. Phillips Hospital, a diploma pro
gram, in St. Louis, Missouri.

She was assigned to the practical arts

classroom for student teaching.

The two other students were graduates

of Triborough and Riverside Hospitals, respectively.

They received

their experiences in two roles in the Hospital; one as head nurse and
the other as ward instructor for the Harlem students.
gynecological unit was used for their field experience.

The Hospital's
The graduate

of the Homer Phillips program was black and likely seen as a role model
for the student nurses and graduates interested in pursuing college
studies.
The National League of Nursing Education survey was made during
the year.

The visitor was disturbed to learn how inadequate the

School's laboratory facilities were.

The pre-clinical students had to

commute to Lincoln Hospital to take their studies in anatomy, physiol
ogy, microbiology and chemistry.

The recommendation by the NLNE for

upgrading the laboratory was to pose a financial problem for the
Hospital.

However, Miss Harty had applied to the federal government

for Lanham Funds for laboratory equipment.

Funding was eventually

received and the students were able to resume their studies at the home
Hospital."*■
Federal funds assisted the Harlem program in other ways.

In 19^3>

^Mary P. Harty, "Second Annual Report of the Harlem School of
Nursing" (paper presented to the Department of Hospitals, New York City,
19^3), P- lU-
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Congress passed the Bolton Act creating the United States Cadet Nurse
C o r p s . T h e Honorable Frances Payne Bolton, Congresswoman from Ohio,
had recognized the nation was facing a serious shortage of nurses.
The aim of the Corps was to quickly increase the number of qualified
professional nurses in the United States.

2

Under the Act, Scholarships

were created and made available by the government; applicants were
young women who qualified to enter the nursing program of their choice,
and those who met the requirements of their respective state boards.
The recipients agreed to be available for military or other federal,
governmental or essential civilian service for the duration of World
War II.
Across the country, nursing schools were invited to apply and
become part of the Corps.' Nurses training programs connected with hos
pitals had to assure the hospital census averaged at least 100 patients
a day; a minimum of four basic clinical services had to be available
for rotated student learning experiences; and there had to be an
identified need for additional nurses in the area where the school was
located.

Soon after the enactment of the Bolton Act, about 95 percent

of all nursing students in the nation were enrolled.
It was realized that the nursing schools that never accepted black
students before the legislation was passed would need assistance.

Help

•^Dolan, Nursing in Society: A Historical Perspective, p. 273*
O
In 19^1, Mrs. Bolton successfully negotiated congressional pas
sage of the Bolton Bill covering costs for courses in midwifery, re
fresher courses for graduate nurses and aid to schools for improvement
of their physical plants enabling them to increase student enrollment.
The NACGN honored Mrs. Bolton for, "Contributions made to the further
ance of democracy in nursing." She was known as a friend of nurses and
of nursing.
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in understanding the provisions was also provided by the National Nurs
ing Council for War Service for the established schools for Negro stu
dents.^* Mrs. Alma Vessels John, a Harlem graduate, joined the Council
as consultant and worked with the twenty-eight schools around the
country.
The School of Nursing at Harlem Hospital was a full participant
in the Cadet Corps program.

Of the 155 students in the School at the
p

end of 19^3» the breakdown of enrollees was as follows:

Cadet Corps
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

3^
9
0
“IO

Regular

Total

16
50

50
59
U6
155

k6

112

In addition to a free nursing education, students received grey
uniforms and a small stipend which was paid up to thirty months.

The

students maintenance expenses were paid by the government for the first
nine months.

Tuition fees were paid throughout the program of study

and further government assistance was available for the expansion of
educational and residential facilities.
The financial relief for the Department of Hospitals and the City
of New York was enormous.

Outside of the preparation of the budget and

assuring compliance with the regulations governing the use of the funds,
Harlem's School administrators reported no problems with its relation

1Staupers, No Time for Prejudice, p. 109.
2

Senior students had passed the point where benefits would have
assisted them. However, as graduates, they could take advantage of the
benefits available under the Bolton Bill (19^1) for post graduate stud
ies, education for the role of nursing instructor or special studies
such as in midwifery.
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ship to the Cadet Nurse Corps.

The costs for students in their Prelim

inary Period were now borne through the government funds.

The unsuccess

ful student no longer cost the city anything as the government absorbed
the expenses.

For many of the Harlem students, their choice of nursing

as a career was influenced by the efforts of the Congresswoman from
Ohio.
The tensions surrounding the War made the support programs avail
able to the Hospital and the students more valuable than ever.

Stu

dents and graduate nurses experienced physical and psychological
stresses as the War progressed.

The Board of Managers, who Miss Gaulden

recalled were like godmothers, not only encouraged volunteer services
at the Hospital but also used their influence to pressure the Army
Nurse Corps to reverse its racist policies and accept black nurses.
The Board was also supportive of the graduate nurses at Harlem, who had
problems securing adequate child care services in the local community.
Virtually all of a family’s members were able to find work because of
the War forcing many working mothers to turn to resources outside the
home for supervision of their preschool children.

While the Board was

empathetic, this investigator could not learn of any tangible relief
they were able to offer the nurses with children.

On another level,

however, the Board provided speakers who made presentations to the
students and graduates on topics such as, "Cosmetology and the Negro,"
"The Urban League and the Nursing Relationship to It," and "Juvenile
Delinquency Problem.

^Harty, "Second Annual Report of the Harlem School of Nursing,"

p . 10.
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Federally endorsed prejudice against the black nurse waned as the
needs for nurses in the Army increased.

Miss Birdie Brown (Class of

1932) had been sworn in as Second Lieutenant on October 1, 19^2 by
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.

She joined the Army Nurse Corps

along with six other Harlem nurses, and went to provide services at a
Station Hospital in Fort Huachuca, Arizona.^

The War Department

altered its position and decided to accept Negro nurses without any
regard to quota for services in the United States and abroad.

They

were eligible to apply for commissions in the regular manner.

Seg

regation persisted in the United States Navy until January 25, 19^5 >
when it announced an end to the barring of Negro nurses.

It seemed

reasonable to do so since the Army Nurse Corps had dropped its restric
tions and the Negro nurses had proven to be resourceful and productive
in the performing of their duties.

By February, of the same year, six

Harlem graduates completed their applications for Naval service at the
hO Wall Street Recruiting Office and were commissioned as Ensigns.
The year 19h5 saw the ending of World War II with the success of
the United States and its allies, and the death of President Roosevelt.
On April 12, the President, who was in his fourth term of office died
of a cerebral hemorrhage while at Warm Springs, Georgia.
The School's First Black Director

At Harlem Hospital, the position of Superintendent of Nurses/
Director of the School of Nursing became vacant on August 8, 19U5. A
search for a replacement for Miss Harty was immediately launched and on

^Brown, Face it With a Smile, p. 21.
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September 2 k , history was made as Mrs. Alida Cooley Dailey, a Harlem
graduate was appointed to the dual positions.

She was the first black

woman in the Department of Hospitals to accept such an appointment.
The new Director brought a wealth of experiences to the position.
Mrs. Daily had been the Assistant Director of Nurses at the Hos
pital during Miss Harty's tenure.

Miss Harty had recruited Mrs. Daily

for an assignment in Harlem's OPD.^

During her two years in that

area, Mrs. Dailey served as instructor in public health nursing for
the students, and taught in all of the clinics covering such topics as
tuberculosis and the venereal diseases.

She had completed her basic

nursing studies at Harlem, graduating in 1927; upon receiving a scholar
ship award from the American Red Cross, she studied for a year at
Columbia University.
The award, given to one black and one white nurse, carried with it
the stipulation that the training the student received be put to use in
a community where others could benefit.

Mrs. Dailey used her prepara

tion and became the first black Public Health Nurse in Montclair, New
p
Jersey; she remained with the agency for ten years.
She returned to
the collegiate environment completing studies for the baccalaureate
degree in 1935.

In 19^0, she joined Harlem's administration and went

on to work in the School of Nursing office before her appointment as
Miss Harty's successor.
One of her first goals as Superintendent/Director was to seek ways
to improve relations between nursing staff and hospital administration.

^At this time, Mrs. Dailey had completed her baccalaureate.
2

Alida Cooley Dailey, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, September
21, 1977, Highland, New Jersey.
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The nurses' attrition rates were high so few had tenure in any one
role; in addition, they often felt intimidated by administrators of the
institution.

These and other conditions contributed to the nurses'

interest in union activities.

The new appointee was an excellent role

model for the Harlem students and graduates.

In addition to the

pattern of career growth and mobility she had demonstrated, Mrs. Dailey
had also been recognized by the community outside the nursing profes
sion.

At the time she became Superintendent/Director, she held the

Certificate of Merit awarded in 19*A by the City of Hew York Department
of Hospitals.

It was given in recognition of her outstanding service

during World War II.

Other awards were to come later in her career,

but her appointment in 19^5 brought telegrams and letters of congratula
tions including one from Congressman Powell.

The office of the Commis

sioner of the Department of Hospitals made sure the news was carried
in the newspapers; they congratulated themselves on the wisdom of their
choice in Mrs. Dailey.
One of Mrs. Dailey's earliest duties was the projecting of funds
needed for new students.

On October 15, with the World War II and the

war emergency over, the last students had been processed for nursing
study under the Bolton Act.'*’ The Cadet Nurse Corps had, from its
inception, been a temporary measure but many nurses were outraged when
the benefits ended.

Harlem Hospital's usage rates continued to be high

as patients came not only for treatment of diagnosed ailments but
pursued health maintenance/disease prevention modes of care as well.
Harlem and other hospitals were again experiencing shortages of profes-

^"Vern Bullough and Bonnie Bullough, The Emergence of Modern Nurs
ing (2d ed.; London: The Macmillan Compan, 1969)» P. 202.
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sional nurses.

•

Nurses had found post-war employment in industry and/or

were enrolled for college degrees.

Many of the volunteer workers had

become very proficient at their tasks and at Harlem, many of them were
offered salaries and given the title, Nurses Aides.

Harlem's nurses

and their counteiparts found themselves forced to re-examine their
work and start the process of distinguishing between skilled and non
skilled nursing care.

The numbers of white nurses in staff positions

at Harlem had dwindled to nothing.

The community was almost solidly

populated by black people except for those blocks claimed by people of
Hispanic origin.
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CHAPTER IV

THE HARLEM SCHOOL AND ITS LARGER
COMMUNITY 1951-1960

The first six years of Mrs. Dailey's assumption of the role of
Director of Nursing Service and the School of Nursing formed a rel
atively stable period for the School and the Hospital.

The events of

the next nine years however, afforded numerous opportunities for the
School, the nation and the world, to assess the detrimental affects of
sustained racial discrimination on non-white people.

The period provided

a background upon which the School's black nursing faculty could draw as
they re-examined the various professional and related factors which
collectively influenced the curriculum.

Racial Issues Pertinent to Nursings'
Future: The Demise of the NACGN

In 1951» American nurses were confronted with two vital questions:
(l) how could the remaining barriers between groups of nurses of dif
ferent racial origins be eliminated, and (2 ) how could intergroup rela
tions be improved through the profession.

The ANA envisioned the

leadership role for itself in seeking solutions to the questions.
For some black nurses, their support of the ANA was tied to econom
ic concerns.

Harlem Hospital graduates often held memberships in the

NACGN and the ANA paying dues to both organizations.

In addition they

responded to periodic requests from the former organization for special
contributions.

Harlem alumni members occasionally supervised tables

placed in the Nurses' Residence corridors for the soliciting of funds
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for the NACGN.1
Interestingly enough, while exploring ways to eliminate the racial
barriers within the profession, the ANA was moving to take over the
functions of the NACGN.

The ANA had never been able to fully grasp the

scope of the influences exerted by the NACGN.

Efforts to learn the

numbers of members were unsuccessful, yet the black nurse organization
posed a threat to the ANA.

Very likely, ANA would be perceived as

demonstrating less than enlightened leadership in the profession unless
and until it brought all factions under one organizational roof.

2

The NACGN participated in the steps leading to its dissolution and
its merging with the ANA.

Mrs. Daily and Mrs. Alma Vessels John, both

Harlem graduates, were involved with the NACGN during the period leading up to its demise.

The NACGN sent several recommendations to the

ANA including, "That a program of orientation be sponsored by the ANA
which would include interpretation of the background and problems of
nurses of minority groups."^ Further, the NACGN wanted the ANA to
institute a program to inform black and white student nurses about the
impending merger and the implications for the future of nurses and the
profession.

For its part, the NACGN worked to encourage its members

and other Negro nurses to join the ANA.

It was concerned about assur

ing that the Negro nurses who joined would not be exposed to any seg

1Minutes of October 2, 1950 meeting of Alumni Association of the
Harlem Hospital School of Nursing, Clara D. Zeller, Secretary.
Judith Whitaker, "Executive Director's Report," House of Del
egates Reports (New York: American Nurses* Association, 1966-1966),
p. ^5.
^Mabel Keaton Staupers, No Time for Prejudice (New York:
Macmillan Co., 19ol), p. lUl.

The
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regationist practices by reluctant ANA members.
The Harlem students followed the progress of events through informa
tion provided by the Alumni Association.

If there were concerns about

the judiciousness of the impending merger, they did not emerge in the
documents.
During the 1950 meeting of the NACGN in Louisville, Kentucky, the
convention elected Mrs. Mabel K. Staupers as president; she was imme
diately given the mandate of guiding the organization toward the
merger.
As part of the formal transition, Mrs. Staupers commented:
We are now part of a great organization of
nurses, the American Nurses' Association. We
have not lost our identity, we shall now en
rich this organization by our contributions
to the profession of nursing with a pattern
of desegregation that will serve the common
good of all Americans.
Mrs. Elizabeth K. Porter, president of the ANA accepted the state
ment of the NACGN's formal dissolution from its Board of Directors on
January 31, 1951*

In doing so, she noted:

Certainly the NACGN has set a standard for
nursing organizations, as well as other asso
ciations whose purposes are gradually becoming
unnecessary. May I assure you that the American
Nurses' Association will stand ready to assume
its responsitilities in accepting the NACGN func
tions which are being allocated to the ANA as a .
professional membership organization for nurses.
Mrs. Porter’s remarks were to prove premature.

Events were to dem

onstrate that membership in the professional organization was not all
that many black nurses desired.

Perhaps the NACGN had outlived its

"^Staupers, No Time for Prejudice, p. 1^5.
2 Ibid.
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immediate usefulness, however, in the years to come the need for another
black nurses' organization would crystallize.

It would attract some of

the former members of the NACGN in support of the belief that the ANA
had not lived up to its commitment.
The birth of the new organization, the National Black Nurses Asso
ciation (NBNA), was in response to nurses who preferred being identified
as "black" instead of "colored," and who felt there was a new agenda
pertinent to their roles as practitioners which needed to be addressed.
The emergence of the NBNA forced attention on the fact that it was the
second organization of nurses for non-whites.
been lost.

The NACGN*s identity had

References to the organization were not found in many stu

dent nurses texts; thus, the black nurse was often denied this insight
into the roles blacks had played in the democratizing of the profes
sion.

Instead of maintaining an identity, the NACGN and the black

nurse became invisible members of their profession.'*’ The full integra
tion of black nurses into ANA was still waiting to happen.
Should the NACGN have disbanded?
actions?

If so, was it premature in its

Could the black nurse have pursued his/her professional

destiny if the two organizations had remained apart?

Examination of

another model suggests the NACGN and ANA could have coexisted and been
mutually supportive of each other.

The National Medical Association

was organized by black physicians who were denied membership in the
American Medical Association.

The NMA continues today; many of its

members also have AMA affiliation.

On the side of separation, there is

the demonstration by the ANA; it has been able to coexist with many
■^Gloria R. Smith, "From Invisibility to Blackness: The Story of
the National Black Nurses' Association," in Nursing Outlook. 23 (April,
1975), 226.
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other groups without mergers being necessary.

Harlem* s Alumni Association

The Alumni Association was started by the Class of 1925 and had
continued to function without interruption.

By the early 1950's, many

of the organizations functions related to keeping itself solvent.
Foci were on increasing membership, fund raising and programs.

Elec

tions were held according to the organizations bylaws and leadership
roles were rotated among most members.

Contacts were maintained with

those graduates who lived and worked outside New York City and their
continued membership was encouraged.
The Association paid close attention to the status of the Harlem
students; "The general welfare of the students were of great concern.
Alumni members were delegated to regularly meet with the student class
presidents to learn if any problems were being encountered and to offer
the assistance of the organization.

The corsages and floral arrange

ments that were part of the capping and graduation ceremonies were
purchased by the graduates.

They were part of the students development

as they moved towards professional status and were often the stabiliz
ing influences some students needed.
On a more personal scale, the Alumni Association provided small
financial scholarships for selected students.

A Scholarship Committee

selected and met with a deserving student whose name was never revealed
to the membership.

The criteria for selecting students was not openly

discussed; a student might be eligible if she had relied on her family

^Minutes of October 2, 1950 meeting of Alumni Association of the
Harlem Hospital School of Nursing, Clara D. Zeller, Secretary.
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for additional support while enrolled but for some reason the funds had
to be discontinued.

Students who required financial assistance for

protracted periods were aided in applying for other scholarships.
money provided the students were gifts, not loans.

The

However, when a

students circumstances improved and they could manage on less, they
were expected to advise the Association and the fund would be reduced.
Outside organizations regularly solicited the Association for
contributions, purchases of tickets for affairs or their endorsement
of certain issues.
the graduates.

The NACGN always received financial support from

Another group, identified as the Southern Conference

had its request deferred when a graduate claimed she recognized it as
a communist organization.

Despite its protests and the supplying of

additional information about its purpose, the Southern Conference did
not have its request acted on.

The Congress for Racial Equality (CORE),

a national civil rights organization, did not receive the donation it
sought; discussion among the members revealed they wanted to contribute
to organizations that were better known.^

A request from the National

Urban League was deferred; further references to the matter were not
found in the data.
No clues emerge as to why the Alumni were reluctant to support
certain black organizations nor why, when denying some Harlem students
financial aid, they gave support to a foreign student.

A Korean stu

dent was offered scholarship assistance by the Alumni Association
through the organization, CARE.

2

CARE arranged for Americans to

^Minutes of December 6, 195^ meeting of the Alumni Association of
the Harlem Hospital School of Nursing, Katurah M. Payne, Secretary.
p
Minutes of May U, 195^ meeting of the Alumni Association of the
Harlem Hospital School of Nursing.
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support foreign, destitute children and continues this function to this
day.
In 195^> the Alumni, discussed the possibilities of aiding a foreign
student.

One member suggested that it was impossible to accept a

foreign student into the School, however, funds should be voted to
support the student's studies in Korea.

While the information about

the student's possible status in the United States was incorrect, the
Alumni did vote a one hundred dollar scholarship for the unidentified
Korean student.

The money was to aid the student in a nursing program

in Korea.
The passage of time leaves records to speak for themselves; some
times these are left unamplified when personal memories fail to recall
reasons why certain courses of action were taken.

One can conclude,

for fairness sake, that the decisions made by the Association were
deemed appropriate by the participants at the time.

Reassessment of Aims and Objectives

The fifties and sixties saw new and vital surges of black con
sciousness in the United States.

Other groups also examined their

ethnicity and expressive cultural values.

The melting pot theory was

found lacking as people sought to assert their racial, ethnic and
cultural differences resisting the concept of plurality.

In essence,

pride in differences in people was renewed.
Educational programs, including professional courses of study such
as nursing were encouraged to identify and promote aspects of biculturalism in the curriculums.

Federal funding sources, which had pre

viously disallowed such distinctions being attempted, suddenly sought
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to support programs which had multicultural contexts.•
Nursing programs were encouraged to assess their curriculums for
reflections not only of the cultural and ethnic distinctions of the stu
dent group but also of the major population in the immediate community;
the people largely to be served via student learning activities..
The faculty at Harlem's School were evidently moving in this direc
tion in its updated aims for the nursing program.

They included:

Aim to provide a progressive integration of
knowledge) principles, skills and apprecia
tions needed to prepare cultured individuals
competent to live in a democratic society,
and to give total nursing care.
Aim to select and prepare well-rounded young
women, single or married of all races and
denominations with aptitudes, interests, and
personal characteristics essential in nursing.
The program provides for correlation of health
and social aspects of community life with its
positive health teachings . . . the student's
environment will be continuously improved to
provide those physical and social facilities
which will be conducive to better learning.
The preparation of "cultured individual," was a curious educational
aim or objective for a hospital based nursing training program.

The

reference suggested the students either lacked having a culture or
failed at being cultured.

The faculty were being equally ambitious

when aiming to prepare a nurse capable of giving total nursing service;
ample information was available about the behavioral outcomes expected
of baccalaureate nursing program graduates which would indicate that
the competencies for providing "total" service were not expected of the
diploma graduate.

The use of the word, "service," warranted, but lacked

bulletin of Harlem Hospital School of Nursing, for Academic
Years 1952-1953 (New York: Harlem Hospital, 1952), p. 17.
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any explanation.
Focus was on the young female who could finally have married.
This was an advancej yet from a more current perspective the mature
woman, and the male would have made equally sound candidates.

The

provision for correlated learnings for the student focused on the
community; another curiously directed educational aim.

The interest of

the nursing education program in the community in an acute general care
hospital set up to primarily meet the needs of the in-bed patient was a
minor incongruity.

True, the students had limited experiences in

community health agencies, but they were not being prepared to function,
without additional education, as nurses outside of the hospital.
Harlem, as did similar hospitals, saw the Out-Patient Department as a
feeder source for developing the in-hospital patient census.
On the contributory objectives, the faculty cited the following:
To provide a curriculum which includes all of
the learning experiences needed to develop well
qualified professional nurses, their practical
activities in wards and clinics as well as their
work in classrooms and libraries.
To provide activities which prepare the student
for broader participation in community life.1
The School’s philosophy and objectives supported the preparation
of the universal nurse, who was qualified to care for the universal
patient.

While the patient who they tended was black and from the

local community, the person needing nursing care described in their
texts was not universal, or everyman, but white.

The instructors

reportedly made the necessary transitions for the students indicating

^Bulletin of Harlem Hospital School of Nursing, for Academic
Years 1952-1953. P. iSI
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the adaptations for caring for the black patient.

However, no documents

exist to attest to such adjustments having been made in the course con
tent.
When the School was recruiting the first students, race was as
critical a concern as was their health examination records and their
certified high school diplomas.

The intensity of the .student's color

ing was also important, for some reason.

A graduate of the Class of

1927 recalled that an applicant was directed to plan on being accepted
in the Bellevue program for she appeared to be Caucasian.

She

reportedly insisted that she was black and proceeded to produce family
pictures and offer the names of relatives who could attest to her
racial background.

She was admitted to the Harlem program.

The successful achievement of the contributory objectives continued
to be elusive for the faculty; the needed correlations between classroom
lecture material and suitable applications in the clinical area continued
to pose problems.

One of the possible sources of this inability on the

part of the faculty was faulty communication.

However, the more specific

ramifications of this problem were to be expressed later in the life of
the program.
The aims and objectives of the program indicated that it was all
the preparation one would need for providing total care for the ill.
This was too sweeping a conclusion.

While there was no means for artic

ulating with a second higher program of nursing study, the student
lacking knowledge of the larger world of nursing education might erro
neously perceive that she emerged fully prepared from Harlem's School.
This was typical for hospital schools who often very narrowly sought
only to equip the nurse with those skills needed to meet the needs of
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the patient population.

This was a conflict; however, the materials

prepared by the Harlem faculty depicting the aims and objectives of
their program reflected a loyalty to the hospital rather than the
concept of advanced education for the black students.

Desegregation legislation and
the Nursing Students

While the School of Nursing at Harlem Hospital was founded on
segregationist principles, it eventually, as did other City-sponsored
programs, opened its doors to all students regardless of their race,
creed, color or sex.

World War II might be credited with having

contributed to integration finally occurring; blacks and whites often,
during the war, confronted each other for the first time.

The black

nurses had demonstrated their competencies; color had nothing to do
with their abilities - their preparation and grasp of their professional
role were critical to their success or failure.

The War had created

artificial shortages in the pool of nurse manpower; institutions hired
the black nurse where previously she would have not been considered for
employment.

After the War there was no going back to business as usual.

The issue of the separation by color of people for the purpose of
educating them was examined by the United States Supreme Court.

A rul

ing was issued by the Court in 195^ in the case of Brown vs the Board
of Education of Topeka, Kansas; it had implications for black students
everywhere, including those in the Harlem Hospital School of Nursing.
The ruling stated that separate education was not equal.

Separate

education which was shaped along racial lines created dual segregated
systems; all parties involved in the process were segregated.

The dual

system, which had been nurtured in many parts of the nation, but partic
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ularly the southern United States, was a throwback to the period at the
turn of the century when there was debate as to whether or not it was
profitable to educate blacks at public expense.*

New York City's hos

pital officials had considered similar ideas when the idea of a nursing
program for blacks was raised in the early 1920's.

The risk they took

was the opening of the experimental program at Harlem Hospital.
In the landmark case argued before the Supreme Court, attorneys
for the plaintiff presented evidence that there were deleterious psy
chological effects on the well-being of any persons experiencing sep
aration, particularly segregation based on their racial heritage.
Built into the slave system and carried over into social schemes
structured exclusively for blacks was the idea that blacks were
inferior human beings.

Once the notion of inferiority took hold and

was accepted by some people as fact, it was perpetuated as a self
fulfilling prophecy.

One result was that black people often had to

redouble their efforts in any competitive situations to "prove” their
worth.
The prophecy was operational when the Harlem program, or the exper
iment started.

It was put aside, but not discounted, when the black

students demonstrated their abilities to cope with the demands of the
School and the Hospital; when they were able to be successful in passing
the State Board examinations as well as their white counterparts.
As the Harlem program continued, each faculty body left its inprint
on the curriculum which was originally essentially the same as that used
at Bellevue.

It was evident to all interested and concerned parties

James E. Haney, "The Effects of the Brown Decision of Black
Education," The Journal of Negro Education. 57 (Winter, 1978), 89.
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that the students sole distinguishing factor was their skin colors.
The problems the black students encountered during their training were
similar to those reported on the white students in the Bellevue program;
reasons for their termination in the Harlem school included, dislike of
nursing, decision to marry, problems warranting their presence at home,
poor health and below passing grades in the course work.

There were

no indications that the early Harlem students harbored any resentments
about the circumstances which structured their training and development
as nurses.*Another unmeasured variable, and one beyond the scope of this study,
was the impact white faculty/instructors, who were prepared in segregated
learning systems, had on the black students who were also being prepared
under similarly limited circumstances.

In one learning environment,

the separation focused on the inadequacy of another racial group to
participate in the learning scheme.

Surely the transfer of attitude

could not have been eliminated or masked by the white Superintendent
and the members of the teaching staff.

In what ways could the self

fulfilling prophecy have supported administrative decisions to terminate
certain of the black students; or to discourage their continuance, or
decisions to leave and not return to the program?

In what ways might

the black students have been supported in feeling they were incapable

In her autobiography, Miss Birdie E. Brown described the positive
thinking attitude she and several other Harlem students shared. They
were at Harlem Hospital to learn nursing and were glad to be there. She
noted, "In all activities, I was always mindful of learning all that I
could and utilizing that knowledge whenever needed. Rendering a needed
service to mankind in the best possible manner was my aim. There were
days when I wondered if this aim was not more than I could hope for
. . . . . I weathered the storm." Birdie E. Brown, Face it with a Smile
(New York: Vantage Press, 1976), p. 13.
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of completing the course of study for the same unfounded prophesy?
What messiah fixations might have prompted some of the white instruc
tors to assume their roles at the all black School in Harlem?

Why were

some black students successful while others failed?
Questions arise but remain unanswered about the affect of segre
gated preparation on the black nurse.

White nurses need to be examined

as well, if their training and education occurred under conditions of
enforced separation.

If separate and segregated facilities for learn

ing were inherently unequal, as the Supreme Court determined for
elementary schools, then they were no more equal for the nursing pro
grams.
Keeping Pace; Growth and Change in the
School and the Hospital

In 195^) Mrs. Dailey reported that the nurses engaged in hospital
administration and school instructional roles had made significant
strides toward improving their academic backgrounds.

Her roster was

as follows:

Modestine Porter (1929)^
Elsie Porter (1930)
Ruth Bryan (1931)
Birdie E. Brown (1932)
Lucille Givens
Montrose Dockens

Administrative Assistant, M.A.,R.N.
Director, Staff Education, B.S.
Director of Education, B.S.
Director of Nursing Activities, M.A.
Director of Nursing Activities, B.S.
Home Care Coordinator, B.S.

■^Indicates the year of graduation from the Harlem Hospital School
of Nursing.
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The following depicted the advanced preparation of those directly
involved with the School of Nursing:
Clinical
Instructors
R.N.
= 5
M.A.
= 1
B.S.
= 7
B.A. - JL
17

Classroom
Instructors
M.A., B.S.
M.A.
B.S.

1
1
1

Assistant
Instructors
R.N. = 2
B.S. = 1

(1)
3

The Hospital had moved ahead as well.

3

As one of thirty-five city funded

hospitals in 1 9 5 Harlem had a budget of over six million dollars
annually.

It had grown from a twenty-three bed receiving hospital in

1887 to having an operating bed capacity of 956.

Seven hundred eighteen

nurses cared for the patients on three tours of duty along with over
five hundred, mostly affiliating doctors from several major medical
schools.

Plans were underway for a new five million dollar hospital

which would enable an additional two hundred patients to receive care.
On an average, over four thousand surgical procedures were being
performed annually at the Hospital.

Seen purely from a statistical

perspective, Harlem Hospital was carrying out its mission of service to
the community; the training of nurses, the education of physicians, and
the provision of care and treatment for the ill.
Harlem was in the process of developing a national reputation for
trauma treatment.

In part, patients were brought in from the major

traffic artery, the East River Drive, which was a few blocks from the
Hospital and where accidents were relatively common.

Shooting incidents,

often involving the police and residents also produced trauma victims
warranting treatment.

■^Unknown if some of the M.A. and B.A. degrees carried any
specialty courses or if they were in other disciplines.

arsing
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Harlem residents continued to use the Out-Patient facilities and
the.clinic averaged over 1,200 visits daily.

Students counseled patients

and participated in making referrals to the local visiting nurse agency
for those who needed follow-up attention at home.

The Hospital also

housed the second largest of nine premature centers which were located
throughout the five boroughs.

While the morbidity and mortality rates

for the newborn continued to be of concern, babies from outside the
Harlem community were also brought to the premature center for atten
tion.
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CHAPTER V
NEW DIRECTIONS:

CHANGES, TRANSITIONS

AND TENSIONS - 1961-1973

The 1960*3 were marked by social and political events that cap
tured the world's attention.
community.

Some of these took place in the Harlem

The Harlem Hospital School of Nursing continued to function

but also to draw criticism from an accrediting body; the viability of
the program was threatened, and that was only the start of its difficul
ties.
Ten Years of Integration in Nursing

A decade after the 1951 absorption of the NACGN into the ANA, it
was possible to identify some inroads made by black nurses in the profes
sional mainstream.

It would be conjecture as to whether or not more

gains would have been made had the NACGN remained in business and contin
ued with its mission.
Nursing education provided a useful barometer for identifying black
nurses progress for education was the support system for nursing service.*'
The removal of a pro-segregation process limited accurate assessment of
some of the changes that had occurred.

Legislation had been implemented

which prohibited many schools of nursing, and others, from using stand
ardized means for identifying the racial backgrounds of their students
and faculty.

However, most of the professional and hospital school

*The term, "education" in this context, includes the training
school programs and the professional or baccalaureate organizations.
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programs of nursing, including some in the souch which were steadfastly
all-white, had blacks in their organizations.

Several state boards of

nursing had black nurses either on their boards or consultants to their
staffs.

A Harlem graduate, Miss Grace Marr had been appointed in 1931

as the first Negro nurse Senior Adviser to the New York State Nurse
Examiners.

Other states who had taken similar courses of action

included California and Arizona; the District of Columbia also appointed
a nurse of color to its board.
The passage of ten years had afforded black nurses numerous opportu
nities to play larger roles in their chosen profession.

In some in

stances, they had outdistanced their white peers by pursuing college
level preparation.

The ten year period also served to highlight how

increasingly useless segregated nurses training programs had become; in
many instances they were economic liabilities.

In some cases, where

hospital programs were dogmatically sustained, the fact that the stu
dents were providing the nursing services became painfully evident.

The

questionable courses of study offered in a few of the southern programs
that trained black nurses were made more suspect by the below standard
physical plants; inadequate hospital sites and inferior residences for
the nursing students were usual findings.
The nursing profession was on record as having officially integrated
its members into one professional body.1

The ANA was the first profes

sion to have taken such a step and viewed the action as a model for
O

other groups to follow.

tion.

However, there remained much to do for racial

1Members referred to those who paid the annual dues of the organiza
Nurses were not required to hold ANA membership to practice.

2

Editorial, "Ten Years of Integration in Nursing,M Nursing Outlook,
9 (September, 196l), 533*
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prejudice was a matter of attitude, not process.

Integration was a

dynamic, not static issue.
While a plateau may have teen reached by the actions of the AHA in
coping with racism, racial tensions were high in the urban; areas of the
United States and Harlem felt the stresses as did other communities.
Muslim Minister Malcolm X mesmerized black audiences in Harlem with the
aim of awakening his growing numbers of followers to the roles they had
to define and forge for themselves in the hostile and racist oriented
society.
There was no direct connection between the Harlem Hospital, its
School and the activities of the Muslins in the community.

However, the

Muslin teachings charged blacks with becoming educated and knowledgeable
consumers of services, including health services.^"

Evaluations of the School of Nursing
During 1961, two related-in-purpose, but different accrediting
agencies made their assessments of the program and facilities of the
School of Nursing in Harlem.

The first visit, by the New York State

Education Department included an on-site examination; the second made
by the National League for Nursing involved review of data.
Three days, May 2^-26, 1961, were spent at the Hospital and its
School by two representatives of the State Education Department.

A pre

arranged visit, the surveyors puzpose was to assess the program for

Muslims in Newark, New Jersey were directly involved in the
structuring of services at a major, state supported health facility.
They demonstrated, engaged in sit-ins, confronted the medical staff and
hospital administrators and forced the modification of procedures which
considered their religious beliefs.
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continuation of its registration as a three-year basic school of nurs
ing.

Their last visit to the program had been on October 16, 1956;

registration had been issued to the School for a five year period.
The visitors standard procedure included meetings with the School
principal, Mrs. Dailey; the Director of Student Education; all faculty
members; student representatives from the various classes; the senior
medical superintendent and the chairman of the School of Nursing
Advisory Committee.

The presence of the medical person was functionally

and historically related to the visit.
Administratively, Mrs. Daily was accountable to the medical su
perintendent of the Hospital.

This placed nursing services under med

icine instead of being under the neutral executive administrator of the
institution.

Mrs. Dailey also accounted to the director of the Office

of Nursing Education and Nursing Service, another sector of the Depart
ment of Hospitals.

This scheme which defied the logic that one cannot

have two masters had, with some minor changes, been in effect since
Mrs. O'Brien took over the school at Harlem.

From the historical van

tage point, physician satisfaction with student nurse performance was
still a vital assessment factor when nursing training programs were
examined.
The surveyors, or visitors, reported their overall satisfaction
with their findings; several recommendations were made at the end of
the three day observation.

Among their findings was that there was no

separate budget prepared for the School.

Funds for the operation of

the program were provided through the Department of Hospital's budget.
While the faculty seemed satisfied with their lack of involvement with
the budget, the surveyors pointed out that the omission prevented them
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from planning the nursing education/training program.

However, the

surveyors were cognizant of the municipal fiscal structures as they
periodically assessed all of the programs in the system; the budget
process was the same for all thirty-five of the City operated hospitals
and it was not adjusted to accommodate those facilities with schools.
The recommendation was related to one made by the Committee on the
Grading of Nursing Schools, when after their first study in the 1930's,
they proposed that for the proper growth and functioning of any profes
sional school, its funds should be drawn from tuition fees, endowments,
gifts and subsidies.^

The concept was not well received in the munic

ipal fiscal sector for it was too unreliable a means for assuring con
tinuity of the students training and their needed presence at the bed
sides.

Whether or not the Harlem School faculty were prepared to deal

with budgets as bases for program planning was not explored.
In matters relating to their teaching roles, however, the surveyors
judged that the faculty were generally well qualified.

At the time of

the visit, the faculty members included Mrs. Dailey, the director of
student education and her assistant, and eleven nurse instructors.

The

instructors taught the biological, physical and psycho-social sciences
2
and the nursing specialties.
There were also fourteen full-time clin
ical instructors, a librarian and a health director.

The qualifications

of the faculty members were measured against the criteria for assessing

Committee on the Grading of Nursing Schools, Nursing Schools
Today and Tomorrow: A Report of the Committee on the Grading of Nurs
ing Schools (New York: The Macmillan Co., 193^)» P«

p
"Report of Visit to Harlem Hospital School of Nursing," from the
University of the State of New York, State Education Department, May 2 k 26 , 1961, p. 2 .
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such positions established by the State Education Department.
The surveyors found that faculty committees were functioning;
meeting regularly, and documenting their activities.^ A major project
underway was the developing of a new curriculum; if approved, the three
year program would revert to the two-and-a-half year program as it
stood when it opened in 1923*
ment to the proposed study.

The State agency had given their endorse
It supported a decrease in the total number

of hours of instruction and practice; the reduction would allow students
2
more time for study and preparation of their assignments.
In such a
situation, the hospital would be expected to favor the three year pro
gram for the students were available for the longer period to work on
the patient units.

Hospital officials would be expected to view study

and preparation time as free time; time which could also be better
spent on the patient units.

Mrs. Dailey and her faculty were aware

that the shortened program could be as successful in preparing the stu
dent for State Boards as the three year course.

A procedure for over

seeing how students used their time included weekly/monthly study
schedules, which the students would maintain and the surveyors could
review during later visits.
The faculty used standard evaluation techniques for self assessment
and for assessing students' progress in the program; included were
paper/pencil tests, nursing care studies, student evaluations of the
courses and the National League for Nursing Achievement Tests.

The

"Report of Visit to Harlem Hospital School of Nursing," While not
cited by the surveyors, classroom faculty and the clinical instructors
held separate meetings.
2
Ibid., p. U.
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surveyors found the system of documentation and record keeping used by
the faculty was adequate.
The student selection process still was a problem for the faculty;
attrition remained relatively high.

Of 157 students admitted since

September, 1958, 39 had withdrawn largely due to academic failures.
The loss of the 39 constituted a 25 percent wastage rate for the three
classes which, while lower than the mean withdrawal rate of 29 percent
for New York State for the same period, warranted concern and examina
tion by the faculty.

The faculty approached the problem by assessing

the admission policies and procedures and sought ways to better predict
the characteristics of the desired successful candidate.
Student recruitment activities had diminished rather than increased
in the face of the wastage rate.

There was virtually no out-of-town

recruitment efforts due to a shortage of funds.

The local activities

were under the direction of an in-house recruitment committee; it
included students and faculty members.

The committee participated in

Career Day Programs conducted in local high schools under the auspices
of the Board of Education.
During the survey, there were 118 students enrolled in the Harlem
program: 37 were seniors, hi juniors and hO were freshmen who had
successfully completed their probationary period.

The students who met

with the surveyors were enthusiastic and eager about the program and
the activities of the student organization.

Activities of the organiza

tion involved them with students from other programs at local and state
levels.

One of the officers of the Harlem student association had

attended a meeting of the International Council of Nurses (ICN) in
Australia and had much to tell about the experience.
The physical plan was included in the survey.

The clinical areas
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at the Hospital were found to be well equipped; patient care needs were
met and the sites were conducive to the student's learning.

They

reported:
The scope and quality of selected learning expe
riences in the clinical areas and affiliating
agencies where students were assigned are excep
tional. Students are given opportunities to
study and observe patients under a variety of
circumstances including home care visits.
At Harlem, the classrooms were located in the hospital and nurses'
residence.

The surveyors made a recommendation that a conference room

for the students be established on a clinical unit.

This placed the

nursing students in competition with the medical branch for space in
the hospital.

The visitors also indicated the equipment in the nursing

arts classroom needed to be modernized; this point was muted by the
promise of new facilities including an educational unit for students
in the projected hospital building.
The school library was examined and found well stocked with appro
priate titles and numbers of volumes.

However, dissatisfaction was

expressed about the preparation of the librarian for her role in a
program created to prepare professional nurses.
The last area examination by the surveyors was the residence; stu
dents' quarters including the lounges and kitchenettes were fairly
attractive and adequately furnished.

While each student had her own

room, several of them needed to be repainted.
The survey by the State representatives produced no surprises for
Mrs. Dailey; she was provided with some leverage for use when negotia
ting for the School with the hospital's administrators.

■^'Report of Visit to Harlem Hospital School of Nursing," p. 3«
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The second evaluation of the School and its program was conducted
off site by the National League for Nursing (NLN).

The Board of Review

for Diploma Programs of the NLN studied the progress report the School
had submitted.

Where the visit by the State surveyors had been sup

portive of the program and the report was positive, this did not happen
as an outcome of the NLN examination.

The latter organization granted

the School of Nursing a limited accreditation.

This meant certain

deficiencies existed and had to be corrected within a specified period
of time.

At that point, the program would be reassessed for full, un

conditioned accreditation.

The name of the school would continue to

appear in the NLN listing of institutions offering accredited diploma
nursing programs as published in Nursing Outlook, the official organ of
the NLN.
The NLN Board found that little progress had been made by the
Harlem faculty since its last accreditation visit.

The recommendations

for making the needed improvements were based by the Board members on
the 196l edition of the Criteria for the Evaluation of Educational Pro
grams in Nursing Leading to a Diploma, in addition to the data supplied
by the school.

Included in the list of areas warranting further study

andimprovement by Harlem's

faculty were the following:

Philosophy and Objectives
re-examination of the current statement of philos
ophy to determine the extent to which it expresses
the beliefs held by faculty about what education
is;
defining the potential role of the graduate of
this program in relation to the competencies which
the diploma program is able to develop and in
terms of the type of position which the new grad
uate of a diploma program is expected to fill.
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Administration and Organization
review of the organizational charts to determine
if they clearly depict the relationships as they
actually exist between the school and nursing
service;
reviewing the rules and regulations of the advi
sory committee in relation to the functions of
the advisory committee in terms of the respon
sibility for making decisions properly belonging
to faculty and the assistant director of the
school of nursing.
Faculty
encouraging faculty members to continue their
educational preparation for their faculty
responsibilities and for their major areas of
specialization;
evaluating the faculty in-service education pro
gram with a view to focusing on increasing fac
ulty understandings and skills in the use of
modern teaching methods and educational prac
tices which are applicable to nursing education
in preference to those things which should be
considered part of ongoing faculty activity.
Curriculum
including planned instruction related to clin
ical laboratory experiences in maternal and
child care, and medical-surgical nursing II
during the second year.
Evaluation
studying the quality and quantity of instruction
in all clinical nursing areas in relation to the
performance of graduates on state board examina
tions .
The NLN Board was displeased that the School had selected to send
along with the report, an out-of-date copy of its bulletin.

It was

expected that the faculty would require time and assistance for dealing
with the findings; it was recommended that consultants be invited to

Frances K. Peterson, Secretary of Board of Review for Diploma
Programs, Department of Diploma and Associate Degree Programs, "Sugges
tions for Improvements," in letter to Mrs. Alida C. Dailey, from
National League for Nursing, Inc., December 22, 19&1, PP- 3»
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to aid them in the processes.

A revisit was scheduled for 1965 for

continued accreditation; the areas needing improvement would have been
dealt with by that time.^

While the program could function without the

NLN endorsement, its position would be drastically compromised and its
future ability to attract students severely depressed.
Tensions. Celebrations:

The Future

Racial tensions continued to run at high levels particularly in
the urban areas of the United States.

The Congress of Racial Equality

(CORE), which had offices two blocks from Harlem Hospital, conducted
civil rights marches into the South which they had started in 1961. In
the press, there was grappling with the word, "black," instead of Negro;
many whites and non-whites were uncomfortable with the word which sig
nified impending social changes.
The moods of the times were not missed by the students and staff
at the hospital; there was also involvement with other events, perhaps
more closely associated with their lifestyles.

The ANA had held its

biennial convention in Detroit and many Harlem nurses attended.

Con

trary to events occurring outside the profession, the A M board reported
to the membership that integration had been achieved in every state of
the United States.

Georgia was the last state to drop its color bar

and had delayed until 1961 to act.

^None of the graduates of the Harlem program who were interviewed
could recall ever hearing about the limited accreditation from the NLN.
2Gloria R. Smith, "From Invisibility to Blackness: The Story of
the National Black Nurses’ Association," Nursing Ourlook, 23 (April,
1975), 225.
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Harlem's nurses returned from the convention and took part in the
groundbreaking ceremony held in late October, for the new 800 bed main
building of the now renamed, Harlem Hospital Center.

The event on

Lenox Avenue and West 135th Street was attended by Robert F. Wagner,
Mayor of the City of New York, Ray £. Trussell, M.D., Commissioner of
Hospitals and the black president of the borough of Manhattan, Edward
R. Dudley, among others.

Many members of neighborhood churches who

had participated in prayer vigils in front of the Hospital were also
present to see their prayers for a new facility realized.

The new 800

bed facility was slated to have such features as sound-trap ceilings,
tranquil color schemes, noise reducing resilient tile floors, aseptic
servicing equipment, nonglare lighting fixtures, and contemporary
furnishings.

The focus was on assuring the comfort of the patient

and the facilitation of safe nursing and medical care.

Several Harlem

nurses had been consulted about portions of the building's designs which
affected how they would be able to work in the new facility; only the
finished product would reflect what if any of their suggestions had been
incorporated in the final design.
The entire construction project, which included demolition of the
existing main building to make way for a modern nursing school and
residence, was under the direction of the New York City Department of
Public W o r k s T h e work was to be completed in phases; the entire
budget for the project would be periodically subjected to the vagaries
of the State/City election processes and the expected demands which
would be imposed by the City's fiscal sector.

Reconstruction work was

^The nursing school portion of the construction effort was never
realized.
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also slated to be done on the Women's Pavilion (1936) and the Pediatric
Building (19U6 ).

At the end of the entire construction effort, some

1,200 beds would be available to the Harlem community.
The incorporation of plans for a new Nurses School and Residence
was incongruous if one examined the directions being pursued by nursing
education and nurses who were more independently managing their own
lifestyles.

Had the city planners failed to understand the growing

trend away from the hospital school or perhaps they listened to physi
cians who favored the status quo and were determined to ignore the
clues that the model was losing validity.

Whatever forces had con

tributed to the decision to include a school and residence, taxpayer
money had been poorly invested.

Other influences interceded before the

project was initiated.
The October groundbreaking ceremonies formed a suitable background
for the Spring, kOth anniversary celebration by the School of Nursing.
At the time of the milestone occasion, the School had graduated 1,310
black nurses.

The press carried mention of the five days of celebrating

which were capped by a dinner dance held in the midtown Hotel Astor.
Former baseball star, Mr. Jackie Robinson was the guest speaker and
shared the dais with Mrs. Mabel K. Staupers, who was then chairman of
the Lay Advisory Board for the School, and Mrs. Estelle M. Osborne, who
was a Harlem nursing arts instructor at the time.

In her remarks to the

alumni and guests, Mrs. Dailey noted;
Nursing is again at the crossroads. A new report
has just been released by the Surgeon General Con
sultant Group on Nursing, titled, "Quality in Nurs
ing - Needs and Goals." The Fortieth Anniversary
of the School of Nursing gives us a chance to re
call the history with accent on the good and o
constructive. The past has recorded much that was
evil and tragic, but it is a story of challenges
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met and overcome and a tremendous progress lead
ing on to the future and opportunities. The
entire nursing profession is in a state of
ferment and reappraisal. The students of tomor
row will be academically extraordinarily well
prepared but emotionally restless. Outstanding
leadership will be needed for the right decisions
in the next decade. Again, it becomes a respon
sibility of the Faculties, the Advisory Committees,
the Administrative Boards, and those who are in
terested in total patient care and nurse education
to study the report and come up with recommenda
tions for further action in the future.
Without making references to the obvious, such as the racial struc
turing of the forty-year old program, Mrs. Dailey placed nursing at
Harlem Hospital and its School of Nursing in the professional mainstream;
the problems, goals, aspirations and resources were going to have to
be shared by all nurses for survival would not permit schisms.

From

her remarks, one could also conclude that the School of Nursing was
going to continue in an unchanged relationship with Harlem Hospital.
Harlem had admitted a white student but continued to be identified as a
black program in what clearly was a predominately black community.

Three

factors emerged to impact to the future to which Mrs. Dailey alluded;
the School’s for-blacks-only reputation; the accessibility of racially
mixed programs for blacks to attend, and finally, the unswerving advances
of the collegiate nursing programs.
Changes in the Curriculum
In 1963, the Harlem faculty were ready to present the revised pro
gram of study which would reduce the three year course to two-and-a
half years.

The program had been criticized for having too many hours

■'■Remarks by Mrs. Alida C. Dailey during hOth anniversary celebra
tion, May 2U, 1963.
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of instruction and there was the competition of the two year college
based, associate degree nursing programs to consider.

The reduction

in time had also been endorsed by various accrediting bodies, nursing
consultants, and some reluctant city officials.
At its inception in 1923> the program had been shorter than three
years; the last six months had, when the program expanded to thirtysix months, been optional study for the students.

The revised 2% year

program was slated to start in September, 1963 and did so despite the
fact that the letter of authorization from the University of the State
of New York had not arrived at the School.

In her overview of the new

program, Mrs. Dailey managed to keep the same number of faculty members;
some were used to supervise the students' study periods.

Each year of

the proposed curriculum was divided into three trimesters; two tri
mesters filled the last year of the student's program.

The reduction in

the curriculum size was made possible by review and revision of course
content; repetitions were eliminated yet the course offerings paralleled
those offered in other accredited diploma schools.

Each trimester

covered sixteen weeks; the second trimester of the third year was only
eight weeks.

The course alterations permitted the students to take

Communication Skills in their first year; Nursery School was included
in the second trimester of the First Year, and four weeks were devoted
to Cancer Nursing in the third trimester of the Second Year.

The total

hours for each trimester included supervised hours to study.
The School of Nursing in the
Municipal System

Mrs. Dailey met regularly with her peers who headed the other hos
pital school programs in the municipal Department of Hospitals.

Period
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ically comparisons were made of the programs as members of the group
planned collectively and individually, with their respective faculties,
for the growth and development of their schools.^
As did the other hospital programs, Harlem played host to affil
iating students from out of the city schools as well as those from
local colleges such as Hunter College, which was part of the City's
higher education system.

Mrs. Dailey found some of the white students

were ill at ease during their affiliations; "They were uncomfortable
and somewhat unpleasant . . . they didn't feel they should be there (in
Harlem) . . . and they were not friendly."
Comparisons were possible between Harlem and the other schools with
regard to the amounts of scholarship money^ available to their students.
Table 1 shows the Harlem school's placement when contrasted with the
other programs.
The average amount contributed to Harlem was $226 for each of six
donors, so that for 1963; the black students received the least in
scholarship dollars.

The sources of funds included private donors,

organizations and usually, the school's alumnae association.

Additional

funds were available for students in training under a section of the
Health Professions Educational Assistance Act, enacted by Congress in
1963.

Mrs. Dailey applied for funds so that the Harlem students would

be eligible once the funds were appropriated.

The schools used their

^In addition to Harlem, the hospital schools included Bellevue,
Fordham, Queens and Kings County.

2

Alida C. Dailey, Interview with M. Alisan Bennett, September 21,
1977) in Highland, New Jersey.
^Scholarship Aid received January 1 - December 31» 19^3> Schedule
XII in, "Final Annual Report, Nursing Education and Nursing Service,
New York City Department of Health," p. If.
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Table 1
Distribution of Scholarship Assistance

No. of students
receiving
scholarships

f

Schools

No. of
sources

Total amount
received

Bellevue

9

36,659.00

157

233.50

Fordham

1

659.00

2

329.50

Harlem

6

1 ,356.00

9

150.67

21

15,9^1.00

81

196.80

3

1,39^.00

9

I 5U .89

Uo

56,009.00

258

Kings County
Queens
Totals

*An addition by M. Alisan Bennett to the original schedule.

Average amount*
per student

19k

own approaches for soliciting scholarship assistance; the criteria for
student eligibility for the funds was also set by the individual pro
gram.

A Time of Turmoil
Summer, 1963 in the United States was not the usual long, hot
passage of time.

The black population and other minorities were or

ganized and focusing attention on the need for civil rights legisla
tion.

This type of activity had gone on with a minimum of response

from the politicians; but the passivity was about to change into action.
Or. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s teachings about non-violence were in
creasingly falling on deaf ears; in the demonstrations around the
nation, many people were being injured and some died.
The violence was not limited to blacks and poorly intentioned
whites.

On November 22, during a visit to Dallas, Texas, President

John F. Kennedy was assassinated as a rode in a motorcade with his wife
and other officials.

He was succeeded, according to the laws of the

land, by his Vice President, Lyndon Baines Johnson, who became the
thirty-sixth President of the United States.
In June, I96U, a civil rights bill stronger than the one Kennedy
had introduced was enacted.
July 2.

President Johnson signed it into law on

In addition to outlawing discrimination based on race, sex

and religious grounds in employment, the law empowered the United
States Attorney General to sue to desegregate public facilities and
s chools

"^George E. Mowry and Blane A. Brownell, The Urban Nation:
1980 (New York: Hill and Wang, 19&L), p. 220.

1920-
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Johnson's War on Poverty Included health care legislation which
benefited the medically indigent and persons over the age of 65. The
Medicare legislation which was later accompanied by Medicaid, provided
federal and state funds under Titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security
Act of 1965. The Medicare legislation aided many of Harlem's elderly
residents who now had the means to seek hospitalization without qual
ifying as welfare recipients.

Medicaid was locally administered using

federal funds to pay medical care costs for welfare recipients; in some
states, money was only available to those persons unable to meet the
cost of needed medical services - they did not have to be welfare
eligible.

Collectively, the legislation supported the admission of

increasing numbers of citizens who otherwise might have deferred health
care services; Harlem Hospital reflected the impact in increases its
OPD usage and in bed patient census.

Stabilizing the New Curriculum
The conference the State Education Department staff had requested
with Mrs. Dailey and her faculty was held on February 21, I96U.

The

State Education representatives were interested in learning how the
implementation of the revised curriculum was to occur; further, they
wanted to insure the integrity of the three year course of study some
students would continue to pursue until they graduated.

The proposed

2-§ year curriculum was approved retroactively to September, 1963, when
the first class to be affected by the scaled down format entered the
School.

The registration afforded by the State agency for the three

year program was continued until July 10, 1966, for those classes
admitted to the School in September, 1961 and 1962.
The faculty had developed plans for implementing the revised pro-
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gram.

Foremost in the plan was the process for achieving correlation

between classroom lecture content and the clinical learning which
occurred on the patient units.

The correlation issue had drawn the

attention of site visitors and accreditors on several occasions.

Many

of the School Directors'-reports had cited the problem, but the activ
ities by the present faculty represented the first finding in the data
to substantiate the claim that the problem was being addressed.
Included in the materials the faculty prepared for the conference with
the State representatives, was the following on how the elusive cor
relation processes would work:
1. assuring that there was concurrence by having
students assigned to care for patients with
representative conditions;
2. rotation of instructors as necessary to meet
student needs;
3. groups of students would share their nursing
care experiences in patient centered con
ference format for benefit of entire class;
U. students could expect to receive patient care
and/or functional assignments;
5. weekly meetings of all instructors for plan
ning, assigning students, dealing with prob
lems, etc.
6. classroom instructors would participate in
clinical teaching program as time permitted
and to a predetermined extent.
There was little to suggest how the processes described by the
faculty would yield the desired correlations between classroom and
clinical teaching activities.

The degree to which an instructor could

assure time to spend with students in the clinical area related to

Faculty of the Harlem Hospital School of Nursing, "Medical-Sur
gical Nursing Plans for Implementing the Program," February 19, 196^,
p. 1.
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several conditions including; the size of the clinical group of students,
proximity of learning sites where students would be assigned - logistically, the possibility of having easy access between several learning
sites; the availability of suitable patients with conditions which would
facilitate student learning, and myriad other factors.
The functional assignment was a catchall; everything was done for
any patient requiring full care.

The type of assignment was often

dysfunctional for students for the task orientation diluted the focus
of the student's learning experience.

In a hospital, however, this

type of assignment would be, difficult for clinical instructors to
avoid; this was particularly true in institutions such as Harlem where
paid staff were never at full complement and the dependence on student
labor continued.
The weekly meeting of all instructors did not specify that the
group included classroom and clinical persons.

Separate meetings of

the two groups seemed to contribute to breakdowns in communication.
The final item in the list of approaches for achieving needed improve
ments was too flexible; it was indicative that the classroom instruc
tors were not- eager to take part in the clinical teaching function.

As

structured, it was likely that trimesters would pass before some class
room instructors found their time permitted them to go to the clinical
areas.

This capacity for withholding warranted examination for it may

have contributed to the communication problems that would not be
resolved by the approaches proposed by the faculty.

The State's rep

resentatives did nothing to impede the continuation of the Harlem pro
gram with its new curriculum.
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The Loss of National League for
Nursing Accreditation

At the School of Nursing, the new curriculum was implemented; the
remaining three-year program students moved towards their completion
dates uneventfully.

A social event involving the School's student's

had a mood lifting influence on the undergraduates and others asso
ciated with the program.
On the afternoon of Febryary 26, 1967* the Harlem Hospital Auxil
iary had presented noted pianist, Emilia de Bernardo and the Harlem
Hospital School of Nursing Chorale; they united in a Benefit Concert
for the School of Nursing.

Students performed as soloists as the

Chorale presented Negro spirituals and works such as, "Adoramus te," by
G. P. da Palestrina, "Water Ripple and Flow," by Deems Taylor and, Cole
Porter's, "Night and Day."
The BLN visitors were expected in April.

Their purpose was to

survey the program of the School of Nursing for accreditation.

The

survey team was composed of Miss Alice V. White, Assistant Director Department of Diploma Programs of the NLN, and Miss Eleanor Burke.

Miss

Burke was the Associate Director, School of Nursing at Mt. Auburn Hos
pital in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

This type of pairing followed a

pattern where at least one surveyor had first-hand experience in a pro
gram similar to the one being visited.
A recounting of the relations between the Harlem Hospital School
and the NLN showed the first assessment of the program by the accred
iting organization took place in 19^0; accreditation was granted at
that time.

Subsequent visits were made to the School in 19^5» 1953» and

1959; progress reports were issued on the program in 1956 and 1961.
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Limited accreditation was awarded the School afte^ the NLN reviewed a
progress report prepared by the program's faculty.

Further study and

changes were needed to be made by the faculty; consultation assistance
was offered Harlem.

While the limited accreditation was imposed, the

School was alerted to the fact that serious weaknesses existed with
regard to organization of the faculty, qualifications of the faculty,
arrangement of the program of study, course content, evaluation of the
courses by students, instructional facilities and, finally, reporting.1
Extensive meetings were held between the two surveyors and various
groups such as the Admissions and Promotion Committee (a faculty group),
faculty, nursing service supervisors, head nurses, staff nurses and
students.

At this time, the students had two organizations; the Asso

ciation, which originated with the Class of 1925* and a Council.
Representatives from the Classes of 1967, 1968, and 1969 met with the
visitors.
The surveyors toured two medical units, the Home Care unit, the
OPD, Intensive Care, and other areas throughout the institution where
students had learning experiences. The Nurses' Residence which housed
the faculties offices, as well as classrooms, the school library and
the laboratories were subjected to the scrutiny of the visitors.
After several days of observing, meeting, and reviewing documents,
the surveyors lists developed of the strengths and weaknesses of the
School and its program.

The strengths included the following:

Report of Visit for Accreditation Purposes to the Harlem Hospital
Center School of Nursing, April 17-22, 1967, p. 1. Also, Report of
Visit . . .," 1961, pp. 3, k , by the National League for Nursing, Inc.
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1. Clinical resources of the hospital offer a
variety of nursing experiences in all age
groups and with patients who present many
different nursing problems to be used by
the faculty in meeting objectives of the
school.
2. Faculty members have full control of the
learning experiences for students. Other
hospital personnel seem to recognize the
student as a learner and have a good under
standing of the philosophy and objectives
of the school.
3. The conditions under which the faculty mem
bers work, promote stability and profes
sional growth; and time is provided to fac
ulty by administrative personnel to continue
their education, to attend workshops, insti
tutes and meetings of professional organiza
tions .
The weaknesses identified during the survey included the following:
1. The organization of the faculty committee, as
a separate organization from the committees
of the faculty, does not provide proper lines
of communications between the faculty and
committees to carry out the functions dele
gated to the afculty. Also, there is duplica
tion of activities and final action.
2. Since the faculty has limited qualifications
in their areas of teaching, this will impede
progress by the faculty in developing and
implementing the program in accordance with
stated objectives.
3. Since the faculty has not fully implemented
their definition of a course in nursing,
particularly in the first year, this may
result in: (a) failure to include clinical
,performance as part of a final grade in all
nursing courses, and (b) assignment of in
instructors to clinical laboratory areas
rather than responsible for teaching the
course.
U. Since the systematic plan of evaluation does
not encompass all aspects of the educational
program and since there has not been time to
implement the plan in all its aspects in
relation to the stated objectives, this may
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result in: (a) giving limited consideration
of all services and programs that contribute
to the development of the student; (2) making
changes in the program without a sound basis
for the change; and failure of the faculty to
identify strengths and weaknesses of -the pro
gram.
Specific* "Recommendations for Harlem Hospital Center School of
Nursing," were forwarded by the NLN in June.

These detailed in twenty-

two items what the program had to do to recoup; accreditation had been
denied the program.
Mrs. Dailey postponed her planned retirement to continue the
management of the situation.

Reverting to the formal process, on July

3, she forwarded a request for an appeal of the loss of accreditation;
a meeting was scheduled for October 20, 1967*

In the interim, the

faculty, under Mrs. Dailey's direction, responded to the items cited
in the NLN report and the Recommendations.
Another of the School's problems related to its informal modifica
tion of its entry requirements; the conditions for admission were below
those standards usually found in the other municipal schools.

Harlem

was accepting lower high school averages and lower scores on the pre
nursing tests than Queens, Kings County, Fordham and Bellevue hospital
2
schools.
The NLN findings cited that forty percent of Harlem's admis
sions were from outside New York State; often from areas where general
education standards were low.

^Report of Visit for Accreditation Purposes to the Harlem Hospital
Center School of Nursing, p. U .
2
The pre-nursing tests were the Pre-Nursing and Guidance Examina
tions.
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These findings were also critical because the City's declarations
about the hospital schools always emphasized the similarities that
existed between them.

The Bellevue model, derived from the school

established by Florence Nightingale, had been highlighted as the major
influencing force on the program at Harlem Hospital.
The revelations about the admission conditions at Harlem's school
led to some attempted correlations about the School's retention rate
which for the last three classes averaged 70 percent.

As cited in the

NLN report:
The retention rate for the first year students
(Class of 1969) is 83$; the rate for the second
year students (Class of 1968) is 78$. At the
time of the last visit, there was an overall
withdrawal rate of 25$ for a six-year period of
which 5^$ was due to failure. A suggestion was
made to continue study of the selection proce
dure to determine the effectiveness of the pre
admission tests.
As a result of the recommendation about student shortcomings, fac
ulty at Harlem resorted to offering remedial assistance to the students
who showed weaknesses in areas such as mathematics and reading in the
pre-nursing examinations.
The tutorial assistance may have been well intentioned but assump
tions were evidently operating about the abilities of the faculty mem
bers for assuming responsibilities of such a scope.

The faculty were

not qualified as tutors, nor with the tasks related to the loss of
accreditation did they have time to engage in the effort.

If the

results of the pre-entry examinations were used as the basis for refer
ring students for remediation before they were accepted into the proba-

^•Reoort of Visit for Accreditation Purposes to the Harlem Hospital
Center School of Nursing, p. 6.
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tionary period, the students might have been better served.
Prior to the appeal meeting set for October, the faculty was
expected to consider and be prepared to respond to the following rec
ommendations :
1. immediate and concentrated efforts be made to
improve the clinical laboratory environment
(patient units) so that students may observe
qualified nursing service personnel giving
quality care to people and develop positive
attitudes and understandings about their
future role as nurses.
2. the faculty evaluate the contributing factors
in relation to the number of failures on the
state board examinations.
3. library holdings be updated; old, outdated
issues be discarded.
U. the kind of position in which the beginning
graduate can be expected to function be
specifically defined.
5. there be a financial plan or budget for the
school of nursing which is prepared and
administered by the director of the school
with the assistance of appropriate institu
tional personnel.
6. the students through their "student asso
ciation" be given the opportunity to assume
more responsibility for their behavior and
for the welfare of the total group.
7. efforts to recruit qualified instructors
for the learning experiences in the OPD,
the emergency and admitting units, and the
home care programs be continued.
8. joint planning and coordination of learning
experiences between the instructional per
sonnel of the school and instructors in the
cooperating agencies be expanded.

^Report of Visit for Accreditation Purposes to the Harlem Hospital
Center School of Nursing, p. o.
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These were hut a portion of the twenty-two Recommendations; they
were highlighted because they had been previously pointed out to fac
ulty and school officials as areas of weakness warranting their atten
tion.

Many of the recommendations clearly were beyond the scope of

faculty to control or shape.

Essentially, these were related to the

City's financial support of the Harlem School; some of the conditions
in the patients units would be improved with the completion of the new
hospital.
Mrs. Dailey and her faculty were joined by the Hospital's medical
superintendent and other officials who were all concerned about present
ing a sound case in favor of reverting the NLN's decision.

The implica

tions of the loss of accreditation for the school, the hospital and
its patients and the community were forcefully presented.

It was

appreciated that the NLN was attempting to make inroads for nursing and
nursing education in some of its recommendations.

However, those

changes which were dependent on the City's taxing powers were at the
mercy of numerous other interests all vying for funding.
The Department of Hospitals had allocated $312,021.29 for the
budget of the School of Nursing.^- The amount included faculty salaries
and allocations for the school's educational program.

However, this

b udget was constructed without input from the faculty program planners.
The previous years budget, special requests arising from the program
during the course of the calendar year, and the expected increases in
costs related to the School of Nursing were the essential factors which

Harlem Hospital Center School of Nursing, "Report to the Appeal
Panel for Diploma Program," prepared by the faculty of the School,
October 20, 19&7, p. 3«
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shaped the budget allocation.

Program planning for the School of

Nursing flowed from the budget - planning was a reactionary process.
The absence of negotiating space around the budget bound the program
to being as creative as it was in the year past.
Several factors contributed to Harlem's difficulties in getting
the qualified staff the NLN felt it needed.

One was the salary scale

which was established by the Department of Hospitals; baselines for
wages were similar for all the hospital schools, however, variations
in the salary offerings made to new employees were controlled within
each institution.

The colored staff nurses at Harlem had been receiv

ing lower wages than their white countezparts in similar roles at one
time.^

Another factor influencing the attracting of faculty related

to Harlem's position as a black hospital and school.

It was believed

that this may have negatively influenced qualified blacks and whites
from seeking teaching positions.

The City functioned to encourage

advanced education for its nurses by offering educational leaves to
those who qualified; this assured them of having a job when their
studies ended and enabled some nurses to work part-time while studying.
When their studies were completed, many nurses, throughout the municipal
system elected to seek employment in other agencies; there was no penalty
incurred if they decided against remaining with the City hospital system.
The NLN found no reason for rescinding the withdrawn accreditation.
Their recommendations to the School were amplified and consultation
services were again offered to assist the faculty with the tasks that

^The coding system which used the letters, "w" and "c" to distin
guish white and colored nurses employed at Harlem Hospital was not found
again in the data after 192U; the means for identifying the tracking the
nurses by racial background may have become more subtle. See Chapter II
of this study.
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were ahead.

While efforts were increased to locate and recruit qual- .

ified faculty, the collaborative network of the municipal hospital
school system was activated.

An instructor with a Bachelor of Science

degree was transferred from Bellevue's school to assist the Harlem
faculty with the science courses.

A Harlem instructor who had received

her masters degree in June was charged with the responsibility of head
ing the Maternal-Child area and with teaching the course.
Faculty planned to continue a practice initiated after the NLN's
April visit whereby classroom content was taught concurrently with
related clinical laboratory experiences.

This was extended beyond the

Medical-Surgical course to include all content offerings.

Relevant

bibliographies were developed and added to all of the course descrip
tions and outlines; rotation schedules were prepared for the entire
curriculum for each class currently enrolled in the school.
The concerns identified by the NLN about the students and the state
board examinations were recalled in a report prepared by the school
sometime after the October appeal meeting; lU out of 36 or 38.8 percent
of the 1967 graduates failed state board examinations.

Twenty-one out

of 115 enrolled students had left the school during the January to
October months of 1967; 16 departed because of poor scholastic standings
in the program.

Civil Unrest: More Changes at the
School of Nursing
Towards the end of the 1960's, America started to look inward.
introspection was often unpleasing; racism was deeply entrenched and
blatantly open in some sectors of the country.

The society, already

tired of the unrest, discordance and distrust that permeated the
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atmosphere, searched for answers.
and gurus.

Some people turned to meditation

The emerging counter culture supported peace, not war; love,

not violence.
However, the killings and violence were not over.

Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr. was assassinated in Memphis, Tennessee*on April U,

1968. Long honored as a supporter of peaceful protest, his assassina
tion stirred riots in over 168 cities.

Neighborhoods were destroyed

by fire; looters prevailed as policemen often stood back and let the
people run wild supposedly expressing their grief over Dr. King.
Some weeks later, Robert Kennedy, Senator from New York and brother
of the late President Kennedy, was killed in California.

The shooting

of the second Kennedy seemed to confirm that there was an unending
capacity for violence in the United States.

There seemed to be an

unerring movement toward the elimination of those public/political fig
ures; Dr. King and the Kennedy brothers, who could build bridges between
the majority and the disaffected minority.
At the school, the state board results on a class which had taken
the 2§ year revised program yielded a 29 percent failure rate; thirtyone graduates took the examinations but only 22 were successful.
lems were also occurring with new enrollees.

Prob

Twenty-six students were

accepted and expected to begin the program in September, 1968. Only
eighteen arrived for admission.
Several factors contributed to the sharp drop in enrollment; can
didates were often applying to a mix of programs including college and
hospital programs in their searches for placement.

Harlem's loss of

accreditation had been mentioned in the New York newspapers.

The

School's failure to maintain even a low level recruitment effort also
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contributed to the drop in interested applicants.

Faculty were con

centrating their energies and attentions on regaining their NLN accred
itation.
Among those programs competing for the Harlem student was the
nursing program at the Borough of Manhattan Community College, which
was part of the City University of New York system.

The nursing program,

in 1968 was headed by Ms. Leila Howard, a Harlem graduate, Class of 195°•
An arrangement was developed between the College and the School; the
entering class of September, 1969 would be able to take three college
level courses, namely, Anatomy and Physiology I, English Composition I,
and Psychology I - each would be worth one credit applicable toward
the associate degree.

The three male students who were admitted to

Harlem that September also participated in the special program at the
Community College.
These events were taking place under a new Director of Nursing
Service and the School of Nursing.

Another Harlem graduate, Mrs.

Edith B. Benoit, M.A., R.N., had assumed her duties on September 2 k ,

1967 as Mrs. Dailey retired.

Mrs. Benoit had been Assistant Superintend

ent of Nurses at the hospital prior to her appointment.

The retiring

Mrs. Dailey had been honored several times during her last year; in
February, 1968, a dinner had been given in her honor at the Biltmore
Hotel, followed several days later by another dinner dance and testimo
nial at the Alpine Inn in Springfield, Pennsylvania where she was the
guest of the Philadelphia graduate nurses of Harlem Hospital School of
Nursing.
•Under Mrs. Benoit's guidance, the faculty had prepared for a re
visit on April 28 to May 2, 1969 from the NLN.

A self-evaluation report
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was prepared for the surveyors.

The routine visiting process was used

including the various meetings with persons associated with the Harlem
students and the program; visits to the Health Service, the school
library and various clinical sites.
The tensions at the school had eased by the time the NLN visitors
arrived.

The original schedule called for the visit to be made start

ing on March 3, 19^9 • However, faculty and school officials were
concerned that the atmosphere was not conducive to the visit taking
place; students had demonstrated for ten days using the media to
amplify their grievances.

The students criticized the faculty and

called for the dismissal of five of the group.

Charges varied from

complaints about faculty's academic competence to displays of favoritism
and insensitivity to the students' needs.

Mrs. Benoit sent a memo to

Vernon Spencer, an Assistant Commissioner of the Department of Hospitals
indicating that the persistent strained relations between students and
faculty would make a survey visit untenable.

She indicated the students

were making unjustified and unreasonable criticisms of the faculty.
Further, Mrs. Benoit stated:
The School is not ready for a re-visit at this
time. During the protest, valuable time was lost
delaying preparation of documents for the self
evaluation report. It is physically impossible
to accomplish the monumental task of completing
the requirements for a NLN visit in the next six
days remaining before March 3*
While the Harlem faculty and school administrators had almost two
years to prepare for the NLN's revisit, the forces of human nature or
other more tangible factors may have contributed to their delays in

Edith B. Benoit, Memo to Vernon Spencer, February 20, 1969.
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completing the designated tasks.

Mr. Spencer, who was also the Hos

pital's Executive Director, concurred and contacted the NLN; verbally,
on the day he received Mrs. Benoit's memo, and in writing several days
later.

The NLN representative, Dr. Margaret Harty, Director Nursing

Education Program and the Harlem faculty finally agreed on the week of
April 28, 1969 for the revisit.
On the fifth and last day of the survey, the NLN visitors, the
faculty, School and Hospital administrators gathered in the Auditorium
of the Nurses' Residence for the review of the report.

The delibera

tions focused on assessing the extent to which the, "Criteria for the
Evaluation of Educational Programs in Nursing Leading to a Diploma,"
had been met and implemented as indicated in the reports submitted by
the faculty.

The NLN visitors made eleven recommendations for further

improvements in the program; they were satisfied with the progress
the program had made.

Full accreditation was granted the Harlem program

for a period of three years.

The three-year time period was a result

of the NLN board's determination that while the needed changes had been
accomplished in the program's key documents, e.g. philosophy and objec
tives, faculty organization, and the curriculum plans, changes still
needed to be made in the institutions physical plant.

Housing facilities

for the students and some of the patient units where students worked and
studied would require at least three years before changes and improve
ments were going to be realized.
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Included among the recommendations made by the NLN were the follow*
ing:
1. Earnest consideration be given to the extent
to which the responsibility and authority of
the director of nursing service and school of
nursing and the faculty may be limited by the
directives from the central office.
2. The organization chart be revised to clearly
define the cooperative relationships that
exist between this faculty and instructional
personnel in the psychiatric agency and between
this faculty and nursing personnel in service
at this hospital.
3. Job Title classifications that reflect posi
tions in education (instructor, assistant
instructor, etc.) be developed.
h. Continued efforts be directed toward improve
ment of housing facilities for students, i.e.,
laundry, recreational areas, etc.
5. The concept of a course in nursing be im
plemented so that the length of all courses
corresponds to the time period in which they
are offered.
6. The final grade for each nursing course
reflect all aspects of the course (lecture,
clinical, etc.).
7. Outlines for all courses of the revised pro
gram be completed.

The Department of Hospitals, or central office, had issued in
April, 1952, a directive, "Manual of Standard Operational Procedure,"
which defined details for educational policies for professional nurse
students. The document raised questions about the degree of autonomy
the leaders of the hospital schools could exercise.
An unsigned letter dated January 16, 1969 was directed to
Robert Derzon, Commissioner, Department of Hospitals, and Dorothy
Weddige, Nursing Director of the Department. The author claimed to
have visited the Harlem Residence; It was found unfit for the students.
The author recommended that facilities at Metropolitan Hospital be used
to temporarily house the students. Mrs. Benoit received a copy of the
letter after it was forwarded.
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8. The plan for systematic evaluation of all
aspects of the school and its diploma program continue to be implemented.
9. The school bulletin include descriptions
of the courses offered.
Regaining its accreditation was significant for the Harlem school
for two major reasons: (l) the name of the school would appear again on
the official list of institutions offering NLN accredited diploma pro
grams in nursing, and (2) the viability of the school and its program
would be re-established in the eyes of the concerned public and its
students.

It was also hoped by the faculty and the school's administra

tors that some of the student unrest would be modified by the new success.
Mrs. Benoit and other hospital and school officials received many
letters and wires of congratulations; the press which carried news of
the loss of accreditation carried the announcement that the status of
the program had been reclaimed.

Commissioner Derzon, in a letter to

Mrs. Benoit, focused on the importance of the event; he noted:
Let me add my congratulations to those of others
who are pleased that the HHSN has been fully
accredited at last. We hope that this will serve
as the necessary stimulus to continue to improve
the programs at HH and to enable the school to
begin to attract larger numbers and well qual
ified youngsters who wish to enter the nursing
program through the opportunities at Harlem.
Commissioner Derzon's reference to ’'youngsters" was inappropriate.
Much of the unrest of the young adults in the program related to the
recommendation the BLN made about the need for improving housing facil
ities for the students.

The unsigned letter which was sent to the

"Srhe Bellevue School of Nursing bulletin was a reference since
it carried brief course descriptions.
2Robert A. Derzon, Acting Commissioner, Department of Hospitals,
letter of July 2, 19o9 to Edith B. Benoit.
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Commissioner was believed to have come from a student or an advocate
supportive of the issues they were attempting to raise.
The unrest the students were experiencing reached into the alumni
meetings.

Mrs. Benoit shared the progress reports concerning the

school and its problems with the graduates.
referred to issue.

The Residence was an often

The Harlem Hospital administration was in agreement

with moving the.students into Draper Hall at Metropolitan Hospital on
a temporary basis.

Some students favored the plan; others were afraid

that if they vacated their quarters at Harlem for renovations, the
diploma program might be closed.

They argued for the opportunity.of

staying in residence and making the needed adjustments, as the remodel
ing took place around them.

Support came from the alumni executive

board which voted its opposition to the idea of moving students to the
Metropolitan Hospital facility.^- During one of its meetings, the Harlem
graduates suspended the usual alumni business to discuss the housing
problems of the students and the accreditation issue.

2

The president

of the Student Association, Miss Viola Davis, spoke about the lack of
communication between administration and the school - it was unclear if
her reference was to hospital or school administration.

The students

were feeling that they were forced to assume leadership roles in the
school since the accreditation had been lost; also much of their con
's
cerns related to the fear of graduating from an unaccredited school.

■^Minutes of the meeting of the Executive Board of the Harlem Hos
pital Alumnae Association, January 27, 1969*
2

1969.

Minutes of the Harlem Hospital Alumnae Association, February 3j

^The NLN accreditation was optional but deemed critical to most
schools of nursing at all levels. Withdrawal of State accreditation
would have suspended, if not ended the program.
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The students met their first rebuff on a trip to City Hall.

They

had a meeting with an assistant to the Mayor who they alledged stated,
"No matter now much money we pour into that school you still might not
get the accreditation."^

The students demanded in a letter to the Mayor

that the assistant be chastised for his attitude.

In response to the

seemingly uncoordinated state of affairs, the Political Action Committee
of the Alumnae Association voted to serve as liaison between the nursing students, nursing administration and the hospital administration.

p

The chairman of that Committee had met with the Director of Nursing
for the Department of Hospitals, Doroghy Weddige, Mrs. Benoit,
Mr. Spencer and a seemingly, self-styled advocate for the students,
Robert Royal.

Alma John had recommended that a black caucus be formed

to represent nursing interests.

As the time for the return visit by

the NLN neared, no one seemed to be in control of the situation at
Harlem Hospital and the School of Nursing.
The students took advantage of the disorder to press other demands;
they protested the inconvenience of having to share a dining room and
wanted a dining area to be used by only nurses.

Interestingly, they

were advocating a return to a segregated system similar to what prevailed
when the first class entered in 1923; nurses were isolated because of
their color.
Mrs. Benoit took part in one Alumnae meeting and used the forum to
state her displeasure with the counseling the alumnae members were
giving students; the students had refused to give her their list of

■^Minutes of the Harlem Hospital Alumnae Association, February 3»
1969.

p

There were frequent exchanges in the data between the usages of
"alumni" and "alumnae." .
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grievances, turning instead to the graduate nurses.
the students' trip to City Hall after the event.

She learned ahout

The director was dis

pleased with the students' attacks on faculty members, particularly
their insistence that five members of the instructional group have
their employment terminated.

The other faculty members had indicated

that if the five were dismissed without due process, all of them would
leave their positions with the school.
The hard feelings and tension generated among students, faculty,
alumni, administration and numerous others, were not erased with the
act of regaining accreditation.

As late as December of 1969, student

and staff morale were low.
A program for licensed practical nurses (LPN's) had been instituted
at Harlem; upon completion of 2 \ years of study, they were eligible for
taking the State Board examination for licensure as registered nurses.
Unlike the regular students in the School, the LPN's received a $90
monthly stipend.

This program was an attempt on the part of the City to

upgrade superfluous numbers of practical nurses and was projected as a
career ladder model.'1’ It also offset the decreased enrollment in the
regular School of Nursing; extra nursing hands were available for the
patient care activities at the same time.
The relationship established between the School of Nursing and the
associate degree program in nursing at the Borough of Manhattan Community
College had been delayed in developing.

The loss of Harlem's accredita

tion was the primary factor which mitigated against the creation of the
alliance.

The reclaiming of its status, however, permitted the credit

•^The other City hospital offering the same type of program was
Queens.
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granting courses for the students at Harlem to go ahead.

The School of Nursing and the
Baccalaureate Concept

Ominous sounds were being heard throughout New York City's finan
cial quarters; city government was in trouble and the federal legisla
tors were not turning sympathetic ears to the problems.

The nation was

entering the troubled seventies.
Columbia University, whose medical students played major roles in
Harlem's health services system, found itself under fire from community
groups; a Black Caucus developed within the Columbia Medical Center,
the Freedom and Peace Party, and the United Harlem Drug Fighters at
Harlem Hospital.1

The two groups found themselves united in pressing

their demands against the institution.

The Black Panthers formed and

took as their first cause, the feeding of hungry children in the
churches in the uptown community.

The invasion of Cambodia sparked un

rest on the campuses around the nation; the Harlem students were able
to identify with the college environment even though the Borough of
Manhattan Community College had a "subway campus."
The Commissioners of the various City agencies and department heads
were challenged to develop creative, useful and cost effective ways to
continue the flow of services to the city's residents.

These services

were to be sustained with major cuts in the budgeted allocations for the
departments.

Priorities were in the process of being developed; it was

at first believed that the health care sector would be left untouched -

^Health PAC Bulletin, Health Policy Advisory Center, October,
1970, p. 10.
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this was proven to be incorrect.

Few people may have recalled the

Great Depression, when in 1929 and for several years to follow, all
segments of the city were restrained by diminished funding.
New faculty people were brought into the School at Harlem.

Only

three of those present when the program regained its accreditation
remained; the others were reassigned within the hospital or resigned
Miss Ebun Adelona (formerly April Spriggs) had joined the Harlem
faculty with the express purpose of shaping the psychiatric nursing

1

portion of the curriculum.

The remaining schools of nursing in the

municipal system were confronted with a new system called, Open Enroll
ment.

This system essentially allowed any student who graduated high

school to gain entry to a program of higher learning.
A critical problem which immediately engaged the attention of the
new faculty member was the schism which divided the program's admin
istrators and the teaching faculty; the latter group favored open
enrollment believing that it would put a halt to the sagging enrollment.
Miss Adelona recalled the teaching faculty won on the issue.

This was

a curious point for sustained discussion, however, for the determination
in favor of open enrollment for all municipally funded institutions of
higher learning had been made in other sectors of city government.
The problem for the School at Harlem was how it would assure the transi
tion of the expected students who would come with marginal educational
skills and would require more support systems than those provided for
the earlier nursing candidates.

^Ebun Adelona (aka April Spriggs), Interview with M. Alisan
Bennett, September 8, 1978, New York City.
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Another factor separating the faculty, accordinc to Miss Adelona,
was the hidden agenda; while the curriculum appeared color blind, she
stated that the more socially conscious new faculty taught the students
from a black perspective.

This was intended to improve and personalize

the care given the black patients and to raise the consciousness of the
student.
Harlem Hospital

found itself thrust into the

newspaper headlines

when on July 25, the United Harlem Drug Fighters, a coalition of commu
nity groups concerned with wiping out heroin addiction sponsored and
held a well attendedstreet rally.

Following the rally, a group of

approximately 300 addicts and supporters marched to Harlem Hospital's
"K" building which was used for psychiatric services.
and seized the building commencing a month-long sit-in.

The group entered
Some physicians

and nurses openly offered their professional services and a detoxifica
tion program was started.
When it was clear to the administration that the positions of the
addicts and their supporters were intractable, the Health and Hospitals'
Corporation, which had replaced the old Department of Hospitals, finally
committed itself to funding a 100 bed detoxification unit on two floors
of the old Pediatric Building.

In addition, the City’s Addiction Serv

ices Agency agreed to provide a halfway house facility in the Harlem
community; as support to this program, the hospital's OPD was committed
to expanding its methadone clinic to serve the ambulatory detoxifying
addicts.1

1Health PAC Bulletin, p. 11.
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The publicity surrounding the take-over of part of Harlem Hospital
pictured a health care facility being forced to assume responsibility
for a major health-social problem in its community.

The take-over was

a point of lively discussion whenever the School's student recruiters
were in the high schools.

Informally, it was believed that the

activity may have encouraged some applicants to favor other programs
over that at Harlem,
At the School, the faculty continued preparing for the 1972 HLH
visit.

There was, however, a sense of uneasiness.

Ho longer were

there any certainties about the continuation of the program even if
the accrediting agencies - the HLN and the State, were completely
satisfied with their findings in the Harlem program.
The school at Bellevue which opened in 1873 j had graduated its
last class in 1989* A new program was established by Hunter College,
City University of Hew York; the program retained the name Bellevue in
its title and became, Hunter College at Bellevue School of Hursing.

At

least the Bellevue name was retained; some Harlem faculty pondered what
if anything would be recalled of their existence.

More important was

how Bellevue survived, even in the new form; the addition of.the bac
calaureate college program signaled the new era and clearly the demise
of the hospital school in Hew York City.
Several years earlier in 19Gk, while Mrs. Dailey was in the leader
ship role, plans had been tentatively developed for Harlem students to
attend City College in a program leading to a baccalaureate in nursing.
The hospital would have provided the major clinical learning site and
patients, graduate nurses, and especially the student produced by such
a merger would have benefited from the relationship.

However, there
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was little notice given to the proposal and the concept was dropped as
the Harlem school confronted a battle for its survival.

Later, in

1971, Mrs. Benoit attempted to open discussion with City College for
the purpose of securing college credits for the Harlem students which
would be applicable to the baccalaureate degree.

In addition, she

contacted Columbia University, Teachers College and Antioch College.
Antioch did not respond directly but listed the Harlem Hospital Center
School of Nursing in its prospectus for planning in the academic years,
1972-1973*

Like the earlier overtures made by Mrs. Dailey, the out

reach efforts failed except for the limited relationship with the
Borough of Manhattan Community College.
That the efforts to link the hospital school with baccalaureate
nursing programs were not successful should not have been suxprising.
The diploma program curriculum was categorized as lower division
studies; some courses failed to even attain that status as they were
identified as having content for nurses.

The broader education perspec

tive endorsed by Robb and others favored more highly integrated approaches
to student nurse education; some of the diploma courses were deemed
acceptable entry level offerings but only with applicability to the
associate degree programs.
The Harlem students would also have to have qualified for admis
sion to the college with which association was sought.

Since it was a

matter of record from the earlier NLN finding that Harlem had com
promised its admission requirements to maintain enrollment, there was
real concern about the students abilities to qualify scholastically.
Some of the faculty continued to tutor students in the development of
reading and basic mathematical skills; this was found necessary for
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maintain:'.ig some of the students in the program.

Teaching was directed

towards developing a student who could successfully confront and master
the State Board examinations; this had long been the challenge of the
hospital programs.
Students who continued to live in the Nurses' Residence started to
find that it was deteriorating rapidly and threatening their physical
safety.

Eleven students were in an elevator that dropped uncontrolled

for several floors. A repairman was summoned and the panic strickened
students were removed.

When the conveyance was reportedly repaired,

many students elected to use the stairs rather than risk an accident in
the elevator.

The building, located on 136th Street between Lenox and

Fifth Avenues was best described as dilapidated, unsafe, not secured
against break-ins, and unsanitary.

It was one of the few buildings

remaining in New York City that was still electrically wired for direct
current, instead of alternating current.^
Harlem students had visited and compared their facilities with
those for the predominately white programs at Kings County and Queens
General hospitals.

At the other hospital schools they found bright

cheerful colors used to paint the residence rooms - Harlems were tradi
tionally dull green; Harlem students used the local Young Men's Christian
Association CXMCA) for recreational facilities while the other programs
provided on-site swimming pools, tennis courts and gymnasiums for the
students.

Other stark contrasts pointed np for the black students how

drastically they had been shortchanged by the racist municipal system.
The black faculty were also subjected to the demeaning treatment as

Nursing Students Struggle at Harlem Hospital," unsigned article
in Black Magic Juju, a publication of the Black Health Workers Alliance,
2 (Fall-Winter, 1971), 7
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they had to work with out-of-date teaching supplies under stressful and
undesirable circumstances.
Eventually, and to spare the City the threat of law suits from
injured parties, quarters were located for the students within the para
meters of the hospital's boundaries.

The facilities were not new but

were safer when compared with the old Nurses' Residence.

They soon were

referred to as the "new nurses quarters."
The Beginnings of the End

The school's curriculum was re-registered during a 1971 visit from
representatives of the University of the State of New York.

Once past

this survey, faculty attention again narrowed to focus on the upcoming
NLN visit.

A successful survey was most critically needed; the Office

of Program Analysis of the City of New York, had issued a report on a
study of the three remaining hospital schools - Kings County, in
Brooklyn, Queens General and Harlem Hospital.
The report became known as the Kelly Report borrowing the last
name of its author, Joyce Kelly, a program analyst in the Health and
Hospitals' Corporation's Worth Street offices.

The Kelly Report

included examinations of such areas as the history of the diploma nurs
ing school education system, status of faculty in such programs, phys
ical plants, New York State Board examination results of the schools'
students, affiliations with college programs, student participation in
financial aid, program costs to students, the supply and recruitment
of professional nurses in the metropolitan area, the available and
projected educational programs for professional nurses, and the status
of nursing services in the municipal system.
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Among the findings were that each institution had its own instruc
tional and residential facilities.

Kings County had 80 percent of its

students in residence; Queens had 76 percent, and Harlem had 56 percent.
As had been noted in another publication, the Kelly Report cited that
the residential facilities at Kings County and Queens were attractive
and well maintained.

The facilities for students at Harlem were

described as depressing, deteriorated and occasionally dangerous.
In the area of education, the faculty-to-student ratios were exam
ined: Queens had 1 faculty person for 5 students; Kings County, 1:8;
while at Harlem, the ratio was l:lU.

However, the Harlem faculty had

an educational advantage as a result of their advanced academic prepara
tion.

The study showed half of the Harlem faculty had masters degrees;

at Kings County, half had baccalaureate degrees; at Queens, seventy per
cent had earned the baccalaureate degree.
The report indicated that the admission standards of each school
were traditionally high.

This was attributed to the quality of the

educational program offered; the nationwide recruitment program which
benefited the municipal schools, and the attraction of, "free room,
board and education."

There were indications that standards had

slipped; this was attributed to the popularity of the associate degree
programs and the baccalaureate programs for non-nurses.

Some accommoda

tions to admit students to the programs were noted.
Using Queens as an indicator, Miss Kelly observed the school had
dropped from 7^5 applicants in 1967-1968 to 35^ applicants in 1971-1972;
meanwhile, the overall percentage of New York City residents in the
communities of the three schools had risen from 5^ percent to 66 percent
in the last two years.
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The recommendations made in the Kelly Report were to: (a) decrease
program costs; (b) increase the retention rate of students; (c) initiate
tuition charges; and (d) close the schools.
The Kelly Report was circulated and available to numerous officials
and the heads of the hospital schools.

Mrs. Benoit and Mr. Haynes Rice,

a new Acting Executive Director at Harlem Hospital joined forces and
on July 1^, 1972 sent a strongly worded memo to Dr. Joseph English,
President of the Health and Hospitals Corporation in response to the
Report.
The Benoit/Rice memo took exception to a sub-recommendation made
in the report; that Kings County and Harlem become non-residential pro
grams.

They pointed out that Harlem’s students were often from dete

riorated, overcrowded communities; they needed an atmosphere where study
could, at least be attempted.

They stated:

It is a consensus of opinion by all concerned administration, faculty, students that this
school cannot and will not be transformed into
an exclusively non-residential school. If the
corporation cannot offer something better than
now exist /sic7, it is best to leave, "as is.
The two Harlem School supporters noted that Harlem students could
not survive without the existing stipend unless larger appropriations
of federal money for loans and scholarships were forthcoming.

The

increasing of tuition charges would have disastrous effects on the stu
dents.

The school was taking advantage of funds available through the

Nurse Training Act of 1971 for which they were eligible once reaccred
ited by the NLN.

The Benoit/Rice memo continued:

Edith B. Benoit and Haynes Rice, memo to Dr. Joseph T. English,
July 1U, 1972.
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The capital budget requested for 1973-1971*- now
includes building plans for a new residential
structure. This new structure must be provided
and include housing for day care and for staff,
etc. Suitable housing with residential and
recreational facilities is essential to the vi
ability of this school. This community must
continue to.have a school of nursing servicing
this community hospital. The youth of the
ghetto need role models that can inspire them
to higher horizons. Since 1923 the Harlem Hos
pital School of Nursing has been a viable in
fluence in this direction and it must continue
to be such. We are committed to this aim on an
on-going basis. It is dismaying that the other
schools in the Corporation have been provided
with superb facilities; "attractive and wellmaintained," and Harlem has been allowed to
decline to its present state - "depressing,
deteriorated, and occasionally dangerous."1
They retold of the efforts of Mrs. Dailey and Mrs. Benoit to ini
tiate discussions with City College, Columbia University, Antioch
College and others, about relationships which would lead to baccalau
reate degrees for the Harlem students; all had been fruitless.

The

last sentence in the memo was unclear in intent, "in our proposal to
Antioch College, the faculty has conceived of this school becoming a
school of nursing leading to the baccalaureate degree and/or a diplomap

in-nursing as elected by the students."
The sentence suggested that reason was no longer prevailing in the
leadership roles at Harlem Hospital Center and its School of Nursing.
Little wonder that Antioch College did not pursue the discussion of
affiliation.

There seemed to be little, if any, understanding of the

dimensions of nursing education; its costs, its participants; its aims
and objectives and its realities.

Benoit and Rice had presented the

Benoit and Rice, memo to Dr. Joseph T. English, p. 2.
2Ibid.
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Corporation with ultimatums but no reasonable, unemotional planning for
continuation of the program.

It was disappointing to realize that

school faculty and administration were unaware of how poorly their
living-working environments and circumstances contrasted with those in
the two remaining hospital schools.

The students initiated the inquiry

and investigated the circumstances for themselves.

The School faculty

and its students had little reason to hope for a future.

The Fiftieth Anniversary
During the early part of June, 1973j over one thousand graduates
of the Harlem Hospital School of Nursing returned to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of their program.

While it was a festive reunion with teas,

balls and dinners, there was also serious business warranting their
attention.^*

Mrs. Benoit joined a group of the graduates in a sit-in at

the office of Joseph T. English, M.D., head of the Health and Hospitals
Corporation.
136th Street.

They were demanding adequate funds for the school on
Mrs. Benoit shared with the alumnae group, which included

Rachel H. Bridge, who was in the Class of 1925 and entered in the first
or January group of 1923> that Harlem was the only black nursing school

2
still open in New York State.

Enrollment at the time of the anniversary

celebration was 185 students; three were white.

The issue they brought

to Dr. English's attention, however, related to the persistent underfunding of the school.

Harlem received less funds than the remaining

white schools of nursing administered by the Corporation.

The Harlem

■'’Barbara Campbell, "Harlem Nursing Alumnae Recall Early Racial
Snubs," The New York Times, June 8, 1973» p. 1*
2Ibid., p. 1.
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students were pleased that some of their "older sisters," could identify
with their problems; they also realized they had a history worth recall
ing.
The history of racism was not, however, just a thing of the past,
but a current reality they had to face.

Some things had changed,

others with new names, remained the same.

The graduates of the Classes

of 1925 and others, including Rosa Mai Godley, president of the alumnae
association (Class of 1928) had displaced the words colored and Negro,
and described themselves as "black."

All of the graduates agreed that

for a black woman, nursing was an elite profession.

"There was teaching

and then nursing and there was nothing else open but domestic work at
the time the school opened."^

Mrs. Bridge, unlike many of the school's

1,786 graduates, had spent all of her professional life at Harlem Hos
pital, retiring in 1956.

She had watched the administration and staff

change gradually from white to black after many confrontations; mass
firings and many mass resignations and demonstrations.

As students,

she recalled, they knew about the system that had been constructed to
insure that they were racially isolated; this included their having to
return to Harlem each night during the early psychiatric affiliation
at Bellevue because they were not allowed to sleep in the whites-only
residence.

"They spent a lot of money to keep us out of those white

nursing schools," Mrs. Godley recalled.

2

The graduates believed they had received a good preparation and
education at Harlem.

Many had used the basic training as a stepping

•^Campbell, "Harlem Nursing Alumnae Recall Early Racial Snubs,"
p. 1.
2Ibid.
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stone to higher level, creative and challenging positions; they were
in many cases part of the power brokering systems.
At the fifty-year point in its history, the school had 193 students
enrolled as of October 15, 1973 ^

The practical nurse career ladder

program was accountable for 21 out of the 70 students admitted as
beginning students during the October 1972-1973 period; only 5 spaces
for students were unfilled.

The program was fully accredited; this

enabled the students to qualify for many loans such as the Allstate
Scholarship and Loan - the latter for students interested in mental
health; loans also came from the Nurse Training Act, and the Scholarship Incentive Award which supported the student interested in pursuing
studies in community health.
The academic standings of the nurse faculty were perhaps better
than ever in the School's history.
unfilled.

Only four full-time positions were

Ten of the faculty had baccalaureate degrees and twelve held

a type of master's degree.

All of the major clinical specialties were

covered by the expertise of the faculty except Maternal-Child Health.
The numbers of courses available for the Harlem students had
expanded at the Borough of Manhattan Community College.

In addition to

Anatomy-Physiology, English Composition I, II, and Sociology, students
were also taking Psychology, Health Problems in Urban Communities,
Speech and Microbiology.

The expansion was an attractive feature of

the program; it afforded assurance particularly for the practical nurse

Unsigned, "Annual Report - Parts I, II." Programs Preparing for
Registered Professional Nursing for Period October 16, 1972 through
October 15, 1973. For the State Education Department, Office of Profes
sional Education Nursing Education, Albany, N.Y. on Harlem Hospital
Center School of Nursing.
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students that they were not entering a career without a future.
At the point of its fiftieth year, the school at Harlem was sta
bilizing - a process rather than a completed state.

Ideas were con

tinuously being sought and developed for other nursing-type programs to
offer.

The program was not without its problems, however, it was never

better prepared for dealing with them.
The alumnae who gathered for the fifty-year celebration knew the
program would eventually close.
passage had not been easy.

For the successful, the rites of

There was, one graduate recalled, a sense,

not of loss but of acceptance.

The program graduated its last class on

June 5, 1977.
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CHAPTER VI

EPILOGUE

The establishment in 1923 of the segregated training school for
colored women in Harlem satisfied several needs.

The program was an

alternative in the urban North for non-whites who did not wish to go
South for their training and did not wish to seek admission to the
school at Lincoln Hospital.

The training school was expected to

produce low-cost students who would facilitate the reduction of num
bers of paid staff nurses at the Hospital thus saving many dollars.
Finally, and this need was important to many including some white
nurses, there would be additional qualified trained colored nurses to
care for the non-white ill.
The course of study offered the colored women was similar to, but
not a direct copy of the curriculum provided the white Bellevue stu
dents.

However, for many years, a "parent-child" relationship existed

between Bellevue Hospital, the parent and Harlem's school.

The progress

and development of the nursing program was uneventful and withstood sev
eral shifts in municipal hospital management with occurred as the City
of New York grew in population and complexity of support systems.

The

program survived a major economic depression, a World War, a police
action in the Far East, race related riots and the assassination of
three important political figures.

The future of the program was

shaken, however, by its temporary loss of accreditation by a major
professionally recognized body.
Many of the program's graduates emerged to play pioneer roles in
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nursing.

They often were the first blacks to assume positions previously

held open only for whites.

These successes and the ability of the pro

gram to regain its lost accreditation did not alter the decision that
was eventually made by the City fathers to close the municipal hospital
schools of nursing.

After the School’s fifty-year anniversary, there

was little to celebrate.

There had been some eroding of the inter

personal relations between the nursing students, the school administra
tors and the hospital’s authorities.

Lines were drawn and loyalties

were tested as different efforts periodically emerged to, "save the
school."
There were further discussions attempted to stimulate interest in
making over the program to accommodate baccalaureate nursing education.
It was rumored at one time that Hunter College might locate its proposed
program at Harlem Hospital.

This suggestion fostered many eroding and

counter-productive discussions along the lines that the Harlem faculty
and its director resisted efforts to alter and upgrade the format for
nursing education at the institution because they lacked the educational
credentials needed for their acceptance in the baccalaureate faculty.
There was no question of the pervasive influences of racism on the
program and its graduates.

Officially sanctioned practices and policies

which contributed to the opening of the program also facilitated its
continuation.

Such rigorous imprinting cloaked the school at Harlem

with an image which it could not dispel even when segregationist prac
tices and policies were officially put aside.

Yet there were many who

wanted and willingly insisted that black Harlem needed and had to have
an ongoing nursing training school.
Would and could the program have survived despite the deteriorated
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■financial circumstances of the City of New York?

Would human nature

have permitted the program to evolve so that current concepts and
dimensions of modern nursing education could have replaced what at one
time had been considered an inviolate organization for training?

Would

the tide of the spirit of black nationalism have impelled modern black
men and women to seek their preparation as nurses in what was a tradi
tionally segregated atmosphere?

Were there some, perhaps well-inten

tioned individuals whose actions were primarily related to their
desires to preserve the status quo and their positions?
Individuals efforts to recall and relate history reveal the usual
and expected flaws.

In the face of current knowledge, no one would

proffer that the school could have continued without major changes.
These changes would have dislodged many people, some who had profes
sional lifetime investments in the Harlem Hospital and its school.
Personal loyalties arise to influence the accuracy of memories and the
capacity to objectively describe what had to be as far as the program
was concerned.
Many proud and distinguished nurse professionals emerged from the
Harlem program.
texts.

Some may still find -their way into the nursing history

But if the past teaches us anything, such recognition will

elude the Harlem and other black nurses because.of the continued pres
ence of racism in the society.

The recurrent theme of racism found

throughout the history of blacks in the United States has also been
oppressive to whites as well.

The inadequate information available

about the roles of blacks in the nursing profession has disadvantaged
all nurses.

Other black nurses need and warrant public recognition in

addition to Mary Eliza Mahoney.
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Some might find myriad reasons for distinguishing the Harlem
school.

Essentially and basically, however, it was a segregated hos

pital-based training program situated in the supposedly liberal north.
Its demise was predictable and coincided with professionally led
activities to reduce the numbers of hospital schools across the United
States.

The Harlem program served its purposes meeting the needs of

various interest groups; its role as a launching vehicle for many black
nurses into the professional mainstream should not pass without notice.
We cannot alter the past.

Time will support the evidence that the

Harlem Hospital School of Nursing, because of its racially structured
orientation, clearly had outlived its segregationist purposes.

The

imprinting of such a history would not afford the School the opportu
nities to continue or to be restructured unless it emerged as an
entirely different entity.
During its existence the School provided evidence that black
nurses could successfully operate a program which prepared graduates
who could qualify for registered nurse status in New York.

They could

be more than head nurses and supervisors as one earlier director had
predicted.

Harlem's graduates were undoubtedly its greatest contribu

tion to nursing.

Many went on to obtain a variety of advanced degrees

including doctorates and medical certification.

They attained successes

in the military services which previously rejected them and other nurses
because of skin color.
The law has stated that segregated education is harmful to learners.
The probability that Harlem's students and other black and white nurses
were impaired by the circumstances of their racially isolated training
environments still warrants examination.

A sizable population would be
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involved for the events occurring at the Harlem School with its stu
dents and graduates can be viewed as a microcosmic study representa
tional of the history of black nurses in the United States.

The Negro

graduate of a racially segregated nurse training program had and may
still have to make greater strides to overcome those earlier needlessly
imposed injustices.
While the past cannot be altered, it should not be overlooked as
it explains the circumstances of the present and predicts the future.
The plague of earlier nursing training, racism, continues in more sub
merged, convoluted and oppressive forms in nursing education and in the
delivery of health care services.

However, the black nurse can play

more dynamic and useful roles and be more than tokens in the nursing
education and health services arenas when cognizant of the contributions
of other blacks in the developing nursing profession.

The events at

Harlem’s School and the Hospital reveal that black nurses were committed
to the roles they played in the earlier struggles.

Their abilities to

endure and often be the first nurses of color in openly hostile envi
ronments prepared paths for others to follow.

Those black nurses who

successfully enter the professional mainstream should do so with an
awareness of the influences of the past on their present and future
capacities to practice as professionals.
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